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ABSTRACT 21 

This thesis aims to investigate the impact of neuromuscular fatigue (NMF) derived from 22 

anaerobic exercise. A review of the literature (chapter 2) highlighted that to date there has 23 

been limited research conducted on the impact that anaerobic exercise has on NMF, how 24 

long NMF from anaerobic exercise lasts, or how individuals respond to NMF following 25 

anaerobic exercise. To investigate these concepts this thesis involves a series of studies that 26 

explore the acute and longitudinal time course responses of NMF through a variety of 27 

anaerobic exercise modalities, including both conditioning and resistance training.  28 

The first experimental chapter of this thesis (chapter 3) aimed to assess the reliability and 29 

levels of agreement between the Individualised Neuromuscular Quality of Life (INQoL) 30 

questionnaire and a novel four question Neuromuscular Fatigue Questionnaire (NMFQ). 31 

These questionnaires are designed to subjectively assess perceived neuromuscular status, 32 

which builds knowledge on how individual responses to training. The NMFQ produced 33 

similar scores to the previously validated INQoL questionnaire, indicating that this may be 34 

an appropriate tool to subjectively assess and monitor neuromuscular fatigue status from 35 

exercise in a time efficient manner in conjunction with other monitoring tools. It would be 36 

beneficial to explore the use of the NMFQ in an athletic cohort, however unfortunately that 37 

was unable to be done a part of this thesis.  38 

Neuromuscular fatigue induced by high intensity repeated effort exercise has been poorly 39 

described, thus in chapter 4 the magnitude and time course of NMF induced by a low, 40 

moderate and high repeated sprint running sessions was assessed. Recreationally active 41 

participants completed three repeat sprint running protocols in a counterbalanced, 42 



 iv 

randomised order. Repeated measures of countermovement jump (CMJ), squat jump (SJ) 43 

and isometric mid-thigh pull (IMTP) accompanied each trial, at times immediately prior, 44 

immediately post, 0.5, 1, 3, 6, 24 and 48 hrs following the condition. A sinusoidal recovery 45 

response was observed with initial nadir immediately post and a primary super- 46 

compensation 3-6 hrs post for jump height, peak force and mean velocity for CMJ and SJ 47 

and peak force for IMTP. Large effect sizes were seen over time across all variables and a 48 

mixed response was observed between conditions. The application of this knowledge of time 49 

course of recovery following sessions of different intensities allows coaches to periodise 50 

training schedules more effectively to maximise adaptation. 51 

International long haul air travel is a necessity for many highly trained athletes as part of 52 

their training or competition schedules, however long haul travel is associated with an 53 

impaired neuromuscular function. Chapter 5 in this thesis sought to assess the impact of 54 

westbound trans-meridian travel on changes in CMJ performance in highly trained aerobic 55 

athletes as this is a frequently assessed monitoring tool of athletes’ lower body 56 

neuromuscular status. Elite rowers undertook a westbound flight incurring 22 hrs of flight 57 

time with 30 hrs of total travel time across nine time zones. Athletes completed a single set 58 

of 6 loaded CMJ repetitions prior to and post travel with performance measured using a 59 

digital optical encoder attached to a 20kg barbell. Each CMJ repetition was assessed for 60 

mean concentric velocity, jump height, eccentric displacement, jump height:dip ratio, mean 61 

power and mean eccentric velocity, with a comparison then made between mean set changes 62 

pre and post travel. Small to moderate changes were observed in all variables following 63 

westbound travel. These changes may be due to athletes’ retaining a high training load prior 64 

to travel resulting in the athletes being in a fatigued state, while the travel time worked as a 65 

forced recovery period. Reductions in CMJ performance are likely following westbound 66 
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travel, however this may be impacted by training fatigue prior to travel that may confound 67 

CMJ performance as a monitoring metric. 68 

It is important to assess NMF from a variety of anaerobic exercise modalities including both 69 

conditioning and resistance training. Chapter 6 of this thesis assessed changes in velocity, 70 

displacement and power using loaded CMJ’s between pre-competition and competition 71 

mesocycles and chapter 7 explored this same relationship over an eight-month competition 72 

season in elite male rowers. These elite rowers completed regular training consisting of a 73 

combination of on-water rowing, rowing ergometer and resistance training sessions. 74 

Athletes completed a single set of 6 loaded CMJ’s in the first and final week of each training 75 

block with performance measured using a digital optical encoder attached to a 20kg barbell. 76 

Each set of CMJ’s were assessed for jump height (JH), eccentric displacement, mean 77 

velocity (MV), eccentric mean velocity (EMV) and mean power. The impact of an athlete’s 78 

relative strength as defined by key lift benchmarks and was used in a further analysis to 79 

understand whether changes between and within mesocycles was influenced by this metric. 80 

The results from these chapters indicate that increases in intensity have a greater negative 81 

impact on elite rowers, as opposed to high volume low-moderate intensities loads. When 82 

assessing differences between strength standards, velocity-based variables may provide a 83 

more precise indication of NMF than displacement and power variables. 84 

Overall this thesis demonstrates the acute and longitudinal time course of neuromuscular 85 

fatigue from various anaerobic exercise modalities in recreationally trained participants and 86 

elite athletes. This thesis highlights the sinusoidal recovery pattern of NMF following 87 

different repeat sprint running loads using changes in IMTP, SJ and CMJ. The findings of 88 

this thesis explored changes in loaded CMJ in elite male rowers post long haul travel, 89 

between pre-competition and competition mesocycles and over a competition season. 90 
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Changes in CMJ following long haul travel was not as pronounced as expected, possibly 91 

due to maintenance of a high training load prior to travel. Changes in CMJ between training 92 

mesocycles and across a competition season indicated that increases in training intensity, as 93 

opposed to volume, had a greater impact on elite male rowers. The findings of this thesis 94 

can be implemented by strength and conditioning coaches to assist in their planning and 95 

periodisation of training. 96 

  97 
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1.1.1. Background 5 

To date limited research has investigated the acute neuromuscular fatigue (NMF) 6 

response to anaerobic exercise using sport and/or training specific tasks and sought to 7 

understand how this may be implicated in the longitudinal monitoring of predominant 8 

aerobic athletes. The majority of research reports on the efficacy of testing performance 9 

using maximal isometric voluntary contractions (MVC) conducted in a laboratory 10 

setting to assess exercise-induced neuromuscular changes (67, 120). Unfortunately, 11 

many MVC testing protocols are impractical for use in the applied high-performance 12 

sport setting and the equipment required can be prohibitive. Importantly NMF is task 13 

specific (46), and testing capable of quantifying NMF should then be specific to the 14 

sporting task and not excessively fatigue inducing as to impair training further (19). 15 

Due to the high involvement of the neural system in stretch shortening cycle (SSC) 16 

movements, such as a countermovement jump (CMJ), the use of these has become 17 

increasingly common practice as a field based assessment of neuromuscular fatigue 18 

(31, 32). 19 

Performance in most sports requires the balance of a number of physiological factors 20 

(121). To maximise effectiveness and to achieve the most out of the little time available, 21 

concurrent training is often used in high-performance environments. Concurrent 22 

training as performed in many sports, is the concept referring to the training of 23 

contrasting physiological systems concurrently to achieve a positive adaption in both 24 

that is relevant to sport performance, e.g. planning for and conducting sport specific 25 
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highly aerobic conditioning sessions alongside resistance training seeking a maximal 26 

strength improvement (90). Interestingly, the concept can also be applied to the distinct 27 

areas of resistance training. For instance concurrent resistance training involves 28 

separating the exercises in a training session into primary, secondary and accessory 29 

exercises with the adaption focus being different for each exercise group depending on 30 

what phase of the overall program is being undertaken (e.g. max strength, power, 31 

hypertrophy) (137). The use of concurrent training strategies highlight the importance 32 

of effective planning and periodisation in order to achieve the desired results without 33 

leading to non-functional overreaching and overtraining (137). The time course 34 

response of NMF from anaerobic exercise is still yet to be thoroughly investigated, this 35 

may impact how an athlete’s training is planned and periodised in order to effectively 36 

manage the frequency of sessions required. It has been suggested that combining 37 

endurance exercise and resistance training is particularly challenging, with research 38 

indicating that muscle hypertrophy, strength and power may be blunted when 39 

endurance and resistance are combined due to an interference effect (6, 73). However 40 

the benefits of incorporating resistance training into the overall training program of a 41 

primarily aerobic sport, such as rowing, which also has significant strength and power 42 

demands is crucial to achieve the desired performance outcome at an elite level (2). 43 

1.1.2. Statement of the problem  44 

The metabolic demands of anaerobic exercise are well documented (82), however, there 45 

is a lack of systematic evidence documenting the temporal recovery of neuromuscular 46 

function following bouts of anaerobic exercise. Without sufficient knowledge of NMF 47 

in response to this type of exercise we are limited in determining how athletes respond 48 
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to a large proportion of their training and competition requirements. Previous literature 49 

on NMF assessment has focused on performance decrements in both acute (10-30 min) 50 

and longer time periods (24-96 hr) post completion of anaerobic exercise (31, 62, 82, 51 

105). Therefore, it is important to investigate NMF in response to anaerobic exercise 52 

over longer acute timeframes such as between 3 and 6 hrs after exercise within the same 53 

day, as these timeframes better reflect what many high-performance athletes experience 54 

when completing multiple training sessions of varying intensities or competitions in a 55 

single day. 56 

The impact of training and competition and NMF has previously been investigated in 57 

team sport (36, 37, 87) endurance (39) and power athletes (25), however there is a 58 

paucity of research relating to the impact of NMF on aerobic strength and power 59 

athletes who complete a significant portion of anaerobic training, such as resistance 60 

training. These research gaps are most prevalent when assessing the impact of NMF 61 

from resistance training and how a high-volume aerobic strength and power sport, such 62 

as rowing is impacted during an acute microcycle and on a longitudinal basis across 63 

multiple mesocycles. Without sufficient insight in this area we are limited in our 64 

understanding of how athletes respond to a large portion of their training. Prolonged 65 

and accumulated NMF effects can potentially create an impaired training state, 66 

reducing the quality of subsequent training sessions or competitions in the short term 67 

and in the long term increasing the risk of non-functional overreaching. 68 
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 69 

The aims of the experimental chapters in this thesis were to explore the acute and 70 

longitudinal time-course response of neuromuscular fatigue from anaerobic exercise 71 

modalities including both conditioning (chapters 3 and 4) and resistance training 72 

(chapters 5-7). Specifically, these aims were to: 73 

 Assess the reliability and level of agreement of an abbreviated neuromuscular 74 

fatigue questionnaire against a previously validated extended questionnaire 75 

(Chapter 3). 76 

 Identify and assess the magnitude and time-course of neuromuscular fatigue 77 

following low, moderate and high repeat sprint running loads using 78 

performance measures from the countermovement jump and isometric mid- 79 

thigh pull (Chapter 4).  80 

 Assess the reliability of a repeat sprint running protocol used to elicit low, 81 

moderate and high anaerobic loads (Chapter 4). 82 

 Investigate the subjective response to low, moderate and high anaerobic loads 83 

using a specific neuromuscular fatigue questionnaire and compare this to 84 

objective measures obtained from the countermovement jump and isometric 85 

mid-thigh pull (Chapter 4). 86 

 Investigate the impact of westbound long-haul travel on countermovement jump 87 

performance in aerobic strength and power athletes (Chapter 5).  88 

 Assess and compare changes in velocity, displacement and power using the 89 

countermovement jump during and between a pre-competition and competition 90 

training mesocycle (Chapter 6).  91 
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 Assess and compare changes in velocity, displacement and power during and 92 

between multiple training mesocycles throughout an 8-month competition 93 

period (Chapter 7). 94 

 Investigate if strength levels impact an athlete’s response to neuromuscular 95 

fatigue (Chapters 6 and 7). 96 

 97 

The outcomes from this thesis will contribute to gaining a greater understanding of 98 

neuromuscular fatigue from anaerobic exercise and to better describe the temporal 99 

profile of recovery. This in turn will aid in the planning and periodisation of high 100 

density training where multiple training sessions are required, involving a large amount 101 

of anaerobic exercise. This thesis will further the knowledge regarding long haul travel 102 

by examining the effects of west bound long haul travel on a primarily aerobic cohort 103 

which will lead to improved planning of training sessions around westbound long haul 104 

travel. This thesis provides direct evidence for the neuromuscular fatigue response, as 105 

quantified using countermovement jumps. This is important within the context of the 106 

periodisation philosophy used to support the programming and planning of sport 107 

specific conditioning and resistance training of high level rowers.  108 
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CHAPTER TWO 110 

Review of Literature 111 
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 113 

Numerous methods have been validated for quantifying the body’s response to endurance 114 

and steady state exercise, including measures of maximum aerobic power and oxygen 115 

consumption, heart rate and blood lactate concentrations (39, 168). However, these methods 116 

are unsatisfactory for quantifying the neuromuscular responses to anaerobic based exercise 117 

due to the high intensity and intermittent nature of this type of exercise (7). It is important 118 

to quantify the neuromuscular response or load associated with anaerobic exercise as it may 119 

lead to potential carry over effects for subsequent training sessions, which could potentially 120 

effect long-term neuromuscular adaptations and may increase risk of injury (19, 31). Current 121 

research trends are utilising practical field tests such as CMJ to investigate NMF, which 122 

appears to be promising, however the time points of interest and most appropriate variables 123 

to use, remain to be elucidated. This lack of evidence about the neuromuscular response to 124 

anaerobic exercise creates challenges when periodising and programming an athlete’s 125 

training as the time course of recovery of NMF from anaerobic exercise is still not widely 126 

understood. This literature review will discuss the mechanisms behind neuromuscular 127 

fatigue, causes of neuromuscular fatigue, measurement of neuromuscular fatigue and 128 

implications of neuromuscular fatigue. 129 

 130 

Neuromuscular fatigue is a complex multifactorial phenomenon, with the involved 131 

mechanisms influenced by the specific task completed (19). These influencing factors 132 

include the movement demands such as high force short muscle contraction time; moderate 133 

force repeated number of muscle contractions or low force cyclical muscle actions (47). 134 
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Importantly for efficient movement involving high or moderate force with relatively short 135 

contraction times such as jumping or running, the human body employs a process referred 136 

to as the SSC (94). Common anaerobic exercises are those involving whole body SSC 137 

movements at high intensities. Importantly the SSC has a very high neural involvement, 138 

which is used to achieve the forces and coordinated movements (94). As such repeated, 139 

frequent use of the SSC is thought to largely contribute to any induced fatigue state, thus 140 

controlled movements utilising the SSC are commonly implemented when seeking to 141 

monitor NMF (144).  142 

It is common to see multiple definitions for fatigue depending on the discipline or context 143 

in which it is being examined. Abbiss and Laursen (1) providing four distinctly different 144 

definitions in relation to different disciplines.  145 

1. Biomechanics: a reduction in force output of a muscle, or a reduction in efficiency.  146 

2. Psychology: the sensation or perception of tiredness, or a decrease in cognitive 147 

function. 148 

3. Physiology: a limitation of a specific physiological system, such as the inability of 149 

the heart to supply ample blood flow to working tissues or failure in the muscle 150 

excitation-contraction coupling process.  151 

4. Neurology: reduced motor drive or neural activation. 152 

However these definitions are limited in their capacity, as they do not include a temporal 153 

component. Each of these disciplines interact and the interaction of these different 154 

disciplines is just as important as each individual discipline as they work together in a multi- 155 

faceted system (139). For the purpose of this document NMF will be defined as an exercise- 156 
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induced reduction in maximal voluntary force that is manifest for longer than 60 min. This 157 

definition encompasses aspects of each of the four disciplines described by Abbiss and 158 

Laursen (1).  This review will focus on the physiological fatigue response to exercise.   159 

2.2.1. Causes of neuromuscular fatigue 160 

Neuromuscular fatigue is associated with a reduction in the force generating capacity of the 161 

muscle (46). This reduction in force is caused by the impairment of one or more of the 162 

neurological, physiological and biochemical processes responsible for muscle contraction 163 

(46). Enoka (45) outlined the following processes which can lead to a reduction in force 164 

generating capacities,  (1) activation of the primary motor cortex, (2) central nervous system 165 

drive to the motor neurons, (3) the muscles or motor units that are activated, (4) 166 

neuromuscular propagation, (5) excitation-contraction coupling, (6) the availability of 167 

metabolic substrates, (7) the intracellular milieu, (8) the contractile apparatus, and (9) 168 

muscle blood flow (Figure 2.1.) These processes can be divided into central sites (processes 169 

1-3) and peripheral sites (processes 4-9).  170 
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 171 

Figure 2.1 Locations of the nine processes that may contribute to fatigue during physical activity (45). 172 

 173 

2.2.2. Central fatigue  174 

Central fatigue encompasses the supraspinal and spinal physiological pathways capable of 175 

producing a decrease in motor neuron excitation (14). This includes a decrease in voluntary 176 

activation of the muscle, which is caused by a reduction in the number and discharge rates 177 

of motor units recruited at the commencement of force generation (14). The affected site of 178 

impairment is potentially task specific due to the multifactorial nature NMF but this also 179 

makes elucidating the exact site of impairment difficult. The mechanisms underpinning 180 

central fatigue are complex and still not completely understood, however three actions at the 181 

motor neuron pool are proposed by Taylor and Gandevia (151) which may lead to the 182 

slowing of a motor neuron. It is proposed that a motor neuron may slow as a result of a 183 

decrease in excitatory input, an increase in inhibitory input or a decrease in the 184 

responsiveness of the motor neurons by a change in their intrinsic properties.  185 
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Central fatigue can be measured and inferred by using percutaneous nervous system 186 

stimulation at sites along the nervous system pathway from motor cortex to the muscle motor 187 

endplate (14, 134). Electrical or magnetic stimulation is superimposed on a nerve 188 

innervating a muscle of interest during a maximal isometric voluntary contraction (MVC). 189 

If the stimulation produces a force peak during an MVC this indicates that the initial 190 

contraction was not maximal and depending on the site at which the stimulation was imposed 191 

infers where on the nervous system pathway that fatigue has manifested. The voluntary 192 

activation force decrement is potentially due to a lack of recruited motor units in the muscle 193 

or an ineffective firing of motor units resulting in a maximal force decrement (152). While 194 

the use of MVCs in isolated joints to measure central fatigue has its advantages, it has 195 

limitations for assessing central fatigue in response to a dynamic bout of exercise at a 196 

submaximal intensity where motor unit recruitment and de-recruitment is much greater 197 

(150). 198 

2.2.3. Peripheral fatigue 199 

Peripheral fatigue relates to processes occurring at the neuromuscular junction (e.g. 200 

transmission of the nerve action potential into a muscle action potential), excitation- 201 

contraction (E-C) coupling and other related contractile mechanisms which may be impaired 202 

through exercise (14). The E-C coupling is the physiological process whereby an action 203 

potential triggers a myocyte (muscle fibre cell) to contract. This is a complex process where 204 

there are many potential sites for impairment resulting in muscle fatigue.  205 

E-C coupling begins with the propagation of an action potential along the sarcolemma and 206 

transverse tubular system. This propagation can be assessed by changes in M-wave 207 
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amplitude using electromyography (EMG) (89, 170). A reduction in M-wave amplitude can 208 

be due to the degradation of one or a number of pathways involved in converting an axonal 209 

action potential into a muscle action potential (14). Along with changes to M-wave 210 

amplitude, action potential impairments can also be assessed through a reduction in force 211 

output from high frequency (50-100Hz) stimulation (57).  212 

Peripheral E-C fatigue identified with high frequency electric stimulation is known as high 213 

frequency fatigue (HFF) and potentially occurs due to an inability to restore positive sodium 214 

and potassium gradients across the sarcolemma prior to the next neural impulse occurring 215 

(14, 89).  Changes in force output in response to high frequency stimulation have been 216 

observed after short duration maximal SSC movements (89, 144), which are fundamental in 217 

many sports. It appears that HFF is only a short-term phenomenon and most prevalent 1-2 218 

hrs post exposure to fatiguing exercise (43, 57). 219 

The use of low frequency (10-20Hz) electrical stimulation to produce muscle contractions 220 

as a means of understanding peripheral fatigue has also been investigated and is known as 221 

low frequency fatigue (LFF). Research has shown that the time course of LFF recovery 222 

ranges from several hours to days after fatiguing exercise (57, 89). LFF is multi-factorial 223 

resulting from high velocity moderate to high force, repetitive eccentric or SSC movements. 224 

LFF is particularly problematic due to its long lasting effects on low force generating 225 

capacity, which is attributed to an impaired release of calcium within the muscle (57).  226 

While the use of electrical stimulation to assess neuromuscular fatigue has its benefits, it 227 

utilises isolated muscle stimulation, which is not specific to sports performance where a 228 

compound dynamic movement is utilised. Furthermore, electrical stimulation is not a 229 
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practical method to use in an applied sporting environment. Importantly there is also 230 

disagreement for the strength of relationship between measures of LFF, HFF and decrements 231 

in dynamic performance tasks (48). This is probably due to LFF and HFF representing only 232 

one of the factors that may be impaired with NMF, whereas a dynamic movement task, such 233 

as a countermovement jump, requires a greater coordination of the whole system. Current 234 

research supports the use of functional performance testing, such as the CMJ for the 235 

assessment of NMF (31, 32, 36, 38, 39). 236 

 237 

Anaerobic exercise can be classified as an exercise that predominantly utilises the anaerobic 238 

pathways as an energy source (132). The broad metabolic demands of anaerobic exercise 239 

are well understood (18, 61), where steady state is not achieved and there is a major 240 

contribution from the anaerobic energy pathways e.g. anaerobic glycolysis/ATP-PC and less 241 

contribution from fat oxidation (that would occur during steady state exercise) (61). The 242 

development of a high anaerobic capacity is paramount for the ability to sustain and repeat 243 

high intensity activity (8, 19), which is a crucial element of many sports (8, 58). This may 244 

involve conditioning or resistance training elements. An adequate anaerobic conditioning 245 

capacity is required to perform such tasks as the ability to perform repeat sprints, which 246 

occur in many team sports (19). In order to successfully perform high intensity efforts an 247 

adequate level of strength and power is required. These capacities are predominantly trained 248 

through resistance training methods and underpin many crucial sporting skills such as 249 

acceleration, jumping and tackling (142). Performing these movements frequently, as is 250 

required in many sports, produces fatigue. Some of this fatigue can be categorised as 251 
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metabolic fatigue, in that it is usually short lasting with recovery occurring following 252 

cessation of activity and once cellular energy potential has returned to normal levels (69). 253 

However, most forms of anaerobic exercise require high force exertion over short 254 

contraction times. These types of movements when performed repeatedly, and in particular 255 

those with a high eccentric component (35, 62) can result in NMF. As described 256 

neuromuscular fatigue is a complex phenomenon impairing the central and peripheral neural 257 

pathways with much longer lasting effects than metabolic fatigue, which may then impact 258 

on subsequent training or competition (43, 57).  259 

The paucity of systematic evidence documenting the temporal recovery of neuromuscular 260 

function in response to anaerobic exercise, creates an issue when periodising and 261 

programming athlete training. This lack of knowledge limits our understanding in 262 

determining an athlete’s response to a significant portion of their training. Previous studies 263 

assessing the performance decrements of NMF have focused on time periods immediately 264 

after (10-30min) or over a longer time period (24-96h) post completion of anaerobic exercise 265 

(31, 62, 82, 105). However, as many athletes will complete multiple training sessions or 266 

competitions in one day, involving anaerobic exercise, it is important to assess the 267 

neuromuscular response to this type of exercise across the medium-term timeframes.  268 

Athletes commonly complete secondary and even tertiary training sessions or competition 269 

events 3 – 6 hrs after the primary session and are thus susceptible to an accumulation of 270 

NMF in this timeframe. In addition, limited studies have investigated the impact of 271 

neuromuscular fatigue over the course of a competition season in Olympic sports. Those 272 

that have investigated this area have been predominantly in team sports where competition 273 

occurs weekly through the course of a season (32, 105). Findings from this research 274 
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indicated that athletes competing in high level weekly competition may have a threshold 275 

capacity to cope with repeated loading, once this threshold is reached athletes enter a period 276 

of neuromuscular overreaching, however they may rebound if effective periodisation is in 277 

place (32). Further research needs to be conducted into the longitudinal response of NMF 278 

from anaerobic exercise across sports that don’t operate on weekly competition schedule, 279 

such as Olympic sports, in order to fully understand the effects and implications of NMF 280 

accumulation. Accumulation of NMF could create an impaired training state and in turn 281 

reduce the quality of subsequent training sessions or competition leading to a long-term 282 

increase in the risk of non-functional overreaching. Correctly balancing the training 283 

requirements and avoiding unplanned impaired training states requires correct planning and 284 

periodisation of training (160). The primary aim of periodisation is to set the framework for 285 

athletes to achieve prime performance at the time of the most important competition(s) using 286 

varying periods of training stress and recovery (11, 143). Recognising also that there are 287 

many different ways to stress the athlete as a biological system, manipulating the volume 288 

and intensity of any given exercise are the key drivers of adaptation (143). Thus, knowledge 289 

of the NMF response to various forms of anaerobic training can then be used to better inform 290 

the periodisation process. 291 

 292 

In a high-performance sport environment it is not practical or desirable to use regular 293 

maximal exercise testing to monitor adaptation to training or recovery/readiness to train 294 

during the training cycle. Therefore, indirect markers of maximal performance and relevant 295 

physiological and psychological indicators have been developed to monitor athletes.  296 
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A multitude of physiological, biochemical, psychological and performance markers have 297 

been used to monitor an athlete’s state of recovery or fatigue levels which mimic the areas 298 

of fatigue defined by Abbiss and Laursen (1).  A number of studies (36, 38, 39) have 299 

examined such markers, including NMF, during periods of intensified training with changes 300 

in these markers being identified in response to an increase in training load and or training 301 

intensity. It is important to note that NMF is only one potential source of fatigue and 302 

monitoring strategies should encompass a range of tools to ensure a more comprehensive 303 

view of an athlete’s condition including both subjective and objective markers. Table 2.1 304 

summarises recent research investigating the changes in NMF in athletic populations using 305 

field based measures. The choice on which particular markers to utilise may be dependent 306 

on time and equipment available, sport specificity, time point in the training cycle and 307 

frequency that monitoring will occur. 308 

 309 
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Table 2.1 Recent published research investigating changes in NMF in athletic populations using field -based measures. 

Author NMF measure Outcome 

Buchheit et al., 2018 (17) 
CMJ, GPS 

Accelerometers 

 Minimal to no NMF measured using accelerometers and CMJ JH following three soccer specific 

conditioning sessions. 

Clarke et al., 2015 (28) CMJ 
 No clear changes in CMJ peak power, mean power and peak velocity between state and national level 

players during a rugby 7’s tournament. 

Clarke et al., 2015 (29) CMJ 
 Significant reductions for PP and take off velocity post Canadian football game simulation. 

 No change over time for CMJ PF. 

Gathercole et al., 2015 (62) CMJ 
 Most CMJ variables demonstrate high intraday and interday reliability. 

 Both CMJ typical and alternative variables should be considered to understand output and jump strategy. 

Gathercole et al., 2015 (63) 
CMJ, SJ, DJ and 

Sprint 

 CMJ and SJ more repeatable than DJ, however sprint tests are most repeatable. 

 CMJ and DJ showed diminished performance up to 72hrs. 

 NMF tests incorporating an eccentric component superior sensitivity to lower body fatigue. 

Gathercole et al., 2015 (64) CMJ  CMJ strategy may be more influenced more by NMF than changes in CMJ output. 

Haines et al., 2014 (71) CMJ 
 Relative peak power is sensitive to measure NMF using either loaded or body weight CMJ. 

 Loaded and unloaded CMJ relative peak power may indicate different responses during taper periods. 

Hogarth et al., 2015 (78) CMJ  Marginal increases in NMF using CMJ JH over consecutive tag football matches. 

Issa et al., 2014 (83) CMJ, SJ, DJ 

 CMJ and SJ peak force and power remained unchanged up to 48hrs post soccer match.  

 CMJ RFD significant decrease 24hrs post match. 

 Significant increase in DJ RSI 48hrs post match. 

Johnston et al., 2015 (84) CMJ 
 Decreased JH, PP, relative power immediately post 5 x 50m sprints. 

 Decreased average RFD and JH 24h post sprints. 

Johnston et al., 2013 (85) CMJ 
 Decreased peak power during intensified rugby league competition. 

 Similar changes in NMF between forwards and backs. 

Johnston et al., 2015 (86) 
CMJ, Plyometric 

press up 

 After 48 hrs lower body NMF had recovered, while upper body NMF was still elevated following a rugby 

league match. 

 NMF was reduced in those with well-developed high intensity running ability and lower body strength, 

despite greater internal and external loads. 

Johnston et al., 2013 (88) 
CMJ, Plyometric 

press up 
 CMJ utilising a velocity measure may be a better indicator of lower body NMF. 
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 Changes in force variables from a plyometric press up appear to be more beneficial at measuring upper 

body NMF. 

Marrier et al., 2017 (100) CMJ, Sprint  30m sprint test more sensitive than CMJ in Rugby 7’s players. 

Mitchell et al., 2017(109) CMJ 
 Small decrease in peak power post long haul travel. 

 Small decrease in peak and mean power post ruby 7’s tournament. 

Norris et al., 2016 (115) CMJ  Greater decrease in JH following trial with tackle sled as opposed to tackle bag. 

Oxendale et al., 2016 (116) 
CMJ, Repeated 

plyometric push up 

 Reduced upper body neuromuscular function was associated with playing duration, high intensity running, 

and contacts in a rugby league match. 

 No significant correlations between CMJ and specific match demands. 

Póvoas et al., 2014 (122) CMJ, Sprint 
 Significant reductions in CMJ JH handball match. 

 Significant reduction in 20m sprint ability in the second half and post handball match. 

Roe et al., 2017 (125) 
CMJ, Cycle 

ergometer 

 CMJ peak and mean power may be more sensitive to changes in training load than a 6-second cycle 

ergometer test. 

Roe et al., 2016 (126) CMJ  Very likely to almost certain decrease in mean power in second half of pre-season. 

Rowell et al., 2016 (127) CMJ 

 Reduction in CMJ performance following soccer match. 

 Reductions in JH were greatest at medium to high loads 0.5 and 18hrs post match. 

 FT:CT indicated immediate alteration in jump performance. 

Sams et al., 2018 (128) SJ  No significant decreases in JH were observed over college soccer season. 

Twist et al., 2017 (163) CMJ 
 Large flight time reductions on the day following rugby league match were observed. 

 Non-linear decline in CMJ performance over 22-day mesocycle. 

Wehbe et al., 2015 (171) 
CMJ, Cycle 

ergometer 

 Cycle ergometer sprint test useful to identify post match NMF in AFL. 

 Cycle ergometer peak power reduced 24 hrs following match, similar results to CMJ. 

Wehbe et al., 2015 (172) Cycle ergometer  Six second cycle ergometer sprint test reliable in AFL players. 
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2.4.1 Objective markers of neuromuscular fatigue 1 

Despite there being a multitude of tests available to assess physical performance many 2 

of these are not suitable to regularly monitor fatigue status, in particular during a 3 

competition season. This can be due to the fatiguing nature of these tests, expense or 4 

impracticality of equipment required for testing and difficulties in testing a large group 5 

of athletes in a time efficient manner (32, 33, 39). Research conducted in the last five 6 

years assessing NMF using practical field based methods in athletic populations (Table 7 

2.2) highlights a trend towards the use of the CMJ to measure NMF. The following 8 

discussion will focus on fatigue markers and tests that can be easily and practically used 9 

in a variety of sporting environments. 10 

Neuromuscular performance tests 11 

Neuromuscular performance tests have been used to gain an understanding of the direct 12 

force production capabilities of particular muscles of interest. Due to this, tests to assess 13 

strength (isometric mid-thigh pull), dynamic explosive strength or slow SSC strength 14 

(CMJ), highly dynamic explosive strength or fast SSC strength (drop jumps) and static 15 

dynamic explosive strength (squat jumps) are often used to assess neuromuscular force 16 

capabilities.  17 

Dynamic Performance Tasks 18 

Countermovement Jumps 19 

The use of vertical jumps, in particular CMJ has become a commonly used tool to 20 

investigate the effects of NMF (31, 32, 105) due to their perceived ease of performance, 21 
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little learning required particularly in most team sports and that due to this familiarity 22 

there is a lower inherent variability in performance enabling sports scientists and 23 

coaches greater certainty in identifying a meaningful change (33, 63). CMJ’s can be 24 

measured using force plates, linear position transducers (LPT) or switch mats. This 25 

technology makes this method of measurement practical, easily accessible in many 26 

sporting environments and provides for an increase precision of measurement.  27 

Squat Jumps 28 

Similarly to CMJ, squat jumps (SJ) utilise an athlete’s explosive strength, however a 29 

SJ is a concentric only jump that starts from holding a static squat position at 30 

approximately a 90° knee angle for a brief period of time (approximately 3 seconds). It 31 

is thought that concentric strength may recover faster than eccentric strength after 32 

exercise induced muscle damage (63). It has been found that SJ performance has 33 

recovered to baseline levels following a sprint protocol after 24 hrs, while there were 34 

still decreases in CMJ performance 72 hrs after the protocol (63). It is suggested that 35 

SJ may not be as sensitive to NMF as CMJ, potentially due to the use of the SSC in 36 

CMJ (63). To assess these same qualities in the upper body, both bench throw, from a 37 

static starting position, and bench pull have been used. 38 

Drop Jumps 39 

The drop jump (DJ) is a fast SSC movement that involves dropping from a pre- 40 

determined height and rebounding as fast as possible. By assessing DJ performance 41 

from different heights we are able to examine the stretch-load tolerance (41). In 42 

comparison to CMJ and SJ it appears that DJ are less repeatable due to the complexity 43 
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of the DJ and the learning effect required to become competent at this skill (41, 63).  44 

The drop jump action can be replicated in the upper body by using a reactive medicine 45 

ball catch and throw.  46 

Sprinting 47 

The use of a maximal sprint assessment as a measure of NMF has also been investigated 48 

with a reduction in sprint ability a common observation following a fatiguing running 49 

based protocol (68, 112). In a study by Gathercole et al. (63) it was observed that sprint 50 

20m sprint performance had more pronounced immediate post exercise changes than 51 

vertical jump measurements, however sprint performance also had a quicker restoration 52 

time in comparison to vertical jumps. These findings suggest that vertical jumps may 53 

be a more comprehensive measure of assessing NMF than time-focused sprint 54 

assessments (63). 55 

Isometric Performance Tasks 56 

Isometric performance tests have been used to assess maximal force capacities, 57 

progressing from very isolated grip strength tasks to isolated upper or lower body 58 

flexion and extension tasks. These tasks have then progressed to gross isometric tasks 59 

such as the back squat and isometric mid-thigh pull (IMTP) (4). The IMTP is currently 60 

the more preferred isometric gross task, as it is thought that the IMTP position is safer 61 

than the isometric back squat position. While isometric tests are a relatively poor 62 

predictor of performance when used in isolation (4), they are useful when used in 63 

comparison to isoinertial tests to assess the amount of force that can be applied 64 

dynamically (isoinertial tests) to total maximal force (isometric tests) (175). A review 65 
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completed by Brady and colleagues confirmed peak force to be the most reliable 66 

variable to assess for IMTP, with RFD significantly impacted by the sampling windows 67 

used (15).  68 

Variables of Interest  69 

The aforementioned tests in section 2.4.1 generate numerous variables that could be 70 

used to assist in the understanding of NMF. The choice of which variables best used to 71 

quantify NMF is inconclusive. A recent review by Balloch et al. (5) highlighted, which 72 

variables are best used to detect NMF. The review also highlighted that that the time 73 

course of recovery of NMF has focused on using output related variables such as jump 74 

height, force and power. Based on jump height calculations being calculated in 75 

numerous ways depending on the tool implemented (i.e force plate calculating jump 76 

height derived from flight time or peak velocity; linear encoder based on displacement), 77 

athlete technique can often have an impact on the calculated output variable which can 78 

result in them altering their movement strategy to maintain a performance output (5). 79 

On this basis focussing purely on the concentric portion of output variables may be 80 

misleading as variables that take into account the eccentric portion of the movement 81 

will often provide more detail around the movement strategy or change in movement 82 

strategy employed. For this reason, it is important to consider both output and 83 

alternative variables assessing changes in movement strategy. The primary output 84 

variables that are used to assess neuromuscular performance tests include velocity, 85 

power and force. Velocity is typically calculated as the displacement divided by time, 86 

power calculated as force times velocity and force as mass times acceleration. These 87 
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variables are impacted from NMF as shown through a decrease in these values due to 88 

a reduction in muscle contractile function as discussed previously in section 2.2. 89 

The aforementioned variables have been used frequently in numerous studies when 90 

looking to assess the time-course of fatigue. Small to moderate reductions in CMJ 91 

output variables of peak power, mean power, peak force, mean force, flight time and 92 

jump height have been observed in collegiate team sport athletes immediately following 93 

a high intensity intermittent running protocol (62).  Likewise reductions in CMJ peak 94 

power, peak force, peak rate of force development and flight time following a 95 

professional rugby league match were observed with peak force recovering after 24 96 

hours, while peak power, peak rate of force development and flight time did not recover 97 

until 48 hours (164).  98 

The aforementioned variables are typically assessed in the concentric phase of the 99 

action. This is because this is the force generating part of the movement that requires 100 

greater levels of muscle contraction to produce force as discussed previously in more 101 

details in section 2.2. However the use of eccentric variables to provide a greater 102 

understanding of alterations in jump mechanics due to NMF (34, 62) may provide 103 

greater insight into the time course of neuromuscular recovery. Eccentric displacement 104 

has been proposed as a beneficial variable to monitor changes in neuromuscular status 105 

following periods of heavy resistance training (153). The CMJ eccentric displacement 106 

is potentially representative of a reduction in knee and/or hip flexion, which may be a 107 

subconscious strategy to maintain countermovement jump performance under fatigue 108 

(153). Gathercole and colleagues (62) found that 24hrs following a high intensity 109 

intermittent running protocol almost all CMJ performance, time and eccentric function 110 
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related variables neared a return to baseline. However as part of a proposed biphasic 111 

recovery from this type of exercise there was a change in movement strategy at 72 hours 112 

with an increase in eccentric and concentric jump duration, FT:CT and a decrease in 113 

maximal rate of force development. This occurred while performance variables of jump 114 

height, power output and flight time were maintained (62). Peak velocity remained 115 

unchanged at 72 hours, however minimum velocity increased. This may be 116 

representative of a compensatory mechanism of reduced countermovement range as a 117 

strategy to maintain jump performance in order to optimise movement efficiency, 118 

control and eccentric force production throughout the jump despite the presence of 119 

residual fatigue (5, 124).  120 

When assessing NMF it is important to consider both output related variables and 121 

eccentric function related variables in conjunction with each other to provide a more 122 

detailed understanding of potential changes. However reliability of variables should be 123 

considered. Gathercole and colleagues found reliability of alternative variables relating 124 

to the eccentric portion of a CMJ is less  (CV >5%) when compared to peak power, 125 

flight time and jump height obtained from the concentric portion of a jump (CV <5%) 126 

(62). It is however acknowledged that the instructions given to participants (jump as 127 

high and as fast as possible) emphasised power generation and could be representative 128 

of output. This is in contrast to the alternative variables related to time and eccentric 129 

function which are representative of the movement strategy employed, and therefore 130 

may be move variable than output variables. The greater variability in these variables 131 

related to movement strategy may be representative of more skilled jumpers and their 132 

ability to achieve consistent performance in output variables by altering their movement 133 
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strategy (62). An investigation into the variability of CMJ variables over a basketball 134 

season found an increased movement variability when training loads were at their peak 135 

along with an increase in NMF (98). This suggests that the monitoring of movement 136 

variability in the CMJ may also be a useful tool to assess NMF.  137 

One such variable that has been used frequently to assess NMF is flight time to 138 

contraction time ratio (FT:CT). The FT:CT is calculated by flight time divided by 139 

contraction time and has been used as an effective method to assess neuromuscular 140 

status and recovery in a number of team sports (32, 62, 105). Cormack et al. (32) 141 

observed a suppression in FT:CT in the days following a competitive Australian rules 142 

football match in comparison to pre-match values. This has been linked to performance 143 

with this suppression a representation of a reduced neuromuscular capacity (32). 144 

However as this measurement is a ratio and part of this ratio could change, for example 145 

jump height, while the ratio remains constant, it is important to examine components 146 

of the ratio. This may explain the mixed response evident following an Australian rules 147 

football match with only the FT:CT showing a substantial decrease, while unclear 148 

changes were observed for flight time, mean and relative power and force (31). These 149 

conflicting results suggest that variables that assess CMJ output alone may not be 150 

sufficient or sensitive enough to detect changes in neuromuscular status. 151 

A number variables have been examined that assess the percentage, ratio or absolute 152 

difference between the SJ and CMJ to assess the utilisation of the SSC such as eccentric 153 

utilisation ratio, pre-stretch augmentation percentage and reactive strength (101, 146). 154 

These may be useful if utilising both CMJ and SJ, however if only a CMJ is being used 155 

the reactive strength index-modified may be beneficial as it examines the effectiveness 156 
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of SSC utilisation by assessing CMJ JH in relation to time from initiation of movement 157 

to take off as indicated by a jump mat or force plate (146).  Reactive strength index- 158 

modified has been found to be a reliable performance measure during both loaded and 159 

unloaded CMJ with moderate to very large relationships with RFD, peak force and peak 160 

power (145).  161 

Further systematic investigation is needed to identify the variety of variables derivable 162 

from the various performance tests across a range of activities in order for 163 

recommendations to confirm the most applicable and reliable variables to use to 164 

monitor neuromuscular fatigue.  165 

2.4.2  Subjective markers of neuromuscular fatigue 166 

Subjective measures are inexpensive and relatively simple to implement, with a range 167 

of different tools available to assess signs and symptoms of physical and psychological 168 

well-being. The use of subjective self report measures has been found to reflect changes 169 

in athlete wellbeing. Subjective measures have been shown to indicate impaired 170 

wellbeing with increases in acute (37, 39, 75, 99, 131) and chronic (52, 131) training 171 

loads while also showing an improved state of wellbeing following reduction in acute 172 

training loads (37, 39, 75, 99, 131). This indicates that subjective measures may be 173 

useful as a measure for changes in dose-response to training load (106, 131). Subjective 174 

measures related to mood disturbance, perceived stress and recovery have shown 175 

responses with higher sensitivity and consistency in comparison to some objective 176 

measures (131). However objective measures are better served to measure 177 

physiological and performance capacities, which can be used to guide training, while 178 
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the subjective measure is a useful tool to gain an insight into how an individual 179 

perceives their current state (131). Due to these factors it is important to use subjective 180 

and objective measures in conjunction to complement each other and gain a greater 181 

understanding on the individual. A recent review by Saw and colleagues (131) explored 182 

a range of subjective measures commonly used to measure NMF and their 183 

responsiveness to acute and chronic changes in training load. While there are a number 184 

of subjective assessment tools available the following discussion will focus on some of 185 

the more commonly used tools. 186 

Rating of perceived exertion 187 

The rating of perceived exertion (RPE) scale was first developed by Borg (13) as a 188 

means of providing a simple, reliable, valid estimation of exercise intensity. A 189 

measurement of perceived exertion is based on the premise that the level of strain and/or 190 

heaviness experienced during a physical effort, can be estimated by a specific rating 191 

method (13). Since the original scale’s implementation, a modified scale, the CR-10 192 

RPE scale, has been validated against markers of exercise intensity and is now the 193 

preferred method to measure perceived exertion (12). RPE has been widely accepted as 194 

a valid method to measure intensities of aerobic exercise (54, 60), with this method 195 

commonly used to measure specific stages of exercise, the idea of a session RPE (sRPE) 196 

was developed to measure the entire training bout (53, 54). The sRPE rating is given 197 

30 mins post completion of the exercise bout to ensure that particularly easy or difficult 198 

exercise towards the end of the session would not dominate the athlete’s response (54, 199 

136). A number of studies have also demonstrated obtaining an RPE at shorter time 200 

periods, as soon as five to ten minutes post exercise, to be valid (27, 165). A rating of 201 
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sRPE has been demonstrated to be a reliable measure of both aerobic and anaerobic 202 

exercise demands (54), with further research suggesting that it is also a valid and 203 

reliable indicator of resistance training intensities (42, 102, 103, 136, 148). Numerous 204 

studies have observed that higher load training, such as strength and hypertrophy 205 

training is perceived to be more difficult and requires greater effort in comparison to 206 

lower load training, such as a power training protocol (42, 102, 136, 148). 207 

Perceptual ratings of recovery and stress 208 

Additional stressors in an athlete’s daily life other than training and competition can 209 

have an impact on their tolerance and adaptive capacity to training stressors.  It is for 210 

this reason important to consider using methods to monitor an athlete’s intrinsic 211 

perception of stress and fatigue as this could potentially aid in the successful monitoring 212 

of athletes to avoid an over-reached or over trained state (131).  213 

The Recovery-Stress Questionnaire for Athletes (RESTQ) is one of the most popular 214 

questionnaires used. Other commonly used questionnaires include the Profile of Mood 215 

States (POMS) and Daily Analysis of Life Demands for Athletes (DALDA). The 216 

RESTQ questionnaire is designed to capture information about both the athlete’s 217 

perceived stress and recovery in a sporting context. The questions are designed to elicit 218 

responses either towards stress-associated activities, indicating high levels of subjective 219 

stress (92). Conversely, recovery orientated answers indicate a good subjective level of 220 

recovery. The RESTQ has been used in a variety of sports to monitor athletes and the 221 

impact of training with changes in training volume evident within the RESTQ scales 222 

(91). The use of questionnaire should be in conjunction with other monitoring methods 223 
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and be used as a way to start a conversation with the athlete about other stressors in 224 

their life that may be impacting on their training and competition. These questionnaires 225 

provide an indication of the global perception of the athlete (131). As the effects of 226 

NMF are long lasting it is believed that these questionnaires may provide an 227 

individualised sense of how the athlete is coping with NMF. 228 

2.4.3 Biochemical markers 229 

A range of biochemical markers have been investigated to monitor training and fatigue 230 

that can be assessed through either blood or saliva samples. As saliva is a relatively 231 

non-invasive method of collection and thus perhaps more practical, this review will 232 

focus on only Cortisol and Testosterone salivary biochemical markers although it is 233 

recognised that there is a large variety of potential hormones and enzymes which have 234 

been reported to change under various fatigue conditions (131).  235 

Cortisol 236 

Cortisol is a hormone released from the adrenal glands in times of stress. A rise in 237 

cortisol levels is stimulated by an over secretion of adrenocorticotropic hormone 238 

(ACTH) in reaction to a stress response. A number of studies have reported a decrease 239 

in morning cortisol levels in the days following competition (44, 105, 119), conversely 240 

Cormack et al. (31) reported an increase in cortisol 24 hrs post an Australian Rules 241 

Football match. Similarly to other hormones, cortisol is influenced by circadian 242 

rhythms with levels being highest in the morning before decreasing across the day.  It 243 

is thought than an (increase or decrease) in salivary cortisol levels may be an indication 244 

of an athlete overreaching and their inability to recover effectively (102).   245 
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Testosterone 246 

Testosterone is an anabolic hormone, important for muscle hypertrophy and increasing 247 

muscle glycogen synthesis (70). Testosterone typically increases in response to short 248 

term strenuous exercise (40, 95), however testosterone levels are reported to be very 249 

variable throughout a competition season in high intensity intermittent team sport 250 

athletes (32). The high variability of testosterone may limit its use in a high 251 

performance setting, however a better alternative is when testosterone is used in 252 

conjunction with cortisol and presented as the testosterone: cortisol ratio (T:C ratio). 253 

T:C Ratio 254 

By deriving a ratio from the concentration levels of Testosterone and Cortisol it is 255 

believed that an understanding of the stress hormone balance is achieved as testosterone 256 

and cortisol vary in opposite directions in response to exercise (44). The T:C ratio 257 

decreases in relation to an increase in training load and can potentially mean an athlete 258 

is not adapting to the training load (36). While T:C ratio shows promise in being an 259 

effective monitoring tool for athletes, the ratio can also be affected by psychological 260 

stress (36), reaffirming importance to use T:C ratio in conjunction with other 261 

monitoring strategies. 262 

2.4.4 Physiological markers 263 

Heart rate variability 264 

Heart rate variability (HRV) refers to the normal variation within the R-R interval (beat- 265 

to-beat intervals) and is thought to provide an insight in to an athlete’s readiness to 266 
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train, as an index of autonomic nervous system responsiveness. Overtraining is 267 

proposed to have a negative impact on cardiovascular autonomic control, with either 268 

sympathetic or parasympathetic predominance in overtrained athletes (167). However 269 

there is conflicting evidence observing changes in HRV that reflect enhanced 270 

sympathetic activity in overtrained athletes at rest (167). Conversely other studies have 271 

identified a predominance of parasympathetic activity at rest in overtrained athletes 272 

(81). It is postulated that these studies describe different forms of overtraining 273 

explaining the observed differences. An overtraining state caused by an increase in 274 

training volume may result in sympathetic dominance, while an increase in training 275 

intensity may lead to a parasympathetic predominance (81). Others have suggested that 276 

in the overreaching phases of a training block, HRV may be characterised by a 277 

sympathetic predominance, however if this progresses to a state of overtraining then 278 

parasympathetic predominance becomes evident (158). More research needs to be 279 

conducted in the area of HRV to assess its appropriateness as an effective athlete 280 

monitoring. 281 

 282 

As discussed, training and competition induces NMF. This must be monitored and 283 

effectively managed in order to optimise an athlete’s adaptation to training and 284 

maximise performance. The recovery time required from an acute training stress varies 285 

dependent on the type and magnitude of stress (24). Absolute load, intensity and total 286 

work performed appear to produce their own fatigue effects, as discussed in the fitness- 287 

fatigue model (26). However these individual fatigue effects can culminate and create 288 
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a systemic fatigue response (26). Within the literature several authors (31, 105) have 289 

shown fatigue markers to still be substantially affected 24 hrs following competition 290 

(31, 105), with some extending up to 3-4 days after completion of competition (105).   291 

Higher frequency of training, and thus higher training volumes increase the duration of 292 

lasting fatigue effects (26). Higher training volumes may be tolerable earlier in the 293 

competition year and may result in increased adaptive abilities, however if the training 294 

volume remains high the ability to recover appropriately is likely to be impaired (26). 295 

By reducing the training volume at points throughout the competition year this allows 296 

sufficient time for adaptation and recovery. Manipulations in training intensity are often 297 

more predictable than volume manipulation (72, 73), thus why as a competition 298 

approaches volume of training is often decreased while intensity remains. This 299 

maintenance of intensity allows for maximisation of the fitness after effects of intensity, 300 

while minimising the fatigue effects from volume of training (26). In a high- 301 

performance sport environment it is often not logistically possible to allow athletes a 302 

few days for their fatigue markers to completely recover and still provide appropriate 303 

training stress to lead to super-compensation and adaptation. It is in these situations 304 

when an imbalance may exist between an athlete’s tolerance to training stress and the 305 

overall strain of training. This balance needs to be measured and monitored to ensure 306 

that athletes adapt appropriately to training, to reduce injury risk and avoid long-term 307 

decrements in health and performance relating to non-functional overreaching and 308 

overtraining syndrome (38).  309 
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2.5.1 Overreaching and overtraining 310 

Manipulating volume and intensity of training is required to gain positive adaptations 311 

and improve performance. This manipulation process is known as periodisation and the 312 

positive adaptation process is referred to as functional overreaching (FOR), with the 313 

time required for it to occur is referred to as the period of super-compensation (10). 314 

However, when a period of prolonged excessive training runs concurrently with other 315 

stressors and insufficient recovery occurs this has a negative impact and can lead to 316 

non-functional overreaching (NFOR) which can then progress to over training 317 

syndrome (OTS) if not identified and treated (106). These conditions have detrimental 318 

impacts on athlete performance and require significant periods of rest to overcome. 319 

Many studies have examined the effects of prolonged NMF in response to strenuous 320 

training and have found a reduction in physical performance variables is evident both 321 

after competition (31, 38, 105, 164) and over the course of a competitive season (32, 322 

36) in team sport athletes.   323 

2.5.2 Signs and symptoms of overtraining  324 

To effectively manage strenuous training, overreaching and overtraining needs to be 325 

monitored by identifying potential signs and symptoms that may be associated with 326 

these conditions. In the early stages of overreaching and overtraining symptoms may 327 

only arise in the form of increased perceptions of fatigue by athletes (166). Due to the 328 

nature of elite sport many athletes will frequently perceive themselves to be in a state 329 

of fatigue due to pressures of training and competition loads (131). Depending on the 330 

nature of the sport e.g. if the sport is a team sport that operates of weekly competition 331 
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on an Olympic sport with training periodised to focus on limited key competitions a 332 

season, could also impact the timing it may take to observe signs of overreaching and 333 

overtraining. Table 2.2 outlines some of the common signs and symptoms associated 334 

with overreaching and overtraining. These have been divided into sympathetic and 335 

parasympathetic in relation to the area of the autonomic nervous system they impact.   336 

  337 
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Table 2.2 Signs and symptoms of sympathetic and parasympathetic forms of 338 

overtraining (141) 339 

Sympathetic Parasympathetic 

 Decreased sport performance 

 Increased resting heart rate 

 Increased resting blood pressure 

 Decreased maximal power output 

 Decreased maximal blood lactate 

concentrations 

 Slower recovery after exercise 

 Weight loss 

 Decreased appetite 

 Decreased desire to exercise 

 Increased incidence of injury 

 Increased incidence of infection 

 Decreased sports performance  

 Decreased resting heart rate 

 Faster return of heart rate to resting 

values after exercise 

 Decreased blood lactate concentrations 

during submaximal and maximal 

exercise 

 

 340 

Neuromuscular fatigue is a complex multifactorial phenomenon potentially impacting 341 

on an athlete’s performance. In order to successfully monitor fatigue to optimise athlete 342 

training and performance more research needs to be completed on the time course of 343 

neuromuscular recovery following high intensity training sessions. As neuromuscular 344 

fatigue is task specific it is important to assess the neuromuscular response to a variety 345 

of anaerobic training modalities, including both conditioning sessions and resistance 346 

training. This will enable coaches to improve athlete periodisation and programming 347 

for training.  More research needs to be conducted into the most appropriate field tests 348 

and variables to use in order to gain an improved knowledge and understanding of 349 

prolonged neuromuscular fatigue from different types of anaerobic exercise, and the 350 
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time course of this response so this knowledge can be utilised in a high-performance 351 

sporting environment. 352 

  353 
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 355 
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CHAPTER THREE 356 

A Novel Method to Subjectively Assess Neuromuscular 357 

Fatigue – A Pilot Study 358 

  359 
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 360 

The aim of this study was to assess the reliability and levels of agreement between the 361 

Individualised Neuromuscular Quality of Life questionnaire (INQoL) and a novel four 362 

question Neuromuscular Fatigue Questionnaire (NMFQ) following maximal repeated 363 

sprint exercise. These questionnaires are designed to subjectively assess perceived 364 

neuromuscular status, which builds knowledge on how individual responses to training. 365 

Five recreationally active participants completed three different repeat sprint running 366 

conditions (low, moderate and high running loads) used to stress the neuromuscular 367 

system. Participant’s subjectively assessed their neuromuscular fatigue status using 368 

both questionnaires across five time points (pre exercise, 3h, 6h, 24h, 48h post 369 

exercise). All participants completed each condition at least once. One participant 370 

completed all conditions twice and two participants completed all but one condition 371 

twice. This equated to 110 pairs of data between all participants for all trials and all 372 

time points. 373 

Participant’s perceived levels of neuromuscular fatigue, as assessed by both 374 

questionnaires increased from the low to high repeated sprint conditions, with very 375 

similar responses across both questionnaires. A very strong positive relationship was 376 

evident between the overall scores from the two questionnaires, with a correlation of r 377 

= 0.93 ± 0.02 (90% CL). A strong level of agreement was observed between 378 

questionnaires with no bias and the majority of responses within the 95% limits of 379 

agreement. 380 
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The novel NMFQ produced similar scores to the validated INQoL, indicating that this 381 

may be an appropriate tool to subjectively assess and monitor neuromuscular fatigue 382 

status from exercise in a time efficient manner (less than one min to complete, in 383 

comparison to a minimum of five mins for the INQoL) in conjunction with other athlete 384 

monitoring tools. 385 

  386 
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 387 

It has been demonstrated that a range of subjective measures respond to training 388 

induced changes in athlete well-being (131), with subjective measures regularly used 389 

in conjunction with other athlete monitoring tools (155). There are a wide variety of 390 

perceptual questionnaires commonly used in the athlete monitoring setting, with these 391 

questionnaires designed to be a time efficient method to encapsulate a variety of 392 

subjective measures. Generally, these subjective measures focus on factors such as 393 

general indicators of fatigue, general muscle soreness, sleep quality, stress levels and 394 

mood. Although informative about training induced changes in athlete well-being it is 395 

questionable whether questionnaires such as the RESTQ-Sport, POMS, DALDA and a 396 

variety of custom health and wellness options provide insight into and are able to 397 

quantify neuromuscular fatigue (162). Neuromuscular fatigue can be defined as a 398 

prolonged reduction in force generating capacity of the muscle (1), with symptoms 399 

presenting for >3h post exercise. This situation of prolonged reduced muscle function 400 

may create an impaired training state, potentially reducing the quality of subsequent 401 

training and competition (31). While exercise that produces a high neuromuscular load 402 

is prevalent in many training scenarios, it is important to develop an easily 403 

implementable tool to monitor the responses from training. To date there has been no 404 

athlete specific questionnaire developed to assess perceived neuromuscular fatigue.  405 

Vincent and colleagues (169) developed the Individualised Quality of Life (INQoL) 406 

questionnaire designed to assess the quality of life for persons with neuromuscular 407 

disorders. Although designed for use in a clinical population, the main themes are 408 

relevant for the subjective assessment of impaired neuromuscular function in athletes. 409 
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The ability to provide a specific indication and monitor changes in, albeit subjective, 410 

an athlete’s neuromuscular status would assist in maximizing training effectiveness and 411 

the adaptive training response. While the INQoL is reliable and beneficial for a clinical 412 

population (169), it consists of 10 questions, broken into multiple sub-sections, taking 413 

a minimum of five minutes to complete. Questionnaires of this length are impractical 414 

to implement in a high performance sport environment where time is limited and longer 415 

questionnaires often lead to a lack of athlete compliance or poor data quality (162).  416 

To quantify neuromuscular fatigue in an athletic environment a questionnaire that is 417 

both time efficient and sensitive to change is required. To achieve this aim for this 418 

investigation we developed a modified version of the INQoL by translating the four 419 

main themes from the INQoL into questions that subjectively assessed neuromuscular 420 

fatigue in an exercise environment. By adjusting the previously validated INQoL, it 421 

required this novel questionnaire to be demonstrated as reliable. To justify the 422 

continued use of this novel tool, its ecological validity needed to be demonstrated, such 423 

that the NMFQ was sensitive to different exercise demands with large neural loads. 424 

Thus this investigation sought to assess the reliability and level of agreement between 425 

the INQoL and a novel neuromuscular fatigue questionnaire (NMFQ) following bouts 426 

of maximal repeated sprint exercise. 427 
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 428 

3.1.1. Participants 429 

Five recreational athletes (2 x male, 3x female; 24.4 ±1.9y; 1.70 ± 0.1m; 70.7 ± 15.6kg) 430 

were recruited to complete a randomised crossover study between three different repeat 431 

sprint conditions (low, moderate and high running loads) used to stress the 432 

neuromuscular system. All participants were currently completing organised training 433 

(at least one session weekly) for their sport and had completed recreational sport for 434 

minimum of 2 years. This study was approved by the institutions Human Research 435 

Ethics Committee, with all participants giving written informed consent prior to 436 

commencing. No funding was received for this research. 437 

3.1.2. Procedures  438 

The Neuromuscular Fatigue Questionnaire (NMFQ) comprised of the following four 439 

questions measured using a Likert scale ranging from “0, not at all – 6, an extreme 440 

amount”; 441 

1. Are you currently experiencing an increased level of muscular fatigue?  442 

2. Is your muscle fatigue causing you difficulty in performing everyday activities? For 443 

example walking up/down stairs, standing to sitting/sitting to standing, putting on shoes 444 

etc. 445 

3. Is your muscular fatigue causing you an increased level of pain?  446 
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4. Do you feel an increased level of tiredness/general fatigue as a result of your muscle 447 

fatigue?  448 

The repeat sprint conditions consisted of 10 x 20m sprints, commencing every 20s with 449 

three min passive inter-set rest. The low condition consisted of two sets, the moderate 450 

condition four sets and the high condition, six sets of the protocol. Each participant 451 

subjectively assessed their neuromuscular fatigue status using both the NMFQ and 452 

INQoL immediately prior to and post exercise across five time points (3h, 6h, 24h, 48h) 453 

with a minimum of 96h between trials. All participants completed each condition at 454 

least once. One participant completed all conditions twice and two participants 455 

completed all but one condition twice. This equated to 110 pairs of data between all 456 

participants for all trials and all time points. 457 

3.1.3. Statistical Analysis 458 

Raw values were transformed to Z-scores prior to analysis to compare between 459 

questionnaire scales. Normality was tested using a Shapiro-Wilk’s test. A Spearman’s 460 

Rho correlation was used with Bland-Altman plots to assess the levels of agreement 461 

(LOA). Criteria to assess agreement were 0.00-0.19 ‘very weak’; 0.20-0.39 ‘weak’; 462 

0.40-0.59 ‘moderate’; 0.60-0.79 ‘strong’; 0.80-1.00 ‘very strong’ (79). Statistical 463 

analysis was performed in SPSS version 23.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL). Magnitude based 464 

inferences were used to determine the magnitude of any differences between the NMFQ 465 

and INQoL responses using customized excel spreadsheets with the criteria of 0-0.5% 466 

‘most unlikely’; 0.5-5% ‘very unlikely’; 5-25% ‘unlikely’; 25-75% ‘possibly’; 75-95% 467 

‘likely’; 95-99.5% ‘very likely’; 99.5-100% ‘most likely’(79). 468 
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 469 

Responses for both the INQoL and NMFQ increased from the low to the high condition 470 

(Table 3.1), with very similar responses between questionnaires. A very strong positive 471 

relationship (r = 0.93±0.02 (90% CL) which was ‘most likely’ true was observed 472 

between overall scores for INQoL and NMFQ (Figure 3.1). A strong LOA was 473 

observed between the NMFQ and INQoL with no bias and the majority of responses 474 

falling within the 95% LOA (Figure 3.2). Five abnormal responses were recorded 475 

outside the 95% LOA. Visual inspection of the raw data, indicated these outliers result 476 

from small differences in response between the two questionnaires, for example a ‘2’ 477 

on the NMFQ and a ‘3’ for the corresponding question on the INQoL results in a 478 

substantial change in Z-score.  479 

Table 3.1 Mean (min to max) responses of the INQoL and NMFQ from the low, moderate and high 480 
repeat sprint running conditions. 481 

 INQoL NMFQ 

Low 3 (0-9) 3 (0-9) 

Moderate 4 (0-11) 4 (0-10) 

High 6 (0-15) 6 (0-15) 

 482 
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 483 

Figure 3.1 Scatterplot showing very strong positive relationship between Z-scores of NMFQ and INQoL 484 
questionnaires r = 0.93 ± 0.02 (90% CL). 485 

 486 

Figure 3.2 Bland-Altman plot of difference vs. average of Z-score responses from NMFQ and INQoL 487 
questionnaires. 488 
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 489 

A subjective tool for monitoring neuromuscular status has not previously been 490 

developed that is both applicable in a high-performance sport setting and sensitive to 491 

change. Importantly in this investigation the responses to both questionnaires were 492 

recorded across an array of time points, as it has been shown by objective measures of 493 

neuromuscular fatigue that this condition has a prolonged time course (31) 494 

Furthermore, there was potential that the two questionnaires could have differed in 495 

response as neuromuscular fatigue manifests and dissipates. Observations were that the 496 

novel four question NMFQ, as described, results in similar scores as the previously 497 

validated INQoL, and therefore is an appropriate tool to subjectively measure and 498 

monitor neuromuscular fatigue status following exercise. 499 

The NMFQ is short and time efficient, taking approximately 1 min to complete, as 500 

opposed to the INQoL taking at least 5 mins to complete. This brief completion time 501 

encourages use of the NMFQ as it could be easily implemented as a regular component 502 

within the battery of athlete monitoring tools without causing an excessive time cost 503 

for athletes to complete, or coaches to assess results. A limitation to this study is the 504 

fact that it was completed using a pilot sample of a recreational athlete population that 505 

may have a greater and/or more varied response to neuromuscular fatigue than a highly 506 

trained population (74, 113). However, as only the relationship between the NMFQ and 507 

INQoL was being explored, this is unlikely to have affected the overall study outcomes 508 

and the use of a cohort that is not homogeneous should have exacerbated any 509 

differences in response and increased the bias.  510 
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The novelty of the NMFQ is that it is targeted towards responses directly associated 511 

with neuromuscular fatigue, while in contrast, other questionnaires assess instances of 512 

changing general whole body fatigue, stress and recovery (92). Although the NMFQ 513 

does include a question pertaining to general fatigue, this inclusion is based upon the 514 

notion that general fatigue is a likely response associated with an increased level of 515 

neuromuscular fatigue (169). Alternative broader scope questionnaires such as 516 

RESTQ-Sport and POMS assess and include general fatigue questions to assess this 517 

concept globally, but not specifically the neuromuscular fatigue aspect. It is important 518 

to remember an exercise style was chosen (high intensity repeated sprints) that would 519 

have a high neural load (stretch shortening cycle activation) (9, 94) when seeking to 520 

compare and validate the NMFQ to the original INQoL as there is less of a prolonged 521 

(>12 hr) neural decrement in performance from long duration, predominantly 522 

concentric muscle action cyclical exercise such as cycling. 523 

 524 

The NMFQ is a suitable tool to quickly and subjectively assess neuromuscular fatigue 525 

status and may be useful to use in conjunction with other athlete monitoring tools for 526 

both athletes and recreationally active individuals. The NMFQ is a short and time 527 

efficient questionnaire making it easily implemented in a high performance 528 

environment. This questionnaire is designed to focus on aspects of NMF, rather than 529 

general whole body fatigue and recovery. 530 

  531 
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CHAPTER FOUR 534 

Time Course of Neuromuscular Fatigue Responses to 535 

Repeated Sprint Exercise 536 

 537 

  538 
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 539 

The previous chapter demonstrated that the NMFQ is a suitable subjective measure of 540 

NMF. This chapter aims to use the NMFQ in conjunction with objective measures of 541 

NMF to assess the time-course of fatigue following a repeat sprint protocol. 542 

Neuromuscular fatigue induced by high intensity repeated effort exercise has been 543 

poorly described, thus we sought to assess the magnitude and time course of NMF 544 

induced by a low, moderate and high repeated sprint session. Twelve recreationally 545 

active participants completed a low, moderate and high repeat sprint running protocol 546 

in a counterbalanced, randomised order. Protocol used 10 x 20m sprints with a sprint 547 

performed every 20s. Low, moderate and high conditions consisted of 2, 4 and 6 sets, 548 

respectively. Participants received 180s passive inter-set rest and a minimum of 96 hrs 549 

between testing sessions. Repeated measures of CMJ, SJ and IMTP accompanied each 550 

trial, at times immediately prior, immediately post, 0.5, 1, 3, 6, 24 and 48h following 551 

the condition. Multiple two-way repeated measures (condition [low, mod, high] x time 552 

[post, 1, 3, 6, 24, 48hrs]) ANOVA were used to assess changes for each variable. A 553 

sinusoidal recovery response was observed with initial nadir immediately post and a 554 

primary super-compensation 3-6 hrs post for jump height, peak force and mean velocity 555 

for CMJ and SJ and peak force for IMTP. Large effect sizes were seen over time across 556 

all variables and a mixed response was observed between conditions with up to a 4.4% 557 

reduction in performance. Knowledge of time course of recovery following sessions of 558 

different intensities allows coaches to periodise training schedules more effectively to 559 

maximise adaptation. 560 

  561 
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 562 

Limited literature is available on the short and medium term time-course of 563 

neuromuscular responses to anaerobic exercise using sport or training specific tasks. 564 

The majority of literature has used isolated, single joint, peak forces from MVC post 565 

repeat sprint exercise bouts (primarily cycling) to assess the impact of exercise-induced 566 

neuromuscular changes (67, 120). Whilst valid, these isolated joint tasks lack 567 

practicality in an applied setting due to the time and equipment required and the 568 

outcomes have minimal transfer to the dynamic functional movements of the sporting 569 

arena. The use of tests and fatigue inducing exercise that better replicate the demands 570 

of sporting actions such as movements that require stretch shortening cycle 571 

contributions is warranted. Due to this, the use of quantitative measures such as CMJ 572 

and maximal sprints have become a common method to quantify indirect markers of 573 

NMF following bouts of high intensity exercise (31, 32). While both methods have their 574 

merits, it has been suggested that sprint time has a quicker restoration time in 575 

comparison to vertical jumps, suggesting that vertical jumps may be a more 576 

comprehensive method of measuring NMF (63). Particular variables of interest are still 577 

debated within the literature, however gross values relating to the concentric portion of 578 

the CMJ are the most commonly reported (62). Research is progressing in alternative 579 

variables to use from a CMJ to assess not only the output, but also movement economy 580 

(62). 581 

In addition to the use of quantitative measures to monitor NMF, there are qualitative 582 

measures such as a variety of questionnaires used to gain a subjective measure of 583 

recovery status (155). Questionnaires have focused on factors such as general indicators 584 
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of fatigue, general muscle soreness, sleep quality, stress levels and mood. This provides 585 

useful information about training induced changes in athlete well-being, however it is 586 

questionable whether questionnaires such as the RESTQ-Sport, POMS, DALDA and a 587 

variety of custom made health and wellness options are sensitive enough to provide 588 

insight into the NMF status of an athlete (162). The above-mentioned questionnaires 589 

focus on overreaching/overtraining symptoms or internal and environmental sources of 590 

stress, while the neuromuscular fatigue questionnaire (NMFQ) focuses on subjectively 591 

assessing the NMF status of an individual. The NMFQ has been adapted from an 592 

extended neuromuscular quality of life questionnaire (169) which focussed on 593 

subjectively assessing an individuals impaired neuromuscular function, hence it is a 594 

closer representation of perceived neuromuscular function than some of the commonly 595 

used questionnaires. 596 

Currently, there is a lack of research documenting an applied NMF response time 597 

course between 30 min post intervention and before 24 hrs post intervention. There is 598 

strong evidence suggesting that the effects of NMF extend beyond 30 mins post 599 

exercise (82), which has important implications for athletes in high-performance sport 600 

who may complete multiple high intensity training sessions or partake in multiple 601 

competitions within a 12 hr period. In this scenario it is likely an athlete is susceptible 602 

to prolonged NMF thus creating an impaired training state and potentially reducing the 603 

quality of subsequent training sessions which in the long term increases the risk of non- 604 

functional overreaching (31, 38). Therefore, it is important to investigate NMF in 605 

response to anaerobic exercise over a longer acute timeframe (>1 hr but <8 hrs) within 606 

the same day.  607 
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This investigation sought to assess the magnitude and time course of NMF induced 608 

after low, moderate and high repeated sprint running loads utilising objective and 609 

subjective measures. The hypothesised changes for this study were that the greatest 610 

changes would occur following the high condition, and the least change would occur 611 

following the low condition. Outcomes of this investigation can assist to inform on the 612 

practical magnitudes of NMF expected when dealing with multiple training sessions or 613 

competitive high intensity efforts within a 12 hr period which has further potential to 614 

reduce training load errors. 615 

 616 

4.3.1. Participants 617 

Twelve, recreationally active participants (23.5±1.5y; 1.71±0.1m; 71.0±12.4kg; 20m 618 

sprint time = 3.35±0.23s) were recruited for this study. Participants completed a repeat 619 

sprint running protocol involving three separate trials in a counterbalanced, randomised 620 

order, designed to elicit either a low, moderate or high anaerobic load by manipulating 621 

the volume while maintaining intensity. Repeated measures of NMF followed each 622 

running trial to determine the effect of the different loads over time. Participants were 623 

provided with a minimum of 96 hrs between trials to allow for any residual NMF to 624 

dissipate. A subset of 6 participants repeated the investigation following the same initial 625 

randomised order to confirm the NMF response to each of the anaerobic loads. All 626 

participants completed a standardised dynamic warm up consisting of stationary 627 

cycling, dynamic lower limb stretching, vertical jumps and sprint warm up’s prior to 628 

commencing any testing. Participants completed familiarisation sessions for both the 629 
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repeat sprint protocol and NMF assessments prior to commencement of the study. This 630 

study was approved by the University of Canberra, Human Research Ethics Committee 631 

(project no.15-151) and all participants signed an informed consent document prior to 632 

undertaking this study. 633 

4.3.2. Anaerobic Repeat Sprint Protocol 634 

Participants completed three (low, moderate and high) randomised repeat sprint 635 

running sessions consisting of sets of 10 x 20m sprints, with 1 sprint performed every 636 

20s while 180s passive inter-set rest was provided. Participants were required to 637 

complete 2 sets in the low condition, with 4 and 6 sets in the moderate high conditions 638 

respectively. Participants were instructed to perform each sprint at a maximal intensity 639 

and verbal encouragement was provided. All sprints were completed on an indoor 640 

synthetic running track and times were recorded using a single beam infra-red timing 641 

light system (Fusion Smartspeed Pro, Summer Park, QLD, Australia) at 0, 5, 15 and 642 

20m intervals. The intensity of each repeat sprint session was quantified by recording 643 

the participant’s heart rate  (RS300x, Polar, Adelaide, Australia) before and after 644 

completion of the set, a fingertip whole blood sample was collected to assess the blood 645 

lactate response (Portable Lactate Pro 2 device Arkray factory Inc., Kyoto, Japan) at 646 

rest and 120s post completion of the trial; and each participant provided an RPE (Borg’s 647 

CR10 RPE) score at rest and within 120s of completion of each repeat sprint session. 648 

4.3.3. Neuromuscular Fatigue Assessment 649 

Participants completed performance, physiological and perceptual based measures to 650 

assess the impact of the anaerobic protocol on NMF. Performance measures included 651 
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an IMTP, CMJ and SJ and were performed in this order whenever assessed. A 652 

perceptual indication of NMF was recorded using a modified neuromuscular fatigue 653 

questionnaire (NMFQ) (49), comprising four questions rated on a 0 ‘not at all’ to 6 ‘an 654 

extreme amount’ Likert scale. Scores for the four questions were accumulated to give 655 

a total NMFQ score. Performance tests were completed after a standardised dynamic 656 

warm up at time points immediately before the repeat sprint protocol, immediately after 657 

and at 0.5, 1, 3, 6, 24 and 48 hrs post completion of the repeat sprint protocol. The 658 

NMFQ was used to assess participant perception of NMF at rest, prior to each trial and 659 

again at time points 3, 6, 24 and 48 hrs after each trial. 660 

4.3.4. Isometric Mid Thigh Pull  661 

All testing for the IMTP was conducted on a force plate, sampling at 600Hz (400 Series 662 

Force Plate; Fitness Technology, Adelaide, Australia), with an immovable bar (25 mm 663 

diameter; 460 MPa [min] Tensile Strength; 370 MPa [min] Yield Stress) fixed in a 664 

customised power rack (Crossrig, Aussie Strength Equipment, Australia). Participants 665 

completed two trials of between 3-5s duration with 30s rest between trials. A third trial 666 

was completed if there was greater than 200N difference in peak force between trials. 667 

Participants were instructed to “push the ground away as hard and as fast as possible”. 668 

During familiarisation, participants were measured to ensure a standardised testing 669 

position of 125-135° knee angle and corresponding hip angle of 155-165° (104). The 670 

force plate was interfaced with a desktop computer operating Ballistic Measurement 671 

System software (Fitness Technology, Adelaide, Australia) to record ground reaction 672 

force and the peak force (PF) from each contraction was determined and used in further 673 

analysis outlined in the statistical analysis section. 674 
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4.3.5. Countermovement jump and Squat jump  675 

Both CMJ and SJ testing were conducted using a force plate sampling at 600Hz (400 676 

Series Force Plate; Fitness Technology, Adelaide, Australia) in conjunction with a 677 

linear position transducer (PT5A; Fitness Technology, Adelaide, Australia) to assess 678 

kinetic characteristics during the SJ and CMJ. Participants held a 400g aluminium pole 679 

across their shoulders, which the linear position transducer was connected via a tether 680 

to the centre of the pole from above. Force plate and linear position transducer were 681 

interfaced and synchronised using with specialised software (Ballistic Measurement 682 

System; Fitness Technology, Adelaide, Australia) allowing for direct measurement of 683 

displacement via the linear position transducer and direct vertical ground reaction force 684 

via the force plate (104). Displacement data recorded from the linear position 685 

transducer was differentiated with respect to time to calculate velocity. Participants 686 

completed five CMJ followed by five SJ with 30s rest between the two jump variations. 687 

Minimal rest was provided between each jump within each jump variation, allowing 688 

only time required by the participant to reposition on the force plate (31). Participants 689 

performed jumps with self-selected depth and were instructed to “jump as high and as 690 

fast as possible”(111). Variables of jump height (JH), peak force (PF) and max velocity 691 

(MV) were assessed. 692 

4.3.6. Statistical Analysis 693 

Raw data was converted to a percentage change from ‘pre’ time point for all variables. 694 

Accumulated scores from the four question NMFQ were used to provide an overall 695 

questionnaire score. Multiple two-way repeated measures (condition [low, mod, high] 696 
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x time [post, 1, 3, 6, 24, 48hrs]) ANOVA were used to assess changes for each variable. 697 

Significance was accepted at p≤0.05 and partial eta squared effect sizes (ƞ2) were 698 

categorised as ≤0.01=trivial, 0.01-0.06=small, 0.06-0.14=medium, ≥0.14=large. If a 699 

significant interaction effect was identified, post-hoc analysis was conducted with 700 

planned paired samples t-test and a Cohen’s d effect statistic (30), calculated and 701 

assessed using criteria of <0.2 ‘trivial’, 0.2-0.6 ‘small’, 0.6-1.2  ‘moderate’, >1.2 702 

‘large’. Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) and Coefficient of Variation (CV) were 703 

used to assess the relationship between trials 1 and 2 of the repeat sprint protocol for 704 

each condition in a sub-cohort of participants that repeated the procedures. Within 705 

participant trial to trial reliability for assessed variables was quantified using coefficient 706 

of variation (CV). Paired samples t-test and Cohen’s d effect statistic were calculated 707 

using the above mentioned criteria. Statistical analysis was performed in SPSS 708 

statistical software package version 23.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL). 709 

 710 

4.4.1. Anaerobic repeated sprint protocol 711 

Significant (p=0.00 and ƞ2=0.34) condition interaction was observed for total sprint 712 

time between the final sets. The low (2nd set: 33.95±2.31s) was completed significantly 713 

faster compared to moderate (4th set: 38.35±2.85s; p=0.01 d=1.70) and high (6th set: 714 

37.98±3.40s; p=0.02 d=1.39) conditions. However, no significant difference (p=0.75 715 

and d=0.12) was observed between the total sprint times of the final set for moderate 716 

(set 4) or high (set 6) sessions. No significant interaction was observed between 717 

conditions for BLa (p=0.76 ƞ2=0.81), HR (p=0.67 ƞ2=0.61) or RPE (p=0.06 ƞ2=0.25). 718 
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The low condition produced significantly lower BLa (11.4±4.6mMol), HR (179±9bpm) 719 

and RPE (8±1) responses than the moderate condition (BLa 11.5±3.9 mMol; p=0.01 720 

d=0.01, HR 185±7bpm; p=0.00 d=0.77; RPE 9±1; p=0.01 d=0.60). However, BLa 721 

(10.9±3.6 mMol; p=0.03 d=0.14) and HR (177±11bpm; p=0.62 d=0.11) in the high 722 

condition were less than the low condition, while RPE was greater in the high (9±1; 723 

p=0.39 d=1.36) condition compared to the low. Responses for BLa were significantly 724 

(p=0.03 d=0.16) greater in the moderate condition compared to the high condition, 725 

however HR response was not significantly (p=0.60 d=0.84) greater in the moderate 726 

compared to the high condition. RPE responses remained similar between moderate 727 

and high conditions (p=0.19 d=0.72).  728 

When participants repeated trials (n=6), responses were similar (ICC and CV), and 729 

despite being significantly different, Cohen’s d effect sizes (d) sizes were trivial or 730 

small for low (r2=0.95 CV=2.50; p=0.01 d=0.18), moderate (r2=0.87 CV=3.10; p=0.05 731 

d=0.03) and high (r2=0.98 CV=1.20; p=0.00 d=0.26) repeated sprint sessions. The 732 

physiological and perceptual responses remained similar between trials (Table 4.1). 733 

The only significant but trivial difference observed was for HR in the low and moderate 734 

conditions and RPE in the moderate condition.  735 

  736 
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Table 4.1 Physiological (Blood Lactate: BLa and Heart Rate: HR) and perceptual (Borg RPE) responses 737 
(n=6) to low, moderate and high anaerobic repeat sprint conditions between trial 1 and trial 2. 738 
Significance =p≤0.05, Cohen’s d effect sizes (ES) =<0.20=trivial, 0.20-0.59=small, 0.60-1.20=moderate, 739 
>1.20=large. *Moderate effect size. 740 

 ICC CV P ES 

Low     

BLa 0.67 32.4 0.08 0.61* 

HR 0.95 1.40 0.00 0.05 

RPE 0.64 13.0 0.22 0.00 

Mod     

BLa 0.80 21.1 0.30 0.22 

HR 0.97 0.80 0.01 0.34 

RPE 0.95 5.30 0.00 0.39 

High     

BLa 0.67 25.4 0.11 0.40 

HR 0.07 6.30 0.94 1.05* 

RPE 0.28 8.00 0.68 0.13 

4.4.2. Neuromuscular Fatigue time course response 741 

Mean (±SD) pre values (Table 4.2) did not change significantly between low, moderate 742 

and high conditions for JH, PF and MV derived from CMJ (p= 0.926, 0.798, 0.986) or 743 

SJ (p= 0.98, 0.98, 0.75) respectively. Similarly, the PF from IMTP did not change 744 

(p=1.00) across conditions suggesting that participants presented for each condition in 745 

a similar non-fatigued state and that a training effect did not occur due to completing 746 

the repeated sprint sessions. Within participant CV’s, confidence limits and Pearson 747 

correlations for trial to trial reliability for assessed variables are presented in table 4.3.  748 

  749 
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Table 4.2 Initial baseline (Pre) mean (±SD) for Countermovement Jump (CMJ), Squat Jump (SJ) and 750 
Isometric Mid-Thigh Pull (IMTP) for Jump Height (m), Peak Force (N) and Max Velocity (m/s) prior to 751 
low, moderate and high conditions. In Italics is the response of repeated testing (n=6). 752 

CMJ Jump Height (m) Peak Force (N) Max Velocity (m/s) 

Low 

0.37 (±0.08) 1531.19 (±264.36) 3.07 (±0.28) 

0.35 (±0.07) 1443.52(±260.59) 2.78 (±0.50) 

Mod 

0.38 (±0.07) 1582.14 (±312.86) 3.06 (±0.28) 

0.37 (±0.04) 1471.70(±293.87) 3.07 (±0.23) 

High 

0.37 (±0.07) 1503.62 (±268.24) 3.05 (±0.36) 

0.36 (±0.06) 1454.86(±313.74) 3.04 (±0.33) 

SJ Jump Height (m) Peak Force (N) Max Velocity (m/s) 

Low 

0.35 (±0.05) 1536.22 (±271.98) 2.76 (±0.41) 

0.34 (±0.01) 1445.8 (±196.68) 2.23 (±1.09) 

Mod 

0.29 (±0.18) 1531.36 (±270.29) 2.86 (±0.34) 

0.35 (±0.03) 1473.00 (±197.82) 2.11 (±0.22) 

High 

0.34 (±0.06) 1519.78 (±260.42) 2.83 (±0.35) 

0.34 (±0.05) 1460.41 (±201.92) 2.08 (±0.24) 

IMTP  Peak Force (N)  

Low - 

2187.28 (±555.44) 

- 

1938.36 (±444.79) 

Mod - 

2193.98 (±687.34) 

- 

1952.26 (±532.26) 

High - 

2167.77 (± 623.59) 

- 

1919.62 (±397.37) 

 753 
  754 
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Table 4.3 Within participant reliability of CMJ, SJ and IMTP variables between low, moderate and high 755 
conditions. 756 

 TEM (CV %) Upper CL Lower CL Pearson Correlation 

CMJ     

Jump Height 8.2 6.8 11.1 0.87 

Max Velocity 6.0 4.9 8.0 0.74 

Peak Force 14.3 11.7 19.5 0.71 

SJ     

Jump Height 6.5 5.4 8.8 0.88 

Max Velocity 6.3 5.2 8.5 0.86 

Peak Force 3.1 2.5 4.1 0.97 

IMTP     

Peak Force 6.6 5.4 8.8 0.97 

 757 

Although JH changed significantly over time for CMJ (Figure 4.1A; p=0.00, ƞ2=0.38) 758 

and SJ (Figure 4.1D; p=0.00 ƞ2=0.38), there was no statistically significant interaction 759 

observed between conditions for CMJ (p=0.60 ƞ2=0.23) or SJ (p=0.13 ƞ2=0.18), 760 

however large effect sizes were evident indicating a meaningful change occurred. In 761 

the low condition, the CMJ JH returned to baseline 1 hr post, in contrast JH at the same 762 

time point in the SJ had super-compensated (+2.3%) above baseline. Responses then 763 

decreased again falling below baseline at 24 hrs (-4.4%) before improving again to 764 

baseline at 48 hrs for CMJ and supercompensating in SJ (+8.6%).  765 

No significant condition interaction was observed for PF from CMJ (p=0.69 ƞ2=0.03) 766 

or SJ (p=0.12 ƞ2=0.17). A significant interaction for time was observed for CMJ PF 767 

(p=0.02 ƞ2=0.21), in contrast, no significant time interaction was observed for SJ 768 
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(p=0.10, ƞ2=0.22). PF in the low condition shared a similar response to that in the 769 

moderate and high conditions for both CMJ (Figure 4.1B) and SJ (Figure 4.1E). The 770 

nadir in peak force for the moderate and high conditions with CMJ (-3.6%) and SJ (- 771 

1.0%) occurred 1 hr post exercise with a recovery observed at 3 hrs (SJ +3.2%) 6 hrs 772 

(CMJ +1.0%) before a secondary decline at 24 hrs for CMJ (-2.5%) and a return to 773 

baseline for SJ. CMJ then returned to baseline 48 hrs post exercise. The low condition 774 

however plateaued at baseline levels from 24 hrs.  775 

The IMTP PF (Figure 4.2) response was not significant for condition (p=0.80 ƞ2=0.04) 776 

or time (p=0.08 ƞ2=0.78). Immediately post exercise a 4% (±4.52) decrease below 777 

baseline was observed before an increase to a peak (4.86%±6.45) at 3 hrs above 778 

baseline. Subsequently in the moderate condition at 6 hrs, responses were below 779 

baseline (-2.98% ±5.07) before a return to baseline for low and high conditions at 48 780 

hrs, while the moderate condition super-compensated at 24 hrs (+3.69%±5.64) before 781 

a return to baseline at 48 hrs. The high condition had a response plateau at just above 782 

baseline from 3 hrs onwards.  783 

As with other variables there was no significant condition interaction for CMJ (p=0.82 784 

ƞ2=0.02) or SJ (p=0.17 ƞ2=0.16) for MV, while there was a significant response for time 785 

with both CMJ (p=0.00 ƞ2=0.39) and SJ (p=0.01 ƞ2=0.24). When assessing MV in the 786 

low condition, the lowest response for CMJ (Figure 4.1C) was observed 1 hr post (- 787 

5.0%) before reaching a plateau at baseline levels from 3 hrs onwards. The SJ response 788 

(Figure. 4.1F) differed to this, with the lowest values immediately post exercise at 789 

baseline before supercompensating above baseline (+3.4-6.9%) for the remainder of 790 
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time points. Despite not returning to baseline levels, a clear sinusoidal wave response 791 

was observed with values decreasing at 24 hrs before increasing again at 48 hrs.  792 

 793 

Figure 4.1 Percentage change (±95% CL) in JH, PF and MV following low, moderate and high repeat 794 
sprint conditions across different time points for the CMJ and SJ (n=12).  795 

 796 

Figure 4.2 IMTP Percentage change (±95% CL) peak force following low, moderate and high repeat 797 
sprint conditions across different time points (n =12). 798 

Participant’s perceptual responses from the NMFQ (Table 4.3) increased from the ‘pre’ 799 

time point for all conditions, however were higher in the moderate and high conditions 800 
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than the low condition. Response change from ‘pre’ to 48 hrs post between conditions 801 

and across time for NMFQ were statistically significant (p =0.00), with large partial eta 802 

squared effect sizes (0.17 and 0.24 respectively).  803 

Table 4.4 Accumulated total NMFQ responses over time to a low, moderate and high repeat sprint- 804 
running condition (mean ±SD). 805 

 Pre 3 hr 6 hr 24 hr 48 hr 

Low 1 (±2) 5 (±3) 5 (±3) 4 (±3) 5 (±4) 

Mod 3 (±3) 8 (±4) 8 (±4) 9 (±3) 6 (±4) 

High 2 (±2) 8 (±4) 9 (±4) 10 (±5) 8 (±6) 

 806 

 807 

During the current study we observed that the acute neuromuscular fatiguing effects 808 

from repeat sprint running conditions temporarily diminish 3 hrs post intervention from 809 

a low intensity condition and 3-6 hrs post intervention following moderate to high 810 

intensity repeat sprint running conditions. Previous studies have focused on the shorter 811 

time periods immediately post training or competition (up to 3 hours) and 24-96 hrs 812 

post training or competition (31, 105). A key novel observation was a sinusoidal 813 

response to recovery from NMF resulting from low, moderate and high repeat sprint 814 

exercise conditions.  815 

The physiological responses to the three conditions are interesting, as it was 816 

hypothesised that these would increase linearly for each condition. While this is the 817 

case between the low and moderate conditions, there was a decrease in physiological 818 

responses following the high condition. A possible explanation for the lack of a further 819 

increase in mean physiological load to the high condition compared to the moderate is 820 
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that the participants inadvertently applied some form of pacing during this condition. 821 

In support of this interpretation, the total completion times of sets 3 (37.61±2.89s) and 822 

4 (37.97±4.08s) of the high condition were marginally faster than comparable sets in 823 

the moderate (set 3: 38.63±2.85s and set 4: 38.35±2.85s). Despite the marginal decrease 824 

in the physiological responses to the high compared to the moderate conditions, the 825 

RPE responses remained similarly elevated in the moderate and high conditions, 826 

indicating a possible sub-conscious pacing strategy to knowledge of how many sets 827 

were required for that condition (51). Very strong positive relationships were observed 828 

between trial 1 and trial 2 for the low, moderate and high repeat sprint conditions in the 829 

subset of participants that completed these conditions twice. While only a small number 830 

of participants completed the reliability phase of this protocol (n=6), these results 831 

indicate good reliability for the protocol across the three conditions. Total completion 832 

times between the first and second trials were similar in the moderate condition for sets 833 

3 (39.47±2.30s; 39.38±2.50s) and 4 (38.87±2.18s; 39.47±2.27s) and the high condition 834 

(set 3: 38.23±3.55; 38.83±1.48s and set 4: 38.61±4.16s; 39.18±1.41s). This comparison 835 

confirms that some form of pacing was present during performance of the trials even 836 

when they were repeated, but that the extent of pacing remained consistent between 837 

trials. While it was not possible to blind the participants in this study to the condition 838 

being completed, it is recommended that if possible blinding being applied to minimise 839 

pacing.  840 

All participants were in a similar non-fatigued state across the majority of performance 841 

indicators prior to commencing each trial (Table 4.2). The performance metrics at time 842 

points immediately post, 24 and 48 hrs agree with findings of other similar studies that 843 
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have investigated the time-course response of NMF (31, 105). However the novelty of 844 

our data examining the 3 and 6 hr time points is of strong interest as we observed a 845 

sinusoidal response in performance (Figure 4.1 and 4.2). Previous research has 846 

demonstrated that the eccentric capacities of SSC movements are diminished both 847 

immediately and up to 72 hrs post exercise (62, 64), supporting our research that there 848 

is a sinusoidal response to NMF with a primary and secondary recovery pattern present. 849 

A combination of structural, mechanical and neural factors contribute to NMF making 850 

it difficult to ascertain the exact mechanism behind NMF (114). The initial decrease 851 

following the repeat sprints is likely due to metabolic fatigue and impaired excitation- 852 

contraction (E-C) coupling, potentially creating a decrease in the stretch–reflex 853 

response resulting in a decrease in muscle tendon stiffness (3, 114). The secondary 854 

decrease and recovery is more likely attributed to low frequency fatigue, which 855 

manifests over a longer time period affecting the muscle contractile properties (57, 89). 856 

This hypothesis is supported by the substantial recovery by 6 hrs in dynamic jumping 857 

tasks, once restoration of metabolic factors has likely occurred, allowing the stretch- 858 

reflex response and muscle-tendon stiffness to return, which in non-habitual jumpers 859 

may lead to an increase in jumping efficiency (147) when fatigued. Conversely, a 860 

change to muscle tendon stiffness characteristics could also be related to higher co- 861 

ordination variability in jump mechanics in this recreational athlete group that is likely 862 

accentuated when fatigued causing them to adopt a variety of strategies when executing 863 

a vertical jump (174). We speculate that the observed sinusoidal response identifies that 864 

6 hrs post heavy anaerobic exercise is potentially a ‘sweet spot’ for certain types of 865 

short duration explosive training, such as jumping or Olympic lifting type sessions.  866 
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Small improvements were found by Gathercole and colleagues (62) in CMJ velocity 72 867 

hrs post an acute fatiguing protocol. They hypothesised that this was due to enhanced 868 

eccentric velocity production, which limits concentric performance decrements during 869 

the secondary recovery phase. The underpinning mechanisms for this are still somewhat 870 

unclear, however a decrease in reflex sensitivity of the contractile fibres is thought to 871 

protect fatigued muscle from further damage, hence limiting concentric contractions (3, 872 

114). While our research used different time frames, this hypothesis supports our 873 

findings when observing the MV results from SJ in the low condition, where there is 874 

an increase above baseline for all time points. It is thought that a decrease in muscle 875 

reflex sensitivity is adopted as a process to protect fatigued muscle fibres from further 876 

damage (3) and may be responsible for this result. This mechanism tends to have a 877 

greater effect on eccentric duration and time based variables (3), which were not 878 

analysed in this study, therefore we cannot confirm these findings. While this analysis 879 

was out of the scope of this study it is an interesting area to be pursued. 880 

While a similar sinusoidal response pattern was evident from PF in the IMTP the 881 

highest values occurred earlier in comparison to the dynamic variables at the ‘3 hr’ time 882 

point with a decrease at 6 hrs to baseline or below (moderate condition) before a 883 

secondary recovery or plateau at baseline. These responses are potentially due to the 884 

body being able to recover sooner to produce an isometric force (93), however it also 885 

then fatigues quicker as opposed to a dynamic movement where there are multiple 886 

movement motor patterns to call upon to execute the complex movement. To the 887 

authors’ knowledge, no other studies have examined the time-course response of 888 

isometric force incorporating short term time points of 3 and 6 hrs post. However, it 889 
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has previously been demonstrated that while isometric strength and peak power share 890 

a similar time-course of recovery, the patterns of this recovery vary between isometric 891 

and dynamic movements (22, 72).  892 

Large effect sizes were evident across both CMJ and SJ variables suggesting that a 893 

meaningful practical change was present over time. Adding to this, the responses from 894 

the NMFQ increased over time from the ‘pre’ time point with greater responses present 895 

in the moderate and high conditions in comparison to the low condition. Further 896 

investigation in this area is needed in a highly trained population, however these results 897 

suggest that the NMFQ may be a useful monitoring tool in conjunction with other 898 

testing protocols. This subjective response complements the objective NMF measures 899 

observed in this study where results showed large effect sizes over time for all of the 900 

NMF measures across all variables measured. This likely indicates that despite a lack 901 

of statistical significance for some parameters there is still a meaningful practical 902 

change in NMF status over time following a low, moderate and high repeat sprint 903 

protocol. The magnitude of change between each of these conditions varies with large 904 

effect sizes observed for CMJ jump height and all variables for SJ. It may be the case 905 

that the reported variables are not sensitive enough to identify a meaningful change 906 

between different conditions in a recreationally active participant group where there is 907 

a large amount of variability present in these measures.  908 

The hypothesised changes for this study were that the greatest changes would occur 909 

following the high condition, and the least change would occur following the low 910 

condition. In contrast, the results indicate that a similar response occurred following 911 

both the moderate and high conditions. A confounding variable that may explain these 912 
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results is that participants were aware of the knowledge of end point for each condition 913 

(76). Due to the experimental design, it was not possible to blind subjects to the end 914 

point. Further research is warranted into pacing in repeat sprint conditions, however it 915 

is out of the scope of this analysis.  916 

As expected, the responses from the NMFQ increased from the ‘pre’ time point with 917 

greater responses seen in the moderate and high conditions. These results suggest that 918 

the NMFQ may be a beneficial tool to subjectively assess perceived NMF status from 919 

low, moderate and high anaerobic loads (131). When used in conjunction with other 920 

athlete monitoring tools this may aid in providing a more holistic picture of the NMF 921 

status of an individual. 922 

 923 

When assessing NMF resulting from repeated sprint exercise bouts using dynamic and 924 

isometric whole body tasks (CMJ, SJ and IMTP) there is a sinusoidal response to 925 

recovery. We propose that practitioners seek to make use of this initial recovery wave 926 

by planning and periodising sessions in this window of opportunity. It may be useful to 927 

adjust programming so that a moderate or high anaerobic conditioning session is 928 

completed in the morning prior to a short-targeted explosive session, such as a brief 929 

Olympic lifts session in the afternoon. While our observations indicate that the simple 930 

NMFQ has the strong potential to be useful for the subjective assessment of NMF from 931 

different anaerobic loads. 932 

 933 
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CHAPTER FIVE 935 

Effects of Westbound Trans-Meridian Travel on 936 

Countermovement Jump Performance in International 937 

Level Rowers 938 

 939 

 940 

  941 
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 942 

The previous chapter demonstrated the time course of NMF utilising field based 943 

measures of assessment (e.g. vertical jumps) following high intensity exercise. This 944 

chapter seeks to expand on those findings by investigating changes in neuromuscular 945 

status following long haul travel. International long haul (>5h) air travel is a necessity 946 

for many highly trained athletes as part of their training or competition schedules, whilst 947 

long haul travel is associated with an impaired neuromuscular function. An athlete’s 948 

lower body neuromuscular status is frequently assessed and monitored using CMJ. This 949 

study assessed the impact of westbound trans-meridian travel on changes in CMJ 950 

performance in highly trained aerobic athletes.  951 

Highly trained male rowers (n=21, 23.7±1.4 yrs, 1.91±0.07 m, 86.9±9.9 kg) undertook 952 

a westbound flight incurring 22 hrs of flight time with 30 hrs of total travel time across 953 

nine time zones. Athletes completed a single set of 6 loaded CMJ repetitions prior to 954 

and post travel with performance measured using a digital optical encoder attached to 955 

a 20kg barbell. Each CMJ repetition was assessed for mean concentric velocity, jump 956 

height, eccentric displacement, jump height:dip ratio, mean power and mean eccentric 957 

velocity, with a comparison then made between mean set changes pre and post travel. 958 

All changes were compared using a one tail paired t-test as only negative effects were 959 

of consequence to performance and characterised using Cohen’s d (95% CI) and the 960 

criteria of <0.20=trivial, 0.21-0.50=small, 0.51-0.80=moderate and >0.80=large.  961 

Small to moderate changes were observed in all variables following westbound travel. 962 

These small to moderate changes may be due to athletes’ retaining a high training load 963 
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prior to travel resulting in the athletes being in a fatigued state, while the travel time 964 

worked as a forced recovery period. Reductions in CMJ performance are likely 965 

following westbound travel, however this may be impacted by training fatigue prior to 966 

travel that may confound CMJ performance as a monitoring metric. 967 

  968 
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 969 

In the sport of rowing the main international competition season occurs in Europe 970 

during the European summer. Therefore, particularly for southern hemisphere athletes’ 971 

international long haul air travel is a necessary part of their training and competition 972 

schedules. Athletes from the southern hemisphere seeking to compete will generally 973 

undertake westbound long-haul travel, that is likely to involve greater than 24 hrs of 974 

travel time, crossing at least eight time zones. Travel fatigue is a term referring to the 975 

consequences of air travel that involves inadequate sleep, mild hypoxia for an extended 976 

time and general discomfort from sitting in a confined space for a prolonged period 977 

(129). In contrast the colloquial term jet lag refers to a disturbance to an individual’s 978 

circadian rhythm and associated altered sleep patterns, which results from long haul 979 

(>5h) travel where multiple time zones are crossed in a relatively short period of time 980 

(55, 129). Travel fatigue symptoms are reported to alleviate within 24 hrs, while the 981 

effects of jet lag require 12-24 hrs for each time zone crossed (129). Although the 982 

negative effects associated with long haul travel have previously been reported (55, 983 

109) these effects are generally reported following eastbound travel. Importantly 984 

though both jet lag and travel fatigue may lead to impairment in an athlete’s 985 

neuromuscular function (109, 173).  986 

Countermovement jumps are frequently used to assess an athlete’s lower body 987 

neuromuscular status during training, competition (32, 63) and following periods of 988 

long haul travel (25, 56, 109). A range of variables are often reported, however the most 989 

common are gross values relating to the concentric portion of the CMJ (62), such as 990 

jump height and power and force variables. Unfortunately these variables provide 991 
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limited information about the movement strategy utilised. Research is progressing in 992 

alternative variables to use from a CMJ, to assess not only the concentric portion of the 993 

jump related to output, but also include the eccentric phase which provides greater 994 

detail about the movement strategy and economy employed (62). However these are 995 

yet to be researched in relation to fatigue from long haul travel.  Although, with the 996 

increasing popularity and usefulness of portable force plates, this is becoming more 997 

accessible. Alternatively, saliva hormone response has been used to quantify the shifts 998 

and disturbances to circadian rhythms (20, 55), yet this approach could be cost 999 

prohibitive to many organisations or teams. Whilst actual performance metrics have 1000 

also been reported, with the observation that rugby 7’s athletes lower body power 1001 

decreased and had increased on field running demands, with players covering both 1002 

greater distance and greater average distance in high speed meters following long haul 1003 

travel (109), which was explained as an increase in lower body NMF post long haul 1004 

travel (109). 1005 

There is increasing evidence that prolonged neuromuscular fatigue in team sport and 1006 

power athletes can impact on training and competitions post eastbound long haul travel 1007 

(25, 56, 109). However there is contention regarding whether the deleterious effects of 1008 

long haul travel are as pronounced for westbound travel and whether these negative 1009 

effects present in athletes with a high aerobic power demand such as rowers. Providing 1010 

clarity on this phenomenon is particularly important for southern hemisphere rowers, 1011 

as for logistic reasons they are required to complete long haul travel during their 1012 

competition training period, often close to competitions and are therefore required to 1013 

recommence training as soon as possible after travel. This investigation sought to assess 1014 
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the impact of westbound trans-meridian travel on changes in CMJ performance in 1015 

international level rowers. 1016 

 1017 

5.3.1. Participants 1018 

Highly trained male rowers (n=21, 23.7±1.4y, 190.9±7.5cm, 86.9±9.9kg) who were 1019 

currently rowing in pairs, doubles, quads and eight seat boats dependent on the coach 1020 

prescribed training session requirements were recruited to participate. All participants 1021 

were completing the same coach prescribed training program, consisting of a 1022 

combination of on water rowing, rowing ergometer and strength and conditioning 1023 

sessions. All participants were familiar with performing the loaded countermovement 1024 

jump as it had been regularly used within their strength and conditioning sessions. This 1025 

study was approved by the University of Canberra, Human Research Ethics Committee 1026 

(project no.15-151) and all participants signed an informed consent document prior to 1027 

undertaking this study. 1028 

5.3.2. Experimental Design  1029 

This investigation used a prospective single group observational pre post measures 1030 

design. Data collection occurred as part of the athlete’s regular training with the pre 1031 

time point measurement occurring at 56 hrs prior to travel commencing and the post 1032 

measurement 36 hrs after completion of travel. Athletes undertook westbound travel, 1033 

which included three flights, originating in Canberra, Australia and arriving in Milan, 1034 

Italy; incurring 22 hrs flight time with 30 hrs total travel time across nine time zones. 1035 
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During the flight no restrictions or controls were placed on the athlete’s and their sleep 1036 

patterns were not monitored. 1037 

5.3.3. Countermovement Jump Monitoring 1038 

CMJ testing were conducted using a single set of loaded CMJ’s pre and post westbound 1039 

long haul travel with performance measured using a commercially available linear 1040 

position transducer (GymAware, Kinetic Performance Technology, Canberra, 1041 

Australia) attached to a 20 kg barbell. The athlete held an Olympic style weightlifting 1042 

bar across their shoulders, to which the linear position transducer was connected via a 1043 

tether to the outside centre of the bar from below. The linear position transducer 1044 

recorded displacement-time data transmitted to an Ipad using Bluetooth and later 1045 

downloaded to a computer for analysis. The analysis was performed with specialised 1046 

commercialised software (GymAware, Kinetic Performance Technologies) and used 1047 

the displacement-time curve to calculate velocity, power and displacement variables. 1048 

Athletes completed six CMJ consecutively with minimal rest occurring between each 1049 

jump, allowing only the time required by the athlete to reposition. Athletes performed 1050 

jumps with a self-selected depth and were instructed to “jump as high and as fast as 1051 

possible” (111). Each CMJ was assessed for mean concentric velocity (MV), mean 1052 

eccentric velocity (EMV), mean power, jump height (JH) and eccentric displacement. 1053 

As a pseudo indicator of the commonly reported flight time:contraction time ratio 1054 

(output flight time divided by the input contraction time) which requires a force plate 1055 

to be used during data collection, we instead developed the JH:Dip ratio, such that, 1056 

jump height (as the performance output) divided by the eccentric displacement as the 1057 

stretch input, as a surrogate displacement based indicator of similar contraction 1058 
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elements. Good reliability (ICC 0.86) has been observed from this measure in a study 1059 

completed on elite female volleyball athletes (16). 1060 

5.3.4. Statistical Analysis 1061 

Descriptive data is reported as mean (SD) with changes between time points compared 1062 

using a one tail paired t-test as only negative effects were of consequence to 1063 

performance and characterised using Cohen’s d (95% CI) using criteria of 1064 

<0.20=trivial, 0.21-0.50=small, 0.51-0.80=moderate and >0.80=large (30). 1065 

Significance was accepted at p≤0.05. Statistical analysis was performed in SPSS 1066 

statistical software package version 23.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL). Within athlete reliability 1067 

for assessed CMJ variables was quantified using coefficient of variation (CV) of the six 1068 

jumps within the set.  1069 

 1070 

The athletes’ overall mean performance in regards to jump height (JH) increased by 1071 

10.26% (Figure 5.1A) with a small (d =0.33, 95% CI -0.02-0.15), but non-significant 1072 

(p=0.12) effect of westbound long haul travel. The concentric mean velocity (MV) of 1073 

the loaded CMJ also increased by 4.60% (Figure 5.1B) pre to post, as did the eccentric 1074 

mean velocity (EMV) (5%; Figure 5.1D) with a moderate (MV d = 0.54, 95% CI 0.07- 1075 

0.82 and EMV d=0.52, 95% CI -0.85 - -0.06) and statistically significant (MV p=0.02, 1076 

EMV p=0.27) effect. The mean self-selected dip used by each athlete also changed to 1077 

post with a 7.35% greater eccentric displacement which was a small (d = 0.46, 95% CI 1078 

0.00-0.32) but significant (p=0.05) effect (Figure 5.1C). While both JH and eccentric 1079 
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displacement had small changes the JH:Dip ratio increased 5.88% from pre to post 1080 

(Figure 5.1E) with a trivial (d =0.08, 95% CI -0.02-0.07) and non-significant (p=0.76) 1081 

effect. There was a statistically significant (p=0.04) increase in mean power from pre 1082 

to post (5.52%) with a small effect (d=0.48, 95% CI 33.64-1287.38) following 1083 

westbound travel (Figure 5.1F). Within athlete reliability demonstrated CV’s for the 1084 

output related variables as 9% for mean velocity, 13.85% for jump height and 19% for 1085 

mean power. Variables assessing eccentric portions of the jump had CV’s of 10% for 1086 

eccentric displacement, 13.8% for eccentric mean velocity and 16.5% for JH:Dip ratio. 1087 
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 1088 

Figure 5.1 Countermovement jump (CMJ) mean with 95% confidence interval (CI) from weeks prior to  1089 
(pre) and following westbound trans-meridian travel for jump height (A), mean concentric velocity (B), 1090 
eccentric displacement (dip) (C), mean eccentric velocity (D), JH:dip ratio (E) and mean power (F). 1091 
*Indicates moderate change from pre to post measurements using Cohen’s d effect sizes of <0.2=trivial, 1092 
0.2-0.5=small, 0.5-0.8=moderate and >0.8=large.  1093 

 1094 

In a highly aerobically trained cohort of athletes (rowers) we observed that westbound 1095 

travel results in moderate increases to the mean concentric (propulsive) and eccentric 1096 

velocity during loaded countermovement jumps (Figure 5.1B and 5.1D), which only 1097 

resulted in a small significant increase in mean power (Figure 5.1F) post westbound 1098 
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travel. However, changes in velocity were coupled with a small significant increase in 1099 

the eccentric displacement (Figure 5.1C) instigated by the athletes for each movement. 1100 

Changes in these discrete markers of the movement resulted in a small positive (approx. 1101 

10%) change in the movement output being observed i.e. jump height increased (Figure 1102 

5.1A). Thus, due to these small changes, there was only a trivial change in the JH:Dip 1103 

ratio (Figure 5.1E). This could be due to compromised force abilities post long haul 1104 

travel, however that has not been measured as part of this study, so it is not possible to 1105 

ascertain the veracity of the assumption. This highlights the need for more research to 1106 

be undertaken using variables that describe the output and how the output is achieved 1107 

following long haul travel. We hypothesise that our observed small to moderate 1108 

changes in discrete markers of the movement are due to athletes’ retaining a high 1109 

training load prior to travel, while the extensive travel time in a recognised less 1110 

deleterious direction worked as a forced rest period. 1111 

Alternatively, as there was an increase in eccentric displacement post travel, this may 1112 

also explain the increases in velocity variables, mean power and jump height. An 1113 

increased displacement results in an increased duration to apply force during the 1114 

propulsion phase of the CMJ, which increases impulse and therefore acceleration, 1115 

leading to a greater velocity, and therefore jump height (130). Our finding of no 1116 

negative change in performance is in contrast to most research that reports reductions 1117 

in CMJ performance following long haul travel. For example Mitchell and colleagues 1118 

(109) reported small reductions in CMJ peak and mean power following long haul 1119 

travel, however the direction of travel was not reported. While other studies have also 1120 

reported significant decreases in JH following eastward travel (25). Greater changes in 1121 
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our variables of interest post travel may have been stifled by athletes being in a fatigued 1122 

state prior to travel due to the high training loads completed in preparation for 1123 

international competition. The magnitude of eccentric displacement and variations that 1124 

occur in this measure with training has been proposed as a potential indicator of fatigue 1125 

(157) as it represents the eccentric portion of the movement when recorded using linear 1126 

position transducers. Thus the small changes in eccentric displacement we observed 1127 

post travel provides some evidence that the athletes movement mechanics were slightly 1128 

compromised as they required a greater dip or eccentric stretch load to achieve the same 1129 

outcome performance.  1130 

Previously it has been reported that following long haul travel jump height decreased 1131 

significantly in skeleton athletes (25) when using unloaded CMJ travelling east, while 1132 

in the current study there was a small non-significant increase in JH following 1133 

westbound long haul travel using weighted CMJ. Interestingly these studies also varied 1134 

when assessing mean concentric velocity. The results of this study indicate a moderate 1135 

increase in MV following westbound long haul travel, while the previous study (25) 1136 

found no significant change for both peak and mean velocity following eastward long 1137 

haul travel. The contrasting observations may be due to the athlete populations 1138 

reflecting the specific requirements of the respective sports coupled with the direction 1139 

of travel. While elite athlete groups are used in several investigations the current study 1140 

was undertaken in elite male rowers who are predominantly slow-twitch aerobic power 1141 

athletes in comparison to other works with sprint focused athletes considered 1142 

predominantly fast-twitch strength (21, 25) or team sport athletes (56, 109). It is well 1143 

recognised that athletes may alter their jumping strategy when fatigued to try to 1144 
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maintain a desired performance output (62, 64). The different physiological make up 1145 

and sporting background of these different athlete groups may have affected how they 1146 

altered their jumping strategy when fatigued (64) to provide the contrasting results 1147 

between these studies. Alternatively a possible hypothesis for these contrasting results 1148 

is that although of a similar total travel time the manner in which the negative effects 1149 

of long haul present in performance of CMJ has a tipping point between the systems 1150 

force generating capacities and the contractile joint velocities. With minor disturbances 1151 

in the force generating capacity the system remodels its movement profile to place a 1152 

great reliance on the propulsive velocity component of the movement. This is supported 1153 

by an attempt to ‘get more out of’ the muscle’s capacity by applying a greater eccentric 1154 

stretch to the movement, with a net result that the output performance measure of jump 1155 

height doesn’t change. However when the disturbance to the system is major (as seen 1156 

in eastward long haul travel), all possible movement profile adjustments are equally 1157 

overloaded and thus jump performance decreases without a change in propulsive 1158 

velocity. In this situation though without empirical data we cannot reasonably propose 1159 

what is occurring with the eccentric displacement, as this has not been commonly 1160 

reported.    1161 

As indicated a further contrasting factor that could be attributed to some of the observed 1162 

differences between the current study and the literature is the direction of travel. It has 1163 

been reported that eastbound travel may have greater effects on fatigue and some 1164 

performance measures in comparison to westbound travel (56). Direction of travel also 1165 

impacts the natural ‘body clock’, with athletes in the current study performing their 1166 

post travel measurements at a ‘body clock’ time of 16:00, in comparison to the skeleton 1167 
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athletes at a time of 01:30. Performance measures, such as CMJ have been shown to be 1168 

affected by diurnal variations (154), with the participants still acclimatising their 1169 

circadian rhythms to the new time zones this is likely to have impacted. A limitation of 1170 

this study is that the pre travel measurement was taken between 07:30-08:00 local time, 1171 

while the post travel measurement was taken at the same time locally, however the 1172 

equivalent ‘body clock’ time would have been 16:00:16:30. Due to hormone 1173 

fluctuations and diurnal variation it could be argued that this may impact the post travel 1174 

results (20) as these were measured at a more favourable ‘body clock’ time in 1175 

comparison to the pre travel measurement.   1176 

A practical aspect of the current study outcomes is that they may have been impacted 1177 

by the times in which the pre and post measurements were undertaken. The pre travel 1178 

measurement was undertaken approximately 56 hrs prior to travel commencing and in 1179 

this time the athlete’s completed five on water rowing sessions and one strength and 1180 

conditioning session. While this is a potential limitation, the training sessions 1181 

performed in this time were standard training sessions that this athlete would normally 1182 

complete. On arrival in Europe the post travel measurement was not collected until 36 1183 

hrs post conclusion of travel and during this time the athlete’s completed a light on 1184 

water row as was customary practice in this group, which would be equivalent to going 1185 

for a walk/light jog as recommended for many other athletes as part of their recovery 1186 

post long haul travel (109). The authors acknowledge that some of the negative effects 1187 

of long haul travel may have been missed, with previous studies (56) reporting the 1188 

greatest change in CMJ performance compared to baseline three days post long haul 1189 

travel. However projects of an applied nature in a high-performance sport environment 1190 
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critically have to accommodate coach and athlete training plans. As a result, it was not 1191 

possible to obtain pre and post measures closer to the point of travel, therefore whilst 1192 

care was taken to ensure appropriate scientific rigour in the present study this 1193 

confounding limitation of measurement timing remained. However we feel that 1194 

acknowledgment of this limitation is outweighed by the benefit of being able to obtain 1195 

non-invasive applied research in a large cohort of athletes that are not usually 1196 

investigated for effects of travel. In addition to the above limitations, CMJ data was 1197 

analysed from a combined sample of the cohort, which may mean individual 1198 

differences or responses were masked.  1199 

 1200 

Reductions in some CMJ performance (JH, mean and peak power) are likely following 1201 

westbound trans-meridian travel, however this may also be impacted by training fatigue 1202 

prior to travel. Training loads in the weeks leading into long haul travel should be 1203 

periodised to minimise neuromuscular fatigue, which can be further exacerbated by the 1204 

effects of long haul travel. Where possible it is important to plan travel to arrive at the 1205 

destination with enough time to adequately adjust the circadian rhythm to the new 1206 

destination and recover prior to restarting training or beginning of competition. This 1207 

time is likely to vary dependant on the number of time zones crossed and direction of 1208 

travel. Athletes would likely benefit from recovery strategies post long haul travel to 1209 

aid in their adjustment to the new time zone as quickly as possible, these may include 1210 

remaining mobile, completing a sport specific ‘light’ training session and seeking 1211 
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sunlight during waking times while ensuring adequate hydration pre, during and post 1212 

travel. 1213 
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 1214 

CHAPTER SIX 1215 

Changes in loaded countermovement jumps during pre- 1216 

competition and competition training mesocycles in elite 1217 

rowers 1218 

 1219 

 1220 

 1221 

 1222 

 1223 

 1224 

 1225 

 1226 

 1227 

 1228 
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 1229 

Countermovement jumps are frequently used to assess an athlete’s neuromuscular 1230 

status in a variety of sports. The previous chapter examined the changes in CMJ after 1231 

long haul travel, while this chapter aims to build on those findings. This study assessed 1232 

changes in velocity, displacement and power using loaded CMJ’s between pre- 1233 

competition and competition mesocycles in elite male rowers. Highly trained rowers 1234 

(n=20, age: 23.7±1.5 yrs, height: 190.9±7.6 cm, weight: 86.5±10.0 kg, 2km erg time: 1235 

5:57.84±0:11.43 min) completed regular training in two consecutive mesocycles (pre- 1236 

competition and competition). Training consisted of a combination of on-water rowing, 1237 

rowing ergometer and resistance training sessions. Athletes completed a single set of 6 1238 

loaded CMJ’s in the first and final week of each training block with performance 1239 

measured using a digital optical encoder attached to a 20kg barbell. Each set of CMJ’s 1240 

were assessed for jump height (JH), eccentric displacement, mean velocity (MV), 1241 

eccentric mean velocity (EMV) and mean power. Descriptive data for each variable is 1242 

reported as mean (SD) with changes between time points reported as Cohen’s d effect 1243 

sizes (95%CI). Changes in CMJ during and between each mesocycle were assessed 1244 

using a linear mixed model. Analysis was performed considering the impact of an 1245 

athlete’s relative strength as defined by key lift benchmarks as the criteria. Trivial to 1246 

small reductions were observed within the pre-competition mesocycle for all assessed 1247 

variables, and MV and mean power in the competition mesocycle. Trivial to small 1248 

increases were observed during the competition mesocycle for EMV and eccentric 1249 

displacement with no change in JH. A small increase was observed in JH between the 1250 

mesocycles, while a small decrease was observed for eccentric displacement. Trivial 1251 
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decreases were observed for mean power and EMV with a trivial increase in MV 1252 

between mesocycles. Trivial to small differences were observed between groupings 1253 

based on relative strength standards for most variables, except mean power, which 1254 

indicated moderate differences. Moderate to large interaction effects were observed 1255 

between mesocycles and strength standards.  1256 

These findings suggest that training completed during each mesocycle did not result in 1257 

the athletes accumulating residual neuromuscular fatigue, as observed by limited 1258 

change in CMJ variables. Alternatively, use of a loaded CMJ may not be sensitive 1259 

enough to observe neuromuscular fatigue in elite rowers during the mesocycle 1260 

immediately leading into and during a competition mesocycle. 1261 

  1262 
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 1263 

Elite level rowing typically requires a high volume of training (up to 17 sessions/week) 1264 

across different modalities, including on-water rowing, ergometers and resistance 1265 

training sessions at different periods of the training year (107). While approximately 1266 

80-94% of training occurs at low-moderate intensities (161), there remains a 1267 

requirement to include training at higher intensities. An Olympic distance rowing 1268 

competition takes place over 2000m, using primarily aerobic metabolism, however up 1269 

to 66% of energy for a race may come from the anaerobic energy systems (99). To build 1270 

the capacity in the anaerobic energy system work should be completed at higher 1271 

intensities (50, 149). Importantly the majority of this anaerobic energy system specific 1272 

training is often completed on water and on the rowing erg, retaining a naturally valid 1273 

training environment. While rowing is an aerobic sport, strength remains a very 1274 

important aspect for sporting success. If all other factors remain equal (e.g. technique, 1275 

aerobic endurance, water conditions), rowers who sustain greater propulsive forces 1276 

(strength) achieve faster boat speeds (77, 97). Therefore, rowing requires a high level 1277 

of muscular strength, endurance and power in order to efficiently complete a 2000m 1278 

race. Stroke efficiency is required to maintain the desired power for the race duration, 1279 

with peak forces of up to 1500N required from the start and 500-700N needed for an 1280 

average of 210-230 remaining strokes in a race (140). Whilst these forces are quite 1281 

modest, they are required to be produced at relatively fast movement speeds in order to 1282 

achieve high mean propulsive stroke power while maintaining an efficient and 1283 

economic stroke, which in turn achieves fast boat speeds (77, 97). Therefore adding 1284 
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elements to training that can improve stroke efficiency, such as resistance training, are 1285 

of significant benefit (2). 1286 

Resistance training induces neuromuscular adaptations, such as improved muscle 1287 

recruitment, synchronisation and firing rate (23, 97). These are important when 1288 

considering rowers require a strong powerful start from a stationary position to get the 1289 

boat moving to top speed as quickly and efficiently as possible. Muscular power is 1290 

important in rowers and can be the difference in top athletes at an elite level, as it is the 1291 

ability of the neuromuscular system to produce high force over a short period of time 1292 

(2, 117). This could be characterised as the ability to perform a near maximal effort mid 1293 

race or a sprint finish. To build these muscular qualities, rowers complete regular 1294 

strength and conditioning sessions at moderate to high intensities to improve overall 1295 

power output and rate of force development which in turn leads to a more efficient and 1296 

economical rowing stroke (97). The make-up of the strength and conditioning sessions 1297 

will thus require sufficient volume of higher intensity work which will require an 1298 

increase in motor unit recruitment synchronisation and firing rate (14). In order to 1299 

increase the strength and power requirements of rowers, repetition ranges of between 1300 

1-12 for 3-4 sets during 3-4 sessions per week are thought of as optimal loading, with 1301 

resistance training sessions scheduled at a time where the athlete has had sufficient time 1302 

to recover from the prior session (23, 97). However with time constraints in a high- 1303 

performance environment this is not always practical due to the large amount of specific 1304 

on water training that rowers complete. To achieve this balance of these different 1305 

training aspects, correct periodisation is important to ensure adaptation to the training 1306 

stimuli is maximised. Although there are many different ways to stress the athlete as a 1307 
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biological system, and to achieve balance in all aspects of training, manipulating the 1308 

volume and intensity of any given exercise are considered the key periodisation 1309 

components (143). Thus, the primary aim of periodisation is to set the framework for 1310 

athletes to achieve prime performance at the time of the most important competition(s) 1311 

using varying periods of training stress and recovery (11, 143).  1312 

The CMJ is a commonly used movement in high-performance sport to determine 1313 

changes in neuromuscular function resulting from training and neuromuscular fatigue 1314 

(31, 32, 39, 64). A number of studies have utilised loaded CMJ and found them to be a 1315 

useful and reliable measure (80, 133, 154), even finding higher reliability in loaded 1316 

compared to unloaded CMJ in high performance athletes (133). By analysing both the 1317 

output as jump height and with variables related to jump mechanics, such as velocity 1318 

both eccentrically and concentric and countermovement displacement (dip), we are able 1319 

gain a greater understanding of the impact of NMF from a CMJ (64).  1320 

Changes in velocity, displacement and power between training mesocycles are yet to 1321 

be systematically described in a highly trained elite rowing population. Thus, this study 1322 

aimed to compare the velocity, displacement and power changes, using a loaded CMJ 1323 

in a pre-competition training mesocycle to a competition mesocycle in international 1324 

level male rowers. Our primary hypothesis was that when high intensity work was 1325 

added to this training regime, the inclusion would have a greater negative impact on 1326 

NMF in this athlete group than the typical high volume but lower intensity work they 1327 

usually complete. Our secondary hypothesis was that those athletes within this group 1328 

that have a greater level of strength will have less NMF when exposed to this increased 1329 

load than those with lesser strength levels. Outcomes from this study will provide 1330 
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coaches with information to assist in the periodisation and planning of multi-modality 1331 

training mesocycles for rowing. 1332 

 1333 

6.3.1. Participants 1334 

Highly trained international level male rowers selected in a senior national team (n=20, 1335 

age: 23.7±1.5 yrs, height: 190.9±7.6 cm, weight: 86.5±10.0 kg, 2 km erg time: 1336 

5:57.84±0:11.43 min) completed regular training in pre-competition and competition 1337 

mesocycles (each lasting four weeks). Each athlete followed their own standard dietary 1338 

practices that were monitored and informed separately by a registered sport dietician. 1339 

Athlete’s had been previously educated on sleep hygiene practices, however their 1340 

individual sleep routines were not monitored for the investigation’s duration. This study 1341 

was approved by the University of Canberra, Human Research Ethics Committee 1342 

(project no.15-151) and all participants signed an informed consent document prior to 1343 

undertaking this study. 1344 

6.3.2. Training 1345 

The athletes’ completed normal training practices which consisted of on-water rowing, 1346 

rowing ergometer and resistance training sessions. For the reported mesocycles, each 1347 

included nine strength and conditioning sessions, which were compiled into bands 1348 

based on total repetitions completed in training bands of <60%, 60-79% and 80+% 1349 

relative to percentage of 1RM lifted (Figure 6.1). Strength and conditioning sessions 1350 

varied between days and mesocycles, however key lifts of squat, deadlift, bench press 1351 
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and bench pull were regularly incorporated. Loading of these lifts was set at a 1352 

percentage of the athlete’s relative one repetition maximum for the required number of 1353 

repetitions. The repetition range varied depending on the target aim of each session 1354 

(e.g. 4-6 reps at 80-90% of 1RM for strength). Alongside these key lifts was a mixture 1355 

of accessory and body weight exercises used to complement aspects of the strength and 1356 

conditioning sessions i.e. desired prehabilitation plans.  1357 

 1358 

Figure 6.1 Number of repetitions completed weekly in each training band (<60%, 60-79% and 80+%) 1359 
relative to the athlete’s 1RM for strength and conditioning sessions and number of T2 mins completed 1360 
weekly during a pre-competition and competition training mesocycles. Light grey box indicates time 1361 
when rowing regatta took place. No resistance training sessions or CMJ’s were collected during regatta 1362 
periods. 1363 

On water rowing, rowing ergometer, and cycling training loads were assessed in T2 1364 

mins, which has been previously validated as a unit of training load in rowing (160). 1365 

The T2 min calculation incorporates training duration, intensity, and mode to provide 1366 

a consistent system for quantifying loads from a variety of training formats. One T2 1367 
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min is equivalent to one min of on-water single scull rowing at T2 intensity (∼60–72% 1368 

VO2max) (159). The training load descriptive metrics from resistance training sessions 1369 

and other aerobic based sessions (on water rowing and rowing ergometer) are kept 1370 

separate instead of summating, as the two forms, in the authors experience should not 1371 

be summated (Figure 6.1).  1372 

6.3.3. Countermovement Jump Monitoring 1373 

Athletes completed six loaded CMJ’s in the first and final week of each training 1374 

mesocycle as part of the warm-up in regular strength and conditioning sessions. 1375 

Performance was measured using a commercially available linear position transducer 1376 

(GymAware, Kinetic Performance Technology, Canberra, Australia) attached to a 20kg 1377 

barbell. The athlete held an Olympic style weightlifting bar across their shoulders, to 1378 

which the linear position transducer was connected via a tether to the outside centre of 1379 

the bar from below. The linear position transducer recorded displacement-time data and 1380 

analysis was performed using Gymaware’s commercially available software 1381 

(GymAware, Kinetic Performance Technologies) to calculate velocity, power and 1382 

displacement variables. Athletes completed the six CMJ’s consecutively with minimal 1383 

rest occurring between each jump, allowing only the time required by the athlete to 1384 

reposition. Athletes performed jumps with a self-selected depth and were instructed to 1385 

“jump as high and as fast as possible” (111). All athletes were familiar with the 1386 

protocol. Each CMJ was assessed for mean concentric velocity (MV), mean eccentric 1387 

velocity (EMV), mean power, jump height (JH) and eccentric displacement. 1388 
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6.3.4. Data Analysis 1389 

Athletes were sub-categorised into two groups based on relative strength levels, those 1390 

attaining the expected strength standard for the rowing program, and those not yet to 1391 

have attained the expected strength standard. The strength standards were defined using 1392 

relative strength benchmarks developed over several seasons from experience strength 1393 

and conditioning coaches for the key lifts of back squat, power clean and bench press. 1394 

Benchmarks were set at ≥ 1.7 for back squat, ≥ 1.1 for power clean and ≥ 1.3 for bench 1395 

press. Each individual CMJ was analysed and then the set assessed for mean concentric 1396 

velocity (MV), jump height (JH) and the countermovement eccentric displacement. 1397 

These values were calculated from the mean of the six jumps from the set.  1398 

6.3.5. Statistical Analysis 1399 

Descriptive data for each variable are reported as mean (SD) with changes between 1400 

time points reported as Cohen’s d effect sizes (95% CI) (Table 6.1). Changes in CMJ 1401 

during and between each mesocycle were assessed using a linear mixed model. A 1402 

secondary analysis was performed using paired samples t-tests considering the impact 1403 

of an athlete’s relative strength as defined by their rank using the key lift benchmarks 1404 

as the criteria. Further analysis assessing the interactions between the different training 1405 

weeks (pre and post measurements with mesocycle), the two training mesocycles (pre- 1406 

competition and competition mesocycles) and the two strength groups (achieved 1407 

strength standard and not yet achieved expected standard) was performed. Significance 1408 

was accepted at p≤0.05 and Cohen’s d effect sizes were calculated with the formula 1409 

𝑑 =
Μ1−Μ2

𝜎
 and assessed using criteria of <0.20=trivial, 0.21-0.50=small, 0.51- 1410 
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0.80=moderate and >0.80=large (30). All statistical analysis was performed in SPSS 1411 

statistical software package version 23.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL). Within athlete reliability 1412 

for assessed CMJ variables was quantified using coefficient of variation (CV) of the six 1413 

jumps within the set. 1414 

Table 6.1 CMJ descriptive means (SD) for jump height (JH), eccentric displacement (Dip), mean 1415 
velocity (MV), eccentric mean velocity (EMV) and mean power for pre-competition (Pre Comp) and 1416 
competition (Comp) training mesocycles. Cohen’s d effect sizes (95%CI) for changes within and 1417 
between mesocycles and between strength groups using criteria <0.20=trivial, 0.21-0.50=small, 0.51- 1418 
0.80=moderate and >0.80=large. 1419 

  Pre Comp Comp Cohen’s d effect size 

  Mean (SD) 

Within 

mesocycle 

Between 

mesocycles 

Between 

groups 

JH (m) 

Pre 0.38 (0.05) 0.38 (0.04) 0.31 (0.00-

0.03) 

0.28 (9.88-0.03) 

0.41 (-0.03-

0.08) Post 0.37 (0.05) 0.38 (0.05) 

Dip (m) 

Pre 0.75 (0.06) 0.74 (0.07) -0.28 (-0.05-

0.01) 

-0.34 (-0.06-

0.01) 

-0.16 (-0.08-

0.05) Post 0.72 (0.07) 0.75 (0.08) 

MV 

(m/s) 

Pre 1.92 (0.12) 1.90 (0.15) 0.18 (0.04-

0.09) 

0.15 (-0.04-0.09) 

0.46 (0.07-

0.21) Post 1.86 (0.17) 1.89 (0.19) 

EMV 

(m/s) 

Pre 

-1.97 

(0.25) 

-2.02 

(0.31) -0.01 (-0.14-

0.13) 

0.08 (-0.11-0.16) 

-0.48 (0.38-

0.12) 

Post 

-1.96 

(0.27) 

-2.06 

(0.31) 

Mean 

Power 

(w) 

Pre 

3086.57 

(419.07) 

3015.01 

(540.19) -0.14 (-65.43-

209.96) 

0.17 (-54.35-

212.41) 

-0.79 (-375.69-

511.03) 

Post 

2961.40 

(562.04) 

2931.39 

(479.09) 
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 1420 

Pre-competition T2 mins averaged 1126 mins, with a nadir in week 3 of 762 mins. In 1421 

contrast the competition T2 mins averaged 1227 mins with a nadir in week 2 of 849 1422 

mins (Figure 6.1). In week 3 of the pre-competition mesocycle the resistance training 1423 

load comprised of 633 repetitions in <60% zone and 280 repetitions in 60-79% band, 1424 

overall these loads are greater than all weeks in the competition mesocycle (Figure 6.1). 1425 

Within athlete reliability demonstrated CV’s for the output related variables as 9% for 1426 

mean velocity, 13.85% for jump height and 19% for mean power. Variables assessing 1427 

eccentric portions of the CMJ had CV’s of 10% for eccentric displacement, 13.8% for 1428 

eccentric mean velocity. 1429 

 1430 

Changes between the pre and post measurements of each mesocycle (within mesocycle) 1431 

and changes between mesocycles and strength attainment groups are detailed in Table 1432 

6.1. There was a small significant decrease in JH (p=0.03, d=0.31) during the pre- 1433 

competition mesocycle showing a 2.6% decrease, however JH remained consistent 1434 

during the competition mesocycle (Table 6.1) and there were no differences between 1435 

mesocycles (p=0.17, d=0.28). For eccentric displacement small, but not statistically 1436 

significant changes (p=0.58, d=-0.28) were observed within training mesocycles with 1437 

a 4.0% decrease during pre-competition and 1.4% increase during the competition 1438 

mesocycle however there was no difference between mesocycles (p=0.22, d=-0.34). A 1439 

significant but trivial (p=0.03, d=0.18) reduction in MV was observed during both 1440 

mesocycles (pre-competition: 3.1%; competition: 0.5%), but these changes were not 1441 
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different between mesocycles (p=0.87, d=0.15). Trivial though not statistically 1442 

significant changes were observed between the pre and post measurements for EMV 1443 

(p=0.91, d=0.01) with a 0.5% decrease during the pre-competition mesocyle and a 2.0% 1444 

increase during the competition mesocycle. While these changes were trivial they were 1445 

statistically significant (p=0.03, d=0.08) between mesocycles for EMV. Statistically 1446 

significant trivial reductions were observed for mean power (p=0.01, d=-0.14) with a 1447 

4.1% decrease during the pre-competition mesocycle and 2.8% decrease during the 1448 

competition mesocycle, yet these decreases were not significantly (p=0.20, d=0.17) 1449 

different between mesocycles.  1450 

No significant differences between the strength groups were observed in this study. 1451 

Trivial differences were observed for eccentric displacement (p=0.054, d=0.16) and 1452 

small differences for JH (p=0.95, d=0.41), MV (p=0.74, d=0.46) and EMV (p=0.81, 1453 

0.48). A moderate, but not statistically significant difference (p=1.00, d=-0.79) for 1454 

mean power between groups was observed with similar reductions in mean power 1455 

between the strength groups during the pre-competition mesocycle (4.1%). A greater 1456 

decrease in mean power was observed in the group not yet at the expected strength 1457 

standard (3.2%) compared to those who had attained the expected strength level (2.3%) 1458 

during the competition mesocycle. 1459 

Analysis was performed for each variable using interactions between pre and post 1460 

measurements within each mesocycle, the two training mesocycles and the two strength 1461 

groups. Only the statistically significant interactions are reported. A significant 1462 

(p=0.02), however trivial (d=0.14, 95% CI -0.24-0.14) interaction was observed for 1463 

EMV between training mesocycles and strength groups. A moderate (d=0.73, 95%CI 1464 
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0.00-0.10) and statistically significant (p=0.04), interaction was observed for eccentric 1465 

displacement between the training mesocycles and pre and post measurements. 1466 

Moderate (d=0.59, 95%CI -0.18-0.01) and significant (p=0.02) interactions were 1467 

observed for MV between the two training mesocycles and strength groups, while the 1468 

same interaction produced a significant (p=0.01) and large (d=-0.86, 95%CI -0.07-0.03) 1469 

interaction for the output variable of JH. There was also a large (d=0.98, 95%CI 0.02- 1470 

0.09) and significant (p=0.00) three-way interaction for JH between the two training 1471 

mesocycles, pre and post measurements within the training mesocycle and strength 1472 

groups.  1473 

 1474 

This study observed changes in power, displacement and velocity variables using a 1475 

countermovement jump in a highly trained aerobic strength and power cohort (rowers). 1476 

We report trivial to small changes in all variables measured between the 1477 

commencement of a training mesocycle and the end of the mesocycle, with the greatest 1478 

changes being an approximate 4% decrease from the start to end of the pre-competition 1479 

training mesocycle for both eccentric displacement and mean power. This suggests 1480 

eccentric displacement and mean power are more sensitive to change during a pre- 1481 

competition training mesocycle. This observation is supported by prior research 1482 

indicating that changes in the magnitude of eccentric displacement (dip) may be a 1483 

greater indicator of NMF than the output (JH) (62, 157). This is due to an athlete that 1484 

is skilled at jumping may increase their eccentric displacement in order to maintain the 1485 

outcome of jump height, thus altering the biomechanics of the movement (62). While 1486 
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the finding of very minor changes throughout the competition mesocycle agree with 1487 

Gibson et al. (66) that observed no change in unloaded CMJ performance across a three- 1488 

week competition mesocycle. This lack of substantial change in performance likely 1489 

indicates the prescribed and completed training sessions did not tax the athlete’s 1490 

physiologically to the point of residual NMF.  1491 

Between the pre-competition and competition mesocycles trivial and small increases 1492 

were observed for MV and JH respectively. Trivial decreases were observed for EMV 1493 

and mean power, with a small reduction in eccentric displacement. It was hypothesised 1494 

that there would be a change between these mesocycles with the pre-competition 1495 

mesocycle creating a greater stress to the athlete than the competition mesocycle, which 1496 

would indicate a taper response and ‘freshen’ up the athletes. However when the rowing 1497 

specific training loads are assessed (T2 mins; Figure 6.1) the average training load 1498 

between the two mesocycles does not vary as greatly as was originally predicted, with 1499 

the average T2 mins over the pre-competition (1126 T2 mins) and competition (1227 1500 

T2 mins) remaining similar. Despite this maintenance in average T2 min volume over 1501 

both mesocycles, a clear reduction in T2 volume is observed during the third week of 1502 

the pre-competition mesocycle and second week of competition mesocycle (Figure 1503 

6.1). This is coupled with an overall reduction in volume within the resistance training 1504 

sessions during the competition mesocycle, thus a reduction in overall training volume 1505 

does occur during both mesocycles. This athlete cohort are used to regular high volume 1506 

sport specific training (e.g. on water rowing and rowing ergometer training) (161) so it 1507 

is not surprising that they were able to maintain these loads. However it was 1508 

hypothesised that an increase in high intensity work as part of the resistance training 1509 
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sessions would elicit greater changes in power, displacement and velocity based 1510 

variables, however due to the reduced volume in these weeks, the reduced stress being 1511 

placed on the neural system may have prevented larger changes in performance from 1512 

occurring. The resistance training sessions in the two observed training mesocycles had 1513 

limited work programmed in the 80+% band (Figure 6.1). Workloads at this level 1514 

require a high neural load with greater muscle unit recruitment (23, 97). It is possible 1515 

that the neural system was not sufficiently compromised in order to see a blunted 1516 

response using a CMJ, compared to if a greater percentage of resistance training work 1517 

above 80% was included. As this study was completed as part of a high-performance 1518 

program, training loads were unable to be manipulated, and thus we are unable to 1519 

equivocally state this as the cause.  1520 

When comparing the relative strength groups for response to the training with regards 1521 

to NMF, we observed a moderate difference for mean power with trivial to small 1522 

differences for all other assessed variables. This moderate difference in mean power 1523 

changes between these two groups could be attributed to the stronger group being less 1524 

compromised by NMF over the competition training block as a 2.3% reduction in mean 1525 

power was observed as compared to a 3.2% decrease during the same period for the 1526 

group yet to attain the expected strength standard. This finding is similar to those by 1527 

Sheppard et al (133) who found significant differences in peak and relative power using 1528 

loaded and unloaded CMJ between development and senior national volleyball athletes. 1529 

Although mean power was not reported, the same study reported peak power and mean 1530 

power and relative power to both be reliable using loaded CMJ (133).  1531 
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This study examined interactions between two mesocycles (pre-competition and 1532 

competition) and two strength groups. A trivial interaction was observed for EMV, 1533 

however moderate and large interactions were observed for MV and JH respectively 1534 

with the group which has attained the strength benchmarks producing greater MV and 1535 

JH but a slower EMV. It is suggested that those who had attained the expected strength 1536 

standard were able to manage the training load, thus we see fluctuations in JH and MV 1537 

for this group as a larger manifestation of NMF in response to periodisation. This is 1538 

opposed to those not at the expected strength standard who were perhaps more so in a 1539 

state of overload. Due to this these fluctuations are not evident as they are unable to 1540 

recover sufficiently, therefore presenting a constant suppressed response. A number of 1541 

studies have found a decrease in neuromuscular response measured through CMJ as a 1542 

result of training overload (32, 105), however as this study is investigating that changes 1543 

within and between mesocycles as a whole, and not weekly change it is not possible to 1544 

state this with certainty. Similarly, a large three-way interaction was observed between 1545 

the two training mesocycles, the pre and post measures within a mesocycle and the two 1546 

strength standards for JH. This is in contrast to some of the more recent research that 1547 

has reported output variables, such as JH to be less responsive to changes in 1548 

neuromuscular function in comparison to variables that are linked to jump mechanics 1549 

(62, 64). However, this finding suggests that an output variable, such as JH is sensitive 1550 

to change when considered in context of these three elements, but perhaps not sensitive 1551 

enough in isolation.   1552 

A point of difference of this study from others is the use of loaded CMJ as opposed to 1553 

unloaded. We acknowledge that this may have contributed to the diminished 1554 
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differences observed in this study, however prior research has indicated loaded CMJ to 1555 

be a useful and reliable measure across both relative and absolute variables (80, 133, 1556 

154).  The use of a loaded CMJ procedure was chosen as it was already part of the 1557 

standardised warm up for the resistance training sessions, thus improving the athlete 1558 

compliance and familiarity. As this research was conducted in a high-performance 1559 

environment we did not have the liberty of additional time for athlete testing so by 1560 

utilising a loaded CMJ that was already a familiar exercise and performed in their warm 1561 

up, we felt any perceived limitation was outweighed by the ability to obtain non- 1562 

invasive applied monitoring data. 1563 

 1564 

Only trivial to small changes across a range of CMJ variables both within pre- 1565 

competition and competition training mesocycles and between these two different 1566 

training blocks suggest that this rowing cohort was not physiologically taxed to the 1567 

point of residual NMF remaining from the training sessions delivered in this training 1568 

period. However, as these training mesocycles were leading into and during a key 1569 

competition phase of the season it could be argued that minimal change in CMJ over 1570 

this time indicates that the athletes were able to sufficiently recover from training 1571 

during these mesocycles indicating good planning and training periodisation practices. 1572 

 1573 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 1574 

Changes in loaded countermovement jump over a season 1575 

in elite rowers 1576 

 1577 

 1578 

 1579 

 1580 

 1581 

 1582 

 1583 

  1584 
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 1585 

Countermovement jumps are frequently used to assess an athlete’s neuromuscular 1586 

status in a variety of sports. The previous chapter investigated changes in CMJ between 1587 

a pre-competition and competition mesocycles. This chapter will build on those 1588 

findings by investigating the changes over the course of a season. This study reports 1589 

changes in velocity, displacement and power using a loaded CMJ over an eight-month 1590 

season, with a focus on monitoring the responses between different training mesocycles 1591 

in elite male rowers. 1592 

Elite male rowers (n=15, age: 23.5 ± 1.4 yrs; height: 193.9 ± 5.6 cm; weight:  1593 

91.8 ± 3.9 kg; 2 km erg time: 5:53.73 ± 0:4.16 min) completed regular training 1594 

consisting of a combination of on-water rowing, rowing ergometer and resistance 1595 

training sessions. Participants completed a single set of 6 loaded CMJ’s in the first and 1596 

final week of each training mesocycle with performance measured using a digital 1597 

optical encoder attached to a 20 kg barbell. Each CMJ was assessed for jump height 1598 

(JH) eccentric displacement, mean velocity (MV), eccentric mean velocity (EMV) and 1599 

mean power with the set mean used in the analysis. Descriptive data for each variable 1600 

is reported as mean (SD) with changes between time points reported as Cohen’s d effect 1601 

sizes (95% CI). Changes in CMJ during and between each mesocycle were assessed 1602 

using a linear mixed model. Paired samples t-tests were used to compare changes 1603 

between specific mesocycles (specific preparation = SP1 and SP2, competition = C1 1604 

and C2, general preparation = GP1 and GP2). The impact of an athlete’s relative 1605 

strength as defined by key lift benchmarks and was used in a further analysis to 1606 
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understand whether changes between and within mesocycles was influenced by this 1607 

metric. 1608 

Moderate to large changes in CMJ variables following mesocycles which incorporate 1609 

training likely to induce a higher neural load and increases in intensity have a greater 1610 

negative impact on elite rowers, as opposed to purely high volume load mesocycles. 1611 

Significant differences between mesocycles were observed for all assessed variables. 1612 

A significant decrease was observed between SP2 and C2 mesocycles for JH (-5%) and 1613 

MV (-4%). A moderate to large reduction in between the start of GP1 and GP2 were 1614 

evident for all variables. Moderate to large decreases were evident between the start of 1615 

C1 and C2 mesocycles in all variables other than eccentric displacement. When 1616 

assessing differences between relative strength levels, the velocity variables provide a 1617 

stronger indication of NMF than displacement and power with a significant difference 1618 

between strength groups overall for EMV. A significant interaction was observed 1619 

between mesocycles and strength groups for JH. However, significant interactions were 1620 

also seen between and within mesocycle measurements for JH, MV, EMV and mean 1621 

power irrespective of strength. The results from this study indicate that increases in 1622 

intensity have a greater negative impact on elite rowers, as opposed to high volume 1623 

low-moderate intensities loads. When assessing differences between strength standards 1624 

velocity based variables may provide a more precise indication of NMF than 1625 

displacement and power. 1626 

 1627 

  1628 
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 1629 

Elite level rowers complete a high training volume, incorporating on water rowing, 1630 

ergometers and resistance training sessions (107). Despite a large portion of this 1631 

training occurring at low-moderate intensities (approximately 80-94%) (161), 1632 

completing training at higher intensities is crucial to properly prepare athletes for 1633 

competition demands (99). Resistance training is an important element of the overall 1634 

training plan, with stronger, more powerful rowers exhibiting greater stroke efficiency 1635 

(140) and an ability to achieve and maintain faster boat speeds (77, 97). Within 1636 

resistance training sessions a combination of strength endurance, maximal strength and 1637 

power development are required to build the athletic capabilities required to be 1638 

successful at the elite level. In order to effectively balance these different aspects of 1639 

training, while incorporating adequate recovery, the need for a well constructed 1640 

periodised training plan is paramount (160). 1641 

The primary aim of periodisation is to set the framework for athletes to achieve prime 1642 

performance at the time of the most important competition(s) using varying periods of 1643 

training stress and recovery (11, 143). When an imbalance in training stress and 1644 

recovery occurs, a negative training response can present. This negative response may 1645 

manifest as non-functional overreaching, or if left unrecognised and continual training 1646 

overload is attempted can lead to overtraining (106). The CMJ is commonly used in 1647 

high-performance sport to monitor and identify negative training responses, through 1648 

changes in neuromuscular function (64). Neuromuscular fatigue may be identifiable via 1649 

changes in output or an inability to maintain variables that describe how the output was 1650 

achieved. By analysing a range of variables related to both output (jump height and 1651 
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mean power) and jump mechanics (eccentric displacement, mean eccentric and 1652 

concentric velocity) we are able gain a greater understanding of the impact of NMF 1653 

(64) on subsequent performance.  1654 

To the authors knowledge this is the first paper to profile the longitudinal time course 1655 

effects of training protocols over a competition season assessing changes in velocity, 1656 

displacement and power within elite rowers. Prior research investigating changes in 1657 

performance over a rowing season have focussed on physiological, anthropometric or 1658 

psychological changes (108, 135, 161, 176). 1659 

Changes in velocity, displacement and power between pre-competition and competition 1660 

training mesocycles were previously reported (chapter 6), however it is yet to be 1661 

investigated how these changes occur over the course of multiple training mesocycles 1662 

and competition periods. Thus, this study aimed to compare the velocity, displacement 1663 

and power changes, using loaded CMJ during multiple mesocycles over an eight-month 1664 

period in international level male rowers. A secondary aim of this study was to 1665 

investigate if strength levels impact an athlete’s response to training as monitored with 1666 

the loaded CMJ. Changes in CMJ performance are considered a practical indicator of 1667 

NMF, as such, this study’s purpose was to investigate the NMF response over multiple 1668 

mesocycles, with a focus on the adaption over the mesocycle, not the change on a 1669 

weekly basis. The findings from this study will benefit coaches and support staff when 1670 

trying to understand how NMF manifests over the course of a season by assessing 1671 

changes in an athletes velocity, displacement and power over multiple mesocycles. This 1672 

may aid in their periodisation and programming of training sessions.  1673 
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 1674 

7.3.1. Participants 1675 

Highly trained international level male rowers selected in a senior national team (n=15, 1676 

age: 23.5 ± 1.4 yrs; height: 193.9 ± 5.6 cm; weight: 91.8 ± 3.9 kg; 2 km erg time: 1677 

5:53.73 ± 0:4.16 min) participated in an observational descriptive study examining the 1678 

time course of changes in a range of CMJ variables over the course of an eight month 1679 

monitoring period, involving multiple training and competition mesocycles (specific 1680 

preparation = SP1 and SP2, competition = C1 and C2, general preparation = GP1 and 1681 

GP2). The athletes completed loaded CMJ’s in the first and final week of each training 1682 

mesocycle. This study was undertaken in a high performance environment with full 1683 

time athletes, and as such this eight-month monitoring period included periods of travel 1684 

and competition where resistance training was limited. Athletes followed their own 1685 

standard dietary practices, which were monitored and informed separately by a 1686 

registered sport dietician. Athletes had been previously educated on sleep hygiene 1687 

practices, however their individual sleep routines were not monitored for the 1688 

investigation’s duration. This study was approved by the University of Canberra, 1689 

Human Research Ethics Committee (project no.15-151) and all participants signed an 1690 

informed consent document prior to undertaking this study. 1691 

7.3.2. Training  1692 

The athletes’ completed normal training practices which consisted of on-water rowing, 1693 

rowing ergometer and resistance training sessions, a typical training week is outlined 1694 

in Table 7.1. As a general description the first rowing session of the day is typically the 1695 
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harder session, which could be volume or intensity focused depending on the session’s 1696 

training aim. The second rowing session is often a skill and technique based session, 1697 

however there are training periods and mesocycles where this can also be a more 1698 

physically demanding session. The third session of the day typically rotated between a 1699 

resistance training session and rowing ergometer session. The mesocycles reported in 1700 

this study were between three and six weeks in length, with the resistance training 1701 

component between two and six weeks in length during reported mesocycles (Figures 1702 

7.1 and 7.2). In general, the resistance training session goal was to maximise the 1703 

athlete’s strength and power while maintaining muscle mass. The resistance training 1704 

session loads were compiled into bands based on total repetitions completed at each 1705 

resistance intensity of <60%, 60-79% and 80+% relative to percentage of 1RM lifted 1706 

(Figures 7.1 and 7.2). Strength and conditioning sessions varied between days and 1707 

mesocycles, however key lifts of squat, deadlift, bench press and bench pull were 1708 

regularly incorporated. Loading of each key lift was set at a percentage of the athlete’s 1709 

relative one repetition maximum for the required number of repetitions. The repetition 1710 

range varied depending on the target aim of each session (e.g. 4-6 reps at 80-90% of 1711 

1RM for strength, 3-6 reps at 50-80% of 1RM for power). Alongside these key lifts was 1712 

a mixture of accessory and body weight exercises used to complement aspects of the 1713 

strength and conditioning sessions i.e. desired prehabilitation plans.  1714 

On water rowing, rowing ergometer, and cycling training loads were assessed in T2 1715 

mins, which is a previously validated unit of training load (160). The T2 min calculation 1716 

incorporates training duration, intensity, and mode to provide a consistent system for 1717 

quantifying loads from a variety of training formats but generally focused at aerobic 1718 
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conditioning formats. One T2 min is equivalent to one min of on-water single scull 1719 

rowing at T2 intensity (∼60–72% VO2max) (159). The training load descriptive metrics 1720 

from resistance training sessions and other aerobic based sessions are kept separate 1721 

instead of summating, as the two forms, in our experience should not be summated.  1722 

Table 7.1 An example of a typical training schedule during the monitoring period. Row = on-water 1723 
rowing, R.T = resistance training, Erg = rowing ergometer. 1724 

Session Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat Sun 

1 Row Row Row Row Row Row 

Off 2 Row Row Row Row Row Row 

3 R.T Erg R.T Erg R.T Off 

 1725 

 1726 

Figure 7.1 Number of repetitions completed weekly in each training band (<60%, 60-79% and 80+%) 1727 
relative to the athlete’s 1RM for strength and conditioning sessions and number of T2 mins completed 1728 
weekly during specific preparation 1, competition 1, specific preparation 2, competition 2 and general 1729 
preparation 1 and 2 training mesocycles. 1730 

7.3.3. Countermovement Jump Monitoring 1731 

Athletes completed six loaded CMJ’s in the first and final week of each training 1732 

mesocycle as part of the warm-up in regular strength and conditioning sessions 1733 
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regardless of mesocycle length. Performance was measured using a commercially 1734 

available linear position transducer (GymAware, Kinetic Performance Technology, 1735 

Canberra, Australia) attached to a 20 kg Olympic style weightlifting barbell held by the 1736 

athlete across their shoulders, to which the linear position transducer was connected via 1737 

a tether to the outside centre of the bar from below. The linear position transducer 1738 

recorded displacement-time data and analysis was performed using Gymaware 1739 

commercially available software. Athletes completed the six loaded CMJ consecutively 1740 

with minimal rest occurring between each jump, allowing only the time required by the 1741 

athlete to reposition. Athletes performed jumps with a self-selected depth and were 1742 

instructed to “jump as high and as fast as possible” (111). Each CMJ was assessed for 1743 

mean concentric velocity (MV), mean eccentric velocity (EMV), mean power, jump 1744 

height (JH), eccentric displacement and mean power. 1745 

7.3.4. Data Analysis 1746 

Athletes were sub-categorised into two groups based on relative strength levels, those 1747 

attaining the expected strength standard, and those not yet attaining expected strength 1748 

standard. Strength standards were defined using relative strength benchmarks 1749 

developed over several seasons of rowing from experienced strength and conditioning 1750 

coaches for the key lifts of back squat, power clean and bench press. Benchmarks were 1751 

set at ≥ 1.7 for back squat, ≥ 1.1 for power clean and ≥ 1.3 for bench press. Each 1752 

individual CMJ was analysed with set means calculated for each variable of interest. 1753 
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7.3.5. Statistical Analysis 1754 

Descriptive data for each variable is reported as mean (SD) with changes between time 1755 

points reported as Cohen’s d effect sizes (95% CI) (Table 7.2). Changes in loaded CMJ 1756 

performance during and between each mesocycle were assessed using linear mixed 1757 

models. To investigate changes between specific mesocycles a paired sample t-test was 1758 

conducted. Further linear mixed models were performed considering the impact of an 1759 

athlete’s relative strength as defined by their rank using the key lift benchmarks as the 1760 

criteria. A linear mixed model was also used to assess the interactions between the 1761 

different training weeks (pre and post measurements with mesocycle), the different 1762 

training mesocycles and the two strength groups (achieved strength standard and not 1763 

yet achieved expected standard) was performed. Significance was accepted at p≤0.05 1764 

and Cohen’s d effect sizes were calculated with the formula 𝑑 =
Μ1−Μ2

𝜎
 and assessed 1765 

using criteria of <0.20=trivial, 0.21-0.50=small, 0.51-0.80=moderate and >0.80=large 1766 

(30). All statistical analysis was performed in SPSS statistical software package version 1767 

23.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL). Within athlete reliability for assessed CMJ variables was 1768 

quantified using coefficient of variation (CV) of the six jumps within the set. 1769 

 1770 

Analysis was performed for each variable using interactions between pre and post 1771 

measurements within each mesocycle, the different training mesocycles and the two 1772 

strength groups. Only the statistically significant interactions are reported. A significant 1773 

(p<0.01) interaction was observed for JH between training mesocycles and strength 1774 

groups. Statistically significant interactions were also observed between the training 1775 
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mesocycles and within mesocycle measurements for JH (p<0.01), MV (p=0.01), EMV 1776 

(p=0.01) and mean power (p<0.01). Variables assessing eccentric portions of the CMJ 1777 

had CV’s of 10% for eccentric displacement, 13.8% for eccentric mean velocity. 1778 

There was a large but not statistically significant change in JH (p=0.52, d=0.91) within 1779 

each mesocycle (Table 7.2). However, there was a significant (p=0.01) difference for 1780 

JH between mesocycles with post hoc testing of consecutive mesocycles identifying a 1781 

significant (p=0.03) decrease between SP2 and C2 (Table 7.3). Yet when similar 1782 

training focus mesocycles were compared significant differences were observed for pre 1783 

C1:C2 (p=0.03), pre GP1:GP2 (p<0.01) and post GP1:GP2 (p=0.04) (Table 7.4). While 1784 

for eccentric displacement (dip) trivial, and not statistically significant changes 1785 

(p=0.35, d=-0.09) were observed within the training mesocycles (Table 7.2) but a 1786 

significant (p=0.01) interaction was identified between mesocycles (Table 7.3). 1787 

However, when similar training focus mesocycles were compared significant 1788 

differences were only observed between the start of SP1 and SP2 (p=0.09) and the start 1789 

of GP1 and GP2 (p=0.05) (Table 7.4). Mean velocity exhibited non-significant but 1790 

moderate (p=0.95, d=0.59) changes within mesocycles (Table 7.2) but did differ 1791 

significantly (p<0.01) between mesocycles. Post hoc testing showed that consecutive 1792 

cycles of C1:SP2 (p=0.04) and SP2:C2 (p=0.03) decreased significantly (Table 7.3). 1793 

When comparing the same time point between mesocycles of the same training focus 1794 

(e.g. between both competition mesocycles), only pre C1:C2 (p<0.01) and pre 1795 

GP1:GP2 (p=0.01) differed significantly (Table 7.4).  1796 

A small non-significant change was observed within each mesocycle (Table 7.2) for 1797 

EMV (p=0.96, d=0.30), however EMV did differ significantly between mesocycles 1798 
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(p<0.01). Post hoc testing indicated significant moderate decreases between 1799 

consecutive mesocycles C1:SP2 for EMV (Table 7.3) (p=0.07). When mesocycles of a 1800 

similar focus were compared they differed significantly for, pre C1:C2 (p=0.02) and 1801 

pre GP1:GP2 (p=0.01) EMV (Table 7.4). Moderate non-significant changes were 1802 

observed for mean power (p=0.61, d=-0.59) within mesocycles yet between mesocycles 1803 

mean power did differ significantly (p<0.01). Interestingly for consecutive mesocycles 1804 

only C1:SP2 decreased significantly (p=0.01) (Table 7.3) however in contrast 1805 

mesocycles with a similar training focus it was only post GP1:GP2 that did not differ 1806 

significantly for mean power (Table 7.4). 1807 

Assessment between the two strength standards indicated a statistically significant 1808 

small difference between groups overall for EMV (p<0.01, d=0.44). In other between 1809 

group comparisons trivial differences were observed for JH (p=0.19, d=0.16) and 1810 

eccentric displacement (p=0.83, d=0.18) and small differences for MV (p=0.11, 1811 

d=0.44). There was a moderate, but not statistically significant difference (p=0.14, d=- 1812 

0.51) for mean power between these two strength groups. 1813 
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Table 7.2 CMJ descriptive means (SD) for jump height (JH), concentric mean velocity (MV), eccentric displacement (Dip), eccentric mean velocity (EMV) and mean power 1814 
at the commencement and end of each training mesocycle. 1815 

Variable Specific Prep 1 International 

Comp 1 
Specific Prep 2 International 

Comp 2 
General Prep 1 General Prep 2 

JH (m) Pre 0.40 (±0.04) 0.40 (±0.04) 0.36 (±0.05) 0.38 (±0.06) 0.38 (±0.07) 0.34 (±0.07) 

Post 0.39 (±0.04) 0.40 (0.05) 0.40 (±0.06) 0.38 (±0.06) 0.34 (±0.04) 0.40 (±0.05) 

% Change -1.50 -1.16 5.19 5.11 -8.48 8.93 

Dip (m) Pre 0.76 (±0.06) 0.76 (±0.06) 0.75 (±0.06) 0.74 (±0.05) 0.74 (±0.05) 0.71 (±0.07) 

Post 0.75 (±0.07) 0.78 (±0.07) 0.77 (±0.05) 0.73 (±0.07) 0.71 (±0.07) 0.72 (±0.06) 

% Change -2.03 2.48 1.53 -4.34 -2.57 0.40 

MV (m/s) 

 

Pre 1.94 (± 0.13) 1.93 (±0.14) 1.75 (±0.12) 1.82 (±0.18) 1.84 (±0.20) 1.70 (±0.21) 

Post 1.89 (±0.16) 1.92 (±0.180 1.89 (±0.18) 1.81 (±0.19) 1.73 (±0.11) 1.84 (±0.14) 

% Change -2.21 -0.51 3.98 0.25 -4.26 3.25 

EMV (m/s) Pre -2.01 (±0.20) -2.09 (±0.21) -1.98 (±0.30) -2.01 (±0.18) -2.01 (±0.25) -1.73 (±0.24) 

Post -2.00 (±0.25) -2.14 (±0.30) -2.03 (±0.18) -2.05 (±0.21) -1.77 (±0.21) -1.87 (±0.26) 

% Change -0.31 1.83 -1.76 4.02 -9.29 4.87 

Mean Power (w) Pre 3294.74 (±315.36) 3188.40 (±448.91) 2829.54 (±353.33) 2971.29(±470.09) 3050.17 (±529.88) 2709.70 (±457.35) 

Post 3150.14 (±469.35) 3102.00 (±428.50) 3082.53 (±405.07) 2983.67 (±427.76) 2761.28 (±288.73) 3076.03 (±318.84) 

% Change -3.26 -2.18 1.98 2.33 -7.02 6.16 

1816 
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Table 7.3 CMJ changes between consecutive mesocycles for specific preparation (SP1 and SP2), competition (C1 1817 
and C2) and general preparation (GP1 and GP2) phases. Cohen’s d effect sizes (95%CI) for changes within 1818 
mesocycles using criteria <0.20=trivial, 0.21-0.50=small, 0.51-0.80=moderate and >0.80=large. Denotes * 1819 
moderate effect and ** large effect. 1820 

Variable Comparison P value Cohen’s d Effect size % Change 

Jump Height 

SP1:C1 0.13 -0.33 (-0.03 – 0.00) 2.56 

C1:SP2 0.21 0.37 (-0.01 – 0.04) -10.00 

SP2:C2 0.03 0.81 (0.00 – 0.03)** -5.00 

GP1:GP2 0.80 0.08 (-0.02 – 0.03) 0.00 

Dip 

SP1:C1 0.46 -0.20 (-0.05 – 0.02) 1.33 

C1:SP2 0.37 0.26 (-0.02 – 0.04) -3.85 

SP2:C2 0.24 0.40 (-0.01 – 0.03) 1.37 

GP1:GP2 0.75 0.10 (-0.02 – 0.04) 0.00 

MV 

SP1:C1 0.29 -0.29 (-0.11 – 0.04) 2.12 

C1:SP2 0.04 0.63 (0.00 – 0.18)* -8.85 

SP2:C2 0.03 0.84 (0.01 – 0.13)** -3.70 

GP1:GP2 0.28 0.34 (-0.04 – 0.13) -1.73 

EMV 

SP1:C1 0.17 0.37 (-0.04 -0.21) 4.5 

C1:SP2 0.07 -0.53 (-0.92 – 0.04)* -7.48 

SP2:C2 0.10 -0.60 (-0.13 – 0.01)* -0.99 

GP1:GP2 0.20 -0.42 (-0.21 – 0.05) -2.26 

Mean Power 

SP1:C1 0.47 -0.19 (-162.78 – 79.45) 1.21 

C1:SP2 0.01 0.96 (73.24 – 363.57)** -8.78 

SP2:C2 0.30 0.35 (-70.90 – 206.04) -3.61 

GP1:GP2 0.33 0.31 (-109.05 – 295.11) -1.87 

  1821 
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Table 7.4 CMJ changes between the beginning (pre) and end (post) of the first and second specific preparation 1822 
(SP1 and SP2), first and second competition (C1 and C2) and first and second general preparation (GP1 and GP2) 1823 
mesocycles. Cohen’s d effect sizes (95%CI) for changes within mesocycles using criteria <0.20=trivial, 0.21- 1824 
0.50=small, 0.51-0.80=moderate and >0.80=large. Denotes * moderate effect and ** large effect. 1825 

Variable Comparison P value Cohen’s d Effect size % Change 

Jump Height 

Pre SP1:SP2 0.24 -0.31 (-0.05 – 0.04) -10.00 

Post SP1:SP2 0.90 0.03 (-0.03 – 0.03) 2.56 

Pre C1:C2 0.03 0.75 (0.00 – 0.06) * -5.00 

Post C1:C2 0.77 0.10 (0.02 – 0.02) -5.00 

Pre GP1:GP2 <0.01 1.15 (0.02 – 0.06)** -10.53 

Post GP1:GP2 0.04 -1.05 (-0.04 - -0.01)** 17.65 

Dip 

Pre SP1:SP2 0.09 -0.52 (-0.38 – 0.03) * -1.31 

Post SP1:SP2 0.40 -0.33 (-0.06 – 0.02) 2.67 

Pre C1:C2 0.93 0.03 (-0.04 – 0.04) -2.63 

Post C1:C2 0.12 0.43 (00.01 – 0.08) -6.41 

Pre GP1:GP2 0.05 0.60 (0.00 – 0.06)* -4.05 

Post GP1:GP2 0.52 -0.20 (-0.06 – 0.04) 1.41 

MV 

Pre SP1:SP2 0.23 -0.35 (-0.78 – 0.21) -9.80 

Post SP1:SP2 0.31 0.27 (-0.04 – 0.11) 0.00 

Pre C1:C2 <0.01 1.09 (0.05 – 0.19) ** -5.70 

Post C1:C2 0.14 0.42 (-0.03 – 0.18) -5.73 

Pre GP1:GP2 0.01 0.82 (0.04 – 0.24)** -7.61 

Post GP1:GP2 0.83 0.10 (-0.07 – 0.08) 6.36 

EMV 

Pre SP1:SP2 0.20 -0.40 (-0.90 – 0.21) -1.49 

Post SP1:SP2 0.79 -0.08 (-0.18 – 0.14) 1.50 

Pre C1:C2 0.02 -0.79 (-0.20 - -0.02)* -3.83 

Post C1:C2 0.06 -0.56 (-0.21 – 0.00)* -4.21 

Pre GP1:GP2 0.01 -1.15 (-0.48 - -0.15)** -13.93 

Post GP1:GP2 0.34 -0.43 (-0.31 – 0.13) 5.65 

Mean Power 

Pre SP1:SP2 <0.01 1.19 (134.27 – 538.49)** -14.12 

Post SP1:SP2 0.03 0.73 (23.00 – 348.21)* -2.15 

Pre C1:C2 0.01 0.89 (74.63 – 441.93)** -6.81 

Post C1:C2 0.05 0.57 (-2.56 – 319.04)* -3.81 

Pre GP1:GP2 0.01 0.95 (130.50 – 585.48)** -11.16 

Post GP1:GP2 0.58 -0.24 (-278.92 – 173.88) 11.40 

 1826 
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 1827 

This study observed changes in power, displacement and velocity variables using a 1828 

loaded countermovement jump in a highly trained aerobic strength and power cohort 1829 

(rowers) over the course of a competitive rowing season inclusive of international 1830 

travel. This study reports moderate to large changes in JH, MV and mean power, while 1831 

also indicating small and trivial changes in EMV and eccentric displacement 1832 

respectively, between the commencement of a training mesocycle and the end of the 1833 

mesocycle (Table 7.2). The greatest changes occurred during the two general 1834 

preparation mesocycles with approximately a 7-9% decrease in JH, EMV and mean 1835 

power from the beginning to end of the first general preparation mesocycle. These 1836 

results support previous findings, observing between 8-15% reduction in mean power 1837 

from an unloaded CMJ during an 11-week rugby union pre-season (126). However 1838 

these findings are in contrast to others that have reported trivial increases or no change 1839 

in unloaded CMJ JH and mean power during a pre season (110) or 19-week training 1840 

period (64) with elite athlete. The findings of this study may be explained when 1841 

exploring the training loads as there was an increase in both T2 mins and resistance 1842 

training loads from the beginning to end of the GP1 mesocycle. It is likely that the NMF 1843 

generated from the GP1 mesocycle continued into the beginning of the GP2 mesocycle. 1844 

During the GP2 mesocycle there was an increase in JH by 9% and mean power by 6%, 1845 

despite a similar loading pattern, all be it with a higher T2 mins load to start from. This 1846 

suggests that the athletes were influenced by the effects of NMF from the GP1 1847 

mesocycle and were not provided sufficient recovery so they started the GP2 mesocycle 1848 

from a compromised position, however CMJ measures were only taken at the beginning 1849 
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and end of a mesocycle so we are unable to definitively state what occurred outside 1850 

these time points. The increases in JH and mean velocity from the pre to post 1851 

measurements in the GP2 mesocycle could also be linked to a substantial decrease in 1852 

the resistance training load during the final two weeks of this mesocycle (Figure 7.1).  1853 

An approximate 5% increase was observed for JH within the SP2 and C2 mesocycles. 1854 

This increase is likely an indicator of the athletes’ responding to the training load and 1855 

taper of these mesocycles, with the lack of significant changes within a mesocycle due 1856 

to a well structured periodised plan being implemented allowing adequate recovery 1857 

during key mesocycles. This further adds to why there is a larger decrease during the 1858 

GP1 mesocycle as this is not likely to be a period where recovery is prioritised. This is 1859 

an athletic cohort that is accustomed to a very high volume of sport specific training 1860 

(on water rowing), however this type of training may not produce residual NMF due to 1861 

the high aerobic nature of this training (65). 1862 

When comparing changes in CMJ variables between consecutive mesocycles, moderate 1863 

reductions were observed for MV (approx. -9%), EMV (approx. -7%) and large 1864 

reductions (-8.78%) for mean power between the completion of C1 and SP2 mesocycles 1865 

(Table 7.3). Several factors could be contributing to this decrease, with the most likely 1866 

being that there was a two week period between CMJ measures being taken due to the 1867 

athlete’s competition schedule. Secondly post competition the athletes were required to 1868 

undertake a long haul eastward flight to travel back to their Australian training base 1869 

from their Europe competition. While the effect of travel have been well documented 1870 

(25, 56, 109), including in chapter 5 with this athletic cohort, it is unlikely they impacted 1871 

the athlete’s CMJ measures on this particular occasion as there was at least a week free 1872 
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of training to recover before commencing the SP2 mesocycle. A further factor 1873 

contributing to these reductions in MV, EMV and mean power is that the post measures 1874 

for the C1 mesocycle were undertaken during European summer conditions, while the 1875 

pre-measurement of the SP2 mesocycle were undertaken during Australian winter. 1876 

While a sufficient standardised warm up was undertaken on both occasions the ambient 1877 

temperature could be a factor, with prior research suggesting colder temperatures have 1878 

an impact on jump performance (123).  1879 

Large significant reductions were observed between SP2 to C2 mesocycles for JH  1880 

(-5%) and MV (approx. -4%). These reductions are not surprising as there was a change 1881 

in training aim from the high load specific preparation phase to the lower-load 1882 

competition phase. This is in contrast to other findings that small increases in JH and 1883 

peak velocity from an unloaded CMJ following a 19-week training period in elite 1884 

snowboard cross athletes (64). This same study suggested alternate CMJ variables that 1885 

explain CMJ movement strategy should be used in conjunction with typical variables 1886 

that focused more on the output result of a CMJ (64). While this study differed to the 1887 

current study in looking at peak velocity in comparison to mean velocity, it should also 1888 

be noted that these differences in results may be from the post test measurement 1889 

occurring after a two week maintenance period as opposed to the following week in the 1890 

current study. Hence, in the current study it is likely that this reduction in JH and MV 1891 

at the beginning of the C2 mesocycle is a sign of residual NMF from the final week of 1892 

the SP2 mesocycle that incorporated a high neural component in the resistance training 1893 

sessions. A 5% increase in JH was evident from the beginning to end of this competition 1894 

mesocycle, supporting the argument that effective periodisation was used during these 1895 
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mesocycles. This finding is in agreement with those by Papacosta and colleagues (118) 1896 

who reported a 7% increase in unloaded CMJ JH during a two week taper for judo 1897 

athletes, indicating that JH responded favourably and sufficient neuromuscular function 1898 

was restored during this taper.  1899 

Moderate to large significant reductions (approx.-5%) were evident between the 1900 

beginning of the two competition mesocycles for JH, MV and mean power (Table 7.4) 1901 

indicating that the athletes potentially began the C2 mesocycle with a greater level of 1902 

NMF. When assessing the overall training load, the load during the SP2 mesocycle had 1903 

substantially more work in the 80+% band in the resistance training sessions, which has 1904 

a greater neural impact (23, 97). Therefore, it is possible there is a carry over effect 1905 

from this training block. While this athlete cohort is used to maintaining high volume 1906 

loads throughout their training, in particular a high on water rowing volume, reductions 1907 

in JH, MV and mean power may indicate that this group is more susceptible to increases 1908 

in intensity rather than volume. This supports findings from prior research that reported 1909 

unloaded CMJ JH in national level rowers decreased up to 48 hrs following high 1910 

intensity resistance training, however 2000m rowing ergometer performance was not 1911 

affected during this time (65) Overall it could be argued that the resistance training 1912 

loads documented, formed a continual maintenance program with the aim of 1913 

maintaining muscle mass, rather than increasing strength. This supposition is supported 1914 

by the majority of work performed being in the lower two intensity bands with little 1915 

work occurring in the top band (Figure 7.2) which would customarily be where more 1916 

emphasis would be to build strength (142, 143). This finding may impact planning and 1917 

periodisation strategies of high-performance staff leading into competition periods.  1918 
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Large decreases for all variables, other than eccentric displacement, between the 1919 

beginning of the GP1 and GP2 mesocycles is not surprising when factoring in the 1920 

training loads associated with these mesocycles. The T2 mins load increased 1921 

substantially from the beginning (576 T2 mins) to the end (1064 T2 mins) of the GP1 1922 

mesocycle, while the volume and intensity in the resistance training sessions also 1923 

continued to increase (Figure 7.1). It is likely that the decreases observed in CMJ 1924 

variables between the beginning of GP1 and GP2 mesocycles is a symptom of building 1925 

into a pre-season training phase with lower loads undertaken at the beginning of GP1 1926 

in comparison to the beginning of GP2 mesocycles. It can be looked upon favourably 1927 

that the training load was gradually built up over the mesocycle to build up the athlete’s 1928 

base load again after having approximately a month off post final competition of the 1929 

season.  1930 

When comparing relative strength groups and the training completed with regard to 1931 

NMF there was a small and statistically different response for EMV. Upon examining 1932 

the raw data to assess where this difference occurred, it was evident that during the SP2 1933 

mesocycle there was a 6% reduction for EMV and 7% reduction for MV in the group 1934 

that had attained the expected strength standard. This is opposed to a 1% improvement 1935 

in EMV and no change in MV for those who were yet to attain this strength standard. 1936 

This mesocycle had approximately a 6% increase in T2 mins from the prior mesocycle 1937 

while also including the highest average T2 mins (1463) across any mesocycle. In 1938 

addition, this mesocycle had the highest amount of repetitions performed in the 80+% 1939 

band during the resistance training sessions, hence a higher neural load is likely to 1940 

occur. A clear ‘wave’ pattern is also evident in the periodisation from for the resistance 1941 
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training in this block. These differences could indicate that velocity is a better indicator 1942 

of NMF in rowers than other discussed variables as is may be a more sensitive measure. 1943 

These changes indicate that those in the stronger group may be better equipped to 1944 

manage this increase in neural load, hence why we see a negative response in velocity 1945 

from this load as opposed to very little change in the alternate group as they may not 1946 

have the capacity to endure this load and thus a change isn’t observed, only a plateau 1947 

in performance. Prior research has found that strength responses have been blunted in 1948 

proportion to the amount of endurance training performed when using a concurrent 1949 

training model with greater than 3 days per week showing signs of interference effect 1950 

(59, 90). Interpretation of the current results indicates that the group which attained the 1951 

expected strength standard had a greater negative response to a heavy concurrent 1952 

training period, as opposed to those athletes yet to achieve the expected strength 1953 

standard. Athletes that were yet to reach the strength standard exhibited signs of a 1954 

blunted response in all variables likely due to the volume of endurance training 1955 

undertaken during this heavy concurrent training period. A limitation to this 1956 

interpretation is that data is presented using group means as opposed to assessing each 1957 

individual while the small sample size may have also contributed to these observations. 1958 

However, as this is an elite population the number of participants is limited to those 1959 

selected as part of the senior national team and hence the authors still feel this is 1960 

representative of this population. To gain a greater insight into individuals it may be 1961 

beneficial to investigate the force velocity profile of individual athletes, however that 1962 

was out of the scope of this study.    1963 
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A significant interaction was observed for JH between the six different training 1964 

mesocycles and the two strength groups. It is suggested that those who had attained the 1965 

expected strength standard were able to manage the training load better so we see 1966 

fluctuations in JH for this group in response to this as a larger manifestation of NMF as 1967 

an outcome of periodisation from concurrent training. Conversely, the same response 1968 

is not evident in those who had not yet reached the expected strength standard. It is 1969 

possible this group was unable to recover sufficiently from the training and are perhaps 1970 

presented a suppressed response throughout the mesocycle rather than peaks and 1971 

troughs. Prior research has found reductions in neuromuscular response as measured 1972 

through CMJ in response to training overload (32, 105) due to the stretch-shortening 1973 

cycle being susceptible to changes in fatigue. Significant interactions were also 1974 

observed for between and within the mesocycle for JH, MV, EMV and mean power. 1975 

This interaction is not surprising as due to the nature of periodisation there is likely to 1976 

be changes between the different training mesocycles.  1977 

 1978 

Moderate to large changes in CMJ variables following training mesocycles likely to 1979 

induce a higher neural load have a greater negative impact on elite rowers, as opposed 1980 

to high volume load.  However the lack of substantial change in many variables overall 1981 

within this study is likely due to the prescribed training sessions not taxing the athlete’s 1982 

physiologically to the point of residual NMF with limited prescribed training in 1983 

resistance intensity bands likely to elicit a high level of neuromuscular fatigue. These 1984 

findings may be useful for coaches when considering how best to periodise training. 1985 
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When assessing differences between strength standards velocity based variables may 1986 

provide a better indication of NMF than displacement and power. 1987 

  1988 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 1991 

Summary and Practical Applications 1992 

 1993 

 1994 

 1995 

  1996 
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 1997 

The research presented in this thesis adds to the body of work established in the field 1998 

of applied neuromuscular fatigue in sports performance and provides novel information 1999 

to further understanding of the time course response of neuromuscular fatigue from 2000 

different anaerobic exercise modalities with specific reference to applied sports 2001 

physiology, strength and conditioning in aerobic power dominant athletes.  2002 

8.1.1. Neuromuscular fatigue from anaerobic conditioning  2003 

Identify and assess the magnitude and time-course of neuromuscular fatigue following 2004 

low, moderate and high repeat sprint running loads using performance measures from 2005 

the countermovement jump and isometric mid-thigh pull. 2006 

From this research we observed that the acute neuromuscular fatiguing effects 2007 

measured using a CMJ and SJ from repeat sprint running conditions temporarily 2008 

diminish 3 hrs post intervention from a low intensity condition and 3-6 hrs post 2009 

intervention following moderate to high intensity repeat sprint running conditions. 2010 

Previous studies have focused on the shorter time periods immediately post training or 2011 

competition and 24-96 hrs post training or competition (31, 105). A key novel 2012 

observation is of a sinusoidal response to recovery from NMF resulting from low, 2013 

moderate and high repeat sprint exercise conditions, while the results of this research 2014 

at immediately post, 24 and 48 hrs agree with findings of other similar studies 2015 

investigating the time course response of NMF (31, 105). The hypothesised changes 2016 

for this study were that the greatest changes would occur following the high condition, 2017 

and the least change would occur following the low condition. However, in contrast to 2018 
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this hypothesis, the results indicated a similar response following both the moderate 2019 

and high conditions. While a similar sinusoidal response pattern was evident using the 2020 

IMTP, peak values occurred earlier, at the 3 hr time point in comparison to CMJ and 2021 

SJ before a decrease at 6 hrs to baseline or below with a secondary recovery or plateau 2022 

to baseline at 24 hr. The earlier recovery in isometric force production may be due to 2023 

less complex or fewer optimal motor patterns involved to perform the action (93), as 2024 

opposed to a dynamic movement, such as CMJ and SJ, where more complex and 2025 

possibly multiple optimal movement motor patterns are available to execute the 2026 

dynamic movement.  2027 

Assess the reliability of a repeat sprint running protocol used to elicit low, moderate 2028 

and high anaerobic loads. 2029 

This research observed very strong positive relationships between trials of low, 2030 

moderate and high repeat sprint-running conditions. It is acknowledged that a small 2031 

number of participants were utilised for this component of the research, however good 2032 

reliability between the three conditions of both trials was observed. When comparing 2033 

the total completion times between trials it was evident that an element of pacing was 2034 

implemented in the moderate and high conditions, however this remained consistent 2035 

between the two trials. Unfortunately, due to the study design implemented it was not 2036 

possible to blind the participants to which condition they were undertaking, however 2037 

no instruction was provided to participants about pacing methods or strategies, hence 2038 

any pacing strategy applied was a result of individual selection. 2039 
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Investigate the subjective response to low, moderate and high anaerobic loads using a 2040 

specific neuromuscular fatigue questionnaire and compare this to objective measures 2041 

obtained from the countermovement jump and isometric mid-thigh pull. 2042 

As expected the responses from the NMFQ increased over time from pre, with 2043 

increased neuromuscular fatigue perception reported in the moderate and high 2044 

conditions in comparison to the low condition. Although this observation was recorded 2045 

with recreational athletes and there is a need to confirm this observation in a highly 2046 

trained population, these results suggest that the NMFQ may be a useful monitoring 2047 

tool to subjectively assess perceived NMF in conjunction with other testing protocols. 2048 

This subjective response complements the objective NMF measures observed in this 2049 

study where large effect sizes over time for all of the NMF measures across all variables 2050 

measured were observed. This complements prior research supporting the use of 2051 

subjective monitoring tools in conjunction with objectives measures in a range of 2052 

athletic cohorts (131). 2053 

Assess the reliability and level of agreement of an abbreviated neuromuscular fatigue 2054 

questionnaire against a previously validated extended questionnaire. 2055 

The NMFQ is a novel, simple to use and time efficient questionnaire to subjectively 2056 

assess neuromuscular fatigue with responses from both the INQoL and NMFQ 2057 

producing similar responses across time from different exercise conditions. Both 2058 

questionnaires were recorded across an array of time points and three different exercise 2059 

conditions indicating high reliability and levels of agreement between the 2060 

questionnaires.  2061 
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As a subjective tool for monitoring neuromuscular status has not previously been 2062 

developed that could be both applicable in a high-performance sport setting and 2063 

sensitive to change the novel tool reported in Chapter 3 and 4 shows promise. Previous 2064 

questionnaires that have been developed tend to focus on whole body fatigue, stress 2065 

and recovery, while the NMFQ is targeted towards responses directly associated with 2066 

neuromuscular fatigue. It is acknowledged that this research was completed on 2067 

recreationally trained individuals, as opposed to highly competitive athletes. However, 2068 

the brief completion time required to complete the NMFQ encourages use of this 2069 

questionnaire as it could easily be implemented as a regular component within the 2070 

battery of athlete monitoring tools without causing an excessive time cost for athletes 2071 

to complete, or coaches to assess results. Although it is disappointing that as part of this 2072 

thesis it was not possible to implement the NMFQ in a high-performance environment 2073 

due to the constraints of coach and high-performance staff limitations. It would be 2074 

worthwhile for future research to investigate the use of the NMFQ in a suitably elite 2075 

athletic population as this questionnaire has potential to be used effectively within a 2076 

high-performance environment. 2077 

8.1.2. Neuromuscular fatigue from resistance training  2078 

Assess and compare changes in velocity, displacement and power using the 2079 

countermovement jump during and between a pre-competition and competition training 2080 

mesocycle. 2081 

Changes in power, displacement and velocity variables measured using a loaded CMJ 2082 

in elite rowers were trivial to small in all variables measured between the 2083 
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commencement of a training mesocycle and the end of the mesocycle. The greatest 2084 

changes of a 4% decrease in eccentric displacement and mean power occurred during 2085 

the pre-competition training mesocycle. Suggesting these variables may be more 2086 

sensitive to change overall or that the type of training undertaken during this mesocycle 2087 

has a specific substantial impact only on these metrics. Prior research has indicated that 2088 

changes in the magnitude of eccentric displacement may be a greater indicator of NMF 2089 

than an output variable such as jump height (62, 157). The observation of very minor 2090 

changes in loaded CMJ JH throughout the competition mesocycle agrees with prior 2091 

research (66) observing no change in unloaded CMJ performance across a three-week 2092 

competition mesocycle. However as mean and peak power are strongly correlated with 2093 

JH (41) there appears to be a disassociation between the observations of these two 2094 

variables that could be related to the measurement technique used in recording the 2095 

performance. As a linear position transducer was used in data collection and thus it can 2096 

be assumed that measures of displacement are a direct recording as compared to a 2097 

derived variable such as mean power. It seems reasonable to hypothesise eccentric 2098 

displacement and to a lesser extent mean power of a loaded CMJ can describe minor 2099 

disturbances in NMF but may not adversely affect the overall outcome. Thus this lack 2100 

of substantial change in JH performance likely indicates the prescribed and completed 2101 

training sessions did not tax the athlete’s physiologically to the point of residual NMF.  2102 

It was hypothesised that there would be a greater difference between the pre- 2103 

competition and competition mesocycles, predicting that a greater stress would be 2104 

imposed on athletes’ during the pre-competition mesocycle in comparison to the 2105 

competition mesocycle which would follow more of a taper as a lead in to a major 2106 
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international competition. The findings of this research observed trivial and small 2107 

increases for MV and JH respectively between the pre-competition and competition 2108 

mesocycles and trivial decreases for EMV and mean power with a small reduction in 2109 

eccentric displacement. Surprisingly the rowing specific training loads did not vary as 2110 

much as predicted between the two mesocycles with average T2 mins remaining 2111 

similar, albeit with a clear reduction in volume observed during the third week of the 2112 

pre-competition mesocycle and second week of competition mesocycle. This reduction 2113 

in rowing specific load was paired with an overall reduction of volume in the resistance 2114 

training sessions during the competition mesocycle, thus a reduction in overall training 2115 

volume does occur during both mesocycles. While this particular athlete cohort are 2116 

familiar with regular high volume sport specific training it was postulated that an 2117 

increase in high intensity work as part of the resistance training sessions would produce 2118 

greater changes in variables measured with CMJ, however this was not observed. 2119 

Instead the observations may be due to limited resistance training work being 2120 

programmed in the 80+% resistance band, with workloads in this category requiring a 2121 

high neural load with greater muscle unit recruitment (23, 97). Therefore, it is possible 2122 

that the neural system was not sufficiently compromised to see a blunted response using 2123 

a loaded CMJ, compared to if a greater percentage of resistance training work above 2124 

80% was included.  2125 

Assess and compare changes in velocity, displacement and power during and between 2126 

multiple training mesocycles throughout an 8-month competition period. 2127 

When assessing changes in velocity, displacement and power using a loaded CMJ over 2128 

an eight-month competition season in elite level rowers moderate to large changes in 2129 
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JH, MV and mean power were observed, along with small and trivial changes in EMV 2130 

and eccentric displacement between the commencement and the end of the training 2131 

mesocycle, however these changes were not statistically significant. This outcome 2132 

contrasts with the findings from chapter 6 reporting trivial to small changes in all 2133 

variables that were of statistical significance. Over the course of a competition season 2134 

the greatest changes in CMJ variables occurred during the general preparation period 2135 

with a 7-9% decrease in JH, EMV and mean power within the first general preparation 2136 

mesocycle. Conversely the greatest reduction of a 4% decrease of eccentric 2137 

displacement and mean power occurred during the pre-competition mesocycle in 2138 

chapter 6. While it is important to note that these mesocycles had a different training 2139 

focus (e.g. specific preparation for competition and general preparation for the season), 2140 

reductions were only observed in mean power in both situations (chapters 6 and 7), 2141 

despite using the same athletic cohort. This finding suggests mean power may be a 2142 

more sensitive variable than the other variables reported in these chapters to measure 2143 

NMF in this athletic cohort.  2144 

Large significant reductions were observed in chapter 7 between the second specific 2145 

preparation and second competition mesocycles for JH and MV. This finding is in direct 2146 

contrast to those observed in chapter 6 that reported small and trivial increases in JH 2147 

and MV respectively between the initial specific preparation and competition 2148 

mesocycles. This contrast is likely attributed to the second specific preparation 2149 

mesocycle having substantially more work in the 80+% band in the resistance training 2150 

sessions, which has a greater neural impact (23, 97) in comparison to the other training 2151 

mesocycles. Comparing between the two competition mesocycles highlighted moderate 2152 
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to large significant reductions for JH, MV and mean power, indicating athletes 2153 

potentially began the second competition mesocycle with a greater level of NMF. 2154 

Despite this athlete cohort being accustomed to maintaining high volume loads 2155 

throughout their training, in particular a high on water rowing volume (T2 mins), 2156 

reductions in these variables, in conjunction with an increase in intensity in resistance 2157 

training load throughout the second specific preparation mesocycle may indicate that 2158 

this group is more susceptible to increases in intensity rather than volume. This finding 2159 

supports research indicating unloaded CMJ JH in national level rowers decreased up to 2160 

48 hrs following high intensity resistance training, however 2000m rowing ergometer 2161 

performance was not affected during this time (65). Throughout most of the reported 2162 

mesocycles, resistance training loads formed a continual maintenance program with the 2163 

aim of maintaining muscle mass, rather than increasing strength. This is supported by 2164 

the majority of resistance training being performed in the lower two intensity bands 2165 

with little work occurring in the top band which would customarily be where more 2166 

emphasis would be to build strength (142, 143). The lack of regular exposure to training 2167 

in the 80%+ band is likely to have contributed to these reductions in CMJ performance 2168 

for this athletic cohort. This observation may impact planning and periodisation 2169 

strategies of high-performance staff leading into competition periods with potentially 2170 

more emphasis needed in higher neural activities to build resilience.  2171 

Investigate if strength levels impact an athlete’s response to neuromuscular fatigue. 2172 

When comparing relative strength groups for response to the training with regards to 2173 

NMF, we observed a moderate difference for mean power in chapter 6 between the pre- 2174 

competition and competition mesocycles. However, when comparing relative strength 2175 
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across a season (chapter 7) the only statistical difference was for EMV with a small 2176 

difference between strength groups. This difference occurred during the second specific 2177 

preparation mesocycle where there was a 6% reduction in EMV for those who had 2178 

attained the expected strength standard as opposed to a 1% improvement for those who 2179 

had not yet achieved the expected strength standard. This finding was somewhat 2180 

unexpected, especially following the findings in chapter 6 indicating the stronger group 2181 

may be less compromised by NMF over the competition training block as this group 2182 

exhibited a 2.3% reduction in mean power compared to a 3.2% decrease for those who 2183 

had not yet achieved the expected strength standard. The findings from chapter 6 2184 

supported prior research observing significant differences in peak and relative power 2185 

using loaded and unload CMJ between development and senior national volleyball 2186 

athletes (133). To further understand these differences training loads from these 2187 

mesocycles were closely examined. The second specific preparation mesocycle not 2188 

only has approximately a 6% increase in T2 mins from the prior mesocycle, but also 2189 

the highest average T2 mins across any mesocycle. In addition, in this mesocycle 2190 

athlete completed the highest volume of repetitions performed in the 80+% band during 2191 

the resistance training sessions, hence a higher neural load was likely to have been 2192 

imposed. It is probable that the differences in EMV were not observed between the pre- 2193 

competition and competition mesocycles in chapter 6 as an insufficient neural load was 2194 

applied to the system. This may go some way to explaining the differences in these 2195 

findings and may indicate that in fact velocity measures are a better indicator of NMF 2196 

in rowers than other discussed variables as is may be a more sensitive measure.  2197 
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These changes may indicate that those in the stronger group may be better equipped to 2198 

manage this increase in neural load, hence why a negative response in velocity is 2199 

observed from this load. This is opposed to very little change in the alternate group as 2200 

they may not have the capacity to endure this load and thus a change isn’t observed, 2201 

only a plateau in performance. Conversely, it is possible that a greater difference 2202 

between strength groups was not recorded as the group response was blunted across all 2203 

variables. Perhaps indicating that the stronger athletes were adhering to the 2204 

supercompensation paradigm for some variables and may have been bordering on 2205 

overreaching. Prior research has found that strength responses have been blunted in 2206 

proportion to the amount of endurance training performed when using a concurrent 2207 

training model with greater than 3 days per week showing signs of interference effect 2208 

(90). A limitation to the interpretations of these results is that data is presented using 2209 

group means as opposed to assessing each individual while the small sample size may 2210 

have also contributed to these observations. However, as this is an elite population, the 2211 

number of participants is limited to those selected as part of the senior national team 2212 

and hence the authors still feel this is representative of this population and could be 2213 

reasonably expected to be quite homogenous. To gain a greater insight into individuals 2214 

it may be beneficial to investigate the force velocity profile of individual athletes, 2215 

however that was out of the scope of this study.    2216 

Examining interactions between relative strength groups and training mesocycles 2217 

indicated significant interaction between pre-competition and competition mesocycles 2218 

for MV and JH in chapter 6 and also JH between the six different training mesocycles 2219 

in chapter 7. It is suggested that those who had attained the expected strength standard 2220 
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were able to manage the training load (86, 138), thus fluctuations in JH and MV were 2221 

observed for this group as a larger manifestation of NMF in response to periodisation. 2222 

This is opposed to those not at the expected strength standard who perhaps were closer 2223 

to a state of overload so these fluctuations are not evident as they are not able recover 2224 

sufficiently, therefore presenting a constantly suppressed response as opposed to peak 2225 

and troughs. Prior research has found reductions in neuromuscular response as 2226 

measured through CMJ in response to training overload (32, 105) due to the stretch- 2227 

shortening cycle being susceptible to changes in fatigue, however as this study is 2228 

investigating changes within and between mesocycles as a whole, and not weekly 2229 

change it is not possible to state this with certainty.  2230 

8.1.3. Impact of travel on countermovement jumps in aerobic athletes 2231 

Investigate the impact of westbound long-haul travel on countermovement jump 2232 

performance in aerobic strength and power athletes.  2233 

Following long haul westbound travel, moderate increases in mean eccentric and 2234 

concentric velocity were observed, coupled with small increases in mean power 2235 

measured with loaded CMJ in elite rowers, who are primarily an aerobic strength and 2236 

power cohort. Small increases were also observed for eccentric displacement and jump 2237 

height, resulting in trivial changes in JH:Dip ratio. Direct force abilities were not 2238 

measured as part of this study, however if may be beneficial for future research to 2239 

investigate changes in force following long haul travel in this population to gain a 2240 

greater understanding how CMJ output varies and the overall output is achieved.  2241 
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It is acknowledged that the findings from this research are in contrast to other research 2242 

which has reported reductions in CMJ performance following long haul travel (109). 2243 

We hypothesise that our findings of no negative effects of travel on performance may 2244 

be due to athletes’ retaining a high training load prior to travel, potentially stifling 2245 

greater changes in variables, while the extensive travel time in a recognised less 2246 

deleterious direction worked as a forced rest period. Contrasting results may also be 2247 

attributed to the different athletic populations used, with this study being undertaken in 2248 

elite rowers who are predominantly slow-twitch athletes as opposed to sprint focused 2249 

athletes considered predominantly fast-twitch strength (21, 25) or team sport athletes 2250 

(56, 109). It is understood that alterations in movement strategy occur when fatigued 2251 

with the aim of maintaining performance output (62, 64), thus the different 2252 

physiological make up and sporting background of these athlete groups may have 2253 

affected how jumping strategy was altered when fatigued (64) to provide the contrasting 2254 

results between these studies. 2255 

 2256 

The findings reported in this thesis are useful to apply in the field of strength and 2257 

conditioning in a high-performance environment, however it is important to 2258 

acknowledge some limitations that may impact the applications of this research.  2259 

The participants in the study outlined in chapter 4 of this thesis were unable to be 2260 

blinded to the repeat sprint condition they were undertaking. It is acknowledged that 2261 

this knowledge of end-point may have contributed to some individual pacing, however 2262 

the results indicate that the same pacing strategy was applied between trials of the same 2263 
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condition. It is also unfortunate that we were unable to replicate this study and the use 2264 

of the NMFQ in an elite athletic population due to constraints in a high-performance 2265 

environment, however it is felt that the results are still useful to consider in this 2266 

population and invite further research to be undertaken in this area.  2267 

The use of a loaded CMJ procedure was chosen for chapters 5, 6 and 7 as it was already 2268 

part of the standardised warm up for the resistance training sessions performed by this 2269 

elite athlete cohort, thus improving the athlete compliance and familiarity. As this 2270 

research was conducted in a high-performance environment we did not have the liberty 2271 

of additional time for athlete testing so by utilising a loaded CMJ that was already a 2272 

familiar exercise and performed in their warm up, we felt any perceived limitation was 2273 

outweighed by the ability to obtain non-invasive applied monitoring data. It is 2274 

acknowledged that this may have contributed to the diminished differences observed in 2275 

this study compared to if an unloaded CMJ was performed, however prior research has 2276 

indicated the loaded CMJ to be a useful and reliable measure across both relative and 2277 

absolute variables (133, 156). A further limitation is the measurement of variables from 2278 

bar displacement as opposed to centre of mass displacement, with bar velocity 2279 

potentially over estimating centre of mass velocity by 14-17% (96). However as 2280 

mentioned above this research was conducted in a high-performance environment as 2281 

part of a standardised warm up for resistance training sessions, where unfortunately we 2282 

did not have access to a force plate, or a method to obtain measurements from centre of 2283 

mass displacement. Limitations associated with particular variables have been 2284 

discussed previously in this thesis under the ‘variables of interest’ heading in section 2285 

2.4.1 of the literature review.  2286 
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Projects of an applied nature in a high-performance sport environment critically have 2287 

to accommodate coach and athlete training plans. As a result, pre and post 2288 

measurements for the travel study undertaken in chapter 5 may have been impacted. 2289 

The pre data collection was unable to be taken as close to departure as would have 2290 

ideally been desired and thus the athletes were not as rested as would be normally 2291 

expected in a tightly controlled laboratory setting. Thus athletes were still within a 2292 

structured training week with a number of training sessions, albeit standard sessions the 2293 

athletes were well accustomed to, to be completed after the pre measure was taken. 2294 

Likewise, the post travel measure was unable to be obtained as close to arrival in 2295 

destination as desired and light travel recovery strategies were implemented as standard 2296 

practice in travelling athletes. It is acknowledged that some of the negative effects of 2297 

long haul travel may have been missed, therefore whilst care was taken to ensure 2298 

appropriate scientific rigour in this thesis confounding limitation of measurement 2299 

timing remained in some cases. It is felt that the acknowledgment of this limitation is 2300 

outweighed by the benefit of being able to obtain non-invasive applied research in a 2301 

large cohort of athletes that are not usually investigated for effects of travel. In addition 2302 

to the above limitations, data was analysed from a combined sample of the cohort, 2303 

which may mean individual differences or responses were masked. 2304 

 2305 

Based on the findings from this thesis the following practical applications are 2306 

recommended: 2307 
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 The NMFQ is a suitable tool to quickly and subjectively assess neuromuscular 2308 

fatigue status and its use may be useful conjunction with other athlete 2309 

monitoring tools for both athletes and recreationally active individuals.  2310 

 There is a sinusoidal response to recovery of NMF resulting from repeated 2311 

sprint exercise bouts. It is proposed that practitioners seek to make use of the 2312 

initial recovery wave by planning and periodising sessions in this window of 2313 

opportunity, for example it may be useful to adjust programming so that a 2314 

moderate or high anaerobic conditioning session is completed in the morning 2315 

prior to a short-targeted explosive session, such as a brief Olympic lifts session 2316 

in the afternoon.  2317 

 When assessing differences between strength standards velocity based variables 2318 

may provide a better indication of NMF than displacement and power. 2319 

 Training mesocycles likely to induce a higher neural load have a greater 2320 

negative impact on elite rowers, as opposed to high volume load mesocycles. 2321 

 If training sessions do not elicit a high neural load, the use of CMJ may not be 2322 

sensitive enough to identify changes in NMF in aerobic athletes when the data 2323 

collection protocol utilises a linear position transducer.  2324 

 Training loads in the weeks leading into long haul travel should be periodised 2325 

to minimise neuromuscular fatigue, which can be further exacerbated by the 2326 

effects of long haul travel.  2327 

 Where possible it is important to plan travel to arrive at the destination with 2328 

enough time to adequately adjust the circadian rhythm to the new destination 2329 

and recover prior to restarting training or beginning of competition, this will be 2330 
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dependent on the destination and number of time zones crossed and direction 2331 

travelled. 2332 

 2333 

The findings from this thesis have added to the depth of knowledge in relation to the 2334 

time course of NMF from different forms of anaerobic exercise, however there are still 2335 

many questions to be investigated.  Directions of future research would be useful in the 2336 

following areas: 2337 

 Trialling the NMFQ in an elite athlete cohort and measuring the response to 2338 

objective measures of NMF. 2339 

 Assessing the time course of NMF from anaerobic conditioning sessions in an 2340 

elite athletic population. 2341 

 Investigating other practical strategies to monitor and measure NMF in elite 2342 

rowers in comparison to CMJ. 2343 

 Assessing the impact of strength levels in elite rowers over an Olympic cycle 2344 

and comparing these to direct performance markers, e.g. 2000m time.  2345 

 Investigating the CMJ outcomes in response to long haul east bound travel in 2346 

an aerobic athletic cohort. 2347 

  2348 
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